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MOST BEAUTIFUL BRIDGE

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, June 1 1, 1932
LAST

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

The Waldo-Hancock Bridge over
TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions *3 00 per year payable in , the Penobscot River, which is being
advance; single copies three cento
dedicated today, has been awarded
Advertising rates based upon clrculs- i first prize by the American Institute
■ lon and very reasonable.
— ■ ■

r

••• ••• •••

and engineers. Tablets to be erected
Perfection will be reached when the on the bridge in appropriate ceremon
automobile can be made fool-in-the ies in September, will be presented by
cther-car-proof.—Arkansas Gazette the institute. Ex-Senator Zelma M.
Dwinal of Camden was a member of
the building committee.

THE LUCETTE
Room and Board
45 MAIN ST.
THOMASTON, ME.
Opp. High School Bitig.
Tourists Accommodated
Tel. 105-3
70*75

ANNOUNCEMENT
We have reduced the price of our
Haircuts to Men 35c, Ladies 50c

ANASTASIO BROS.
Over Paramount Cafe
69-71

MacDonald’s Cabinet
Dancers

1930 Pontiac Custom Sedan, 6 Wire
Wheels, with trunk, like new. One
of the most economical cars built.
Good will guarantee.

C. W. Hopkins
712 MAIN ST.

SUSIE

TEL. 1000

P.

MOSHER

Will open a several days engage
Spiritual Adviser
ment afternoon and evening, on
Main St. opp. Woolworth's store 67 Park St.
Rockland
starting Saturday afternoon at 2
Hours 11 A. M. to 5 P. M.
P. M. Admission 10c.
70*71
Public Invited

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

PRIMARY ELECTION JUNE 20
I

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER

MAYNARD SPEAR
THOMASTON

The Life-Saver
RESTAURANT AND LUNCHEONETTE

B. L. Davis, Prop.

Tel. 11-2 Warren, Maine

Steak Dinner.................................................. $ 1 »00
Chicken Pie

..................................................

Where are the “grads” of yesterI year?
Gazing upon the senior class at
Thursday night’s commencement exi ercises one is led to speculate as to
the whereabouts of those who occu
pied the same platform a year’ ago.
The High School Cauldron in its
alumni department has the following
under 1931;
Gladys Alley, at home.
Mae Anderson, married.
Linwood Aylward, at home.
Frank W. Babbidge, at home.
Harriet Beaton, Newberry’s.
Hugh Benner, Commercial College,
Charles Bicknell, University of
Maine.
Edward Bisbee, at home.
Thelma Blackington, University of
Maine.
Ernest Blackington, at home.
GVISTIN FOR SHERIFF
Barbara Blaisdell, at home.
Orrin Bradbury, University of
I have been asked to state
Maine.
my position on certain ques
Barbara Brewer, at home.
tions if 1 am elected sheriff
Richard Burgess, at home.
of Knox County. Briefly, my
Virginia Burns, Bryant and Strat
attitude is this: 1 believe all
ton.
true, law-abiding citizens
Jeanette Cohen, at home.
must support the law and de
Flora Cole, at home.
fend the laws of the Consti
Clara Dennison, at home
tution, whether it is the pro
Maurice Duncan, Hebron.
hibitory law, the Volstead
Robert Dunton, Bowdoin.
Act, or horse racing. I am a
William Ellingwood, M. C. I.
temperance man and do not
Everett Pernald, Senter Crane Co.
make use of alcoholic bev
Louis
Fields, at home.
erages of any kind. Coffee,
Mary Ellen Flagg, training at Av
tea, milk and water are good
gusta General Hospital.
enough for anyone.
' Alvary Gay, Bowdoin.
The sheriff mu't be a con
Walter Gay .Bates.
structive, broad minded and
Lucien Green, H. C. I.
sensible person at all times.
Elizabeth Green, A. T. Thurston.
I will absolutely guarantee
Harold Halligan, Rockland Garage.
that my office will function
Lillian Hart, at home.
just as the good citizens
Kenneth Hooper, at home
would like to see it operate;
Elsie
Howard, at home.
100 per cent strict law en
Bradlee Joyce, Swan’s Island.
forcement plus courtesy to all
Mary LaCrosse, Dr. Adams’ office.
and partiality to none, is my
Edward Lawrence, University of
motto. That is iny stand and
Maine.
under no consideration will
Mary Lawrence, University of
I change it until a better
Maine.
method suggests itself.
Oram Lawry, Jr,, Bowdoin.
If you approve of my posi
Crosby Ludwick, at home.
tion I shall be glad to receive
Harriet Lufkin, at home.
your vote in the primary elec
Cora Lunt, at home.
tion June 20.
Gwendolyn MacDonald, Wheaton,
Signed,
Ill.
Dorothy Magune, training at Knox
JOHN GUISTIN
Hospital.
Helen Mattson, at home.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
John Mazzeo, at home.
Meriel Merchant, at home.
John Monroe, at home.
Harriet Moran, at home.
John Moulaison, Chisholm’s.
Rodney Murphy, at home.
Bartholomew Pellicane, at home.
John Peterson, Kaler’s Express
Evelyn Pietroski, Dr. Richards’
office.
Ralph Post. R. C. C.
Democrat
Lillias Reed, Park Street Lunch.
Virginia Richardson, Post Oradu-

Vote

Chicken Dinner............................................ $1.00
73c

SEA FOOD SERVED
PARTIES SOLICITED---------- CABINS
70-lt

WELLESLEY

For

H. N. BRAZIER

in

INN

the

June Primaries
70*S-73

AT ASH POINT

WILL OPEN SUNDAY, JUNE 12

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

SERVING THOSE FAMOUS SHORE DINNERS
$1.25. A PLATE

To Republicans of Knox County:

LOBSTER DINNER ........................................................................$1-0°
Chicken Dinner....................................................................................

75c

CALL FLORENCE McCONCHIE, TEL. ROCKLAND 367-11

70* It

OPENING DANCE
AT FRIENDSHIP
SATURDAY EVE., JUNE 11
NORMAN PIERCE’S ORCHESTRA
of Augusta

Carlton Ripley, Night Hawk Or
chestra.
Edward Robinson, usher Park TheEdna Ross, University of Maine.
Kosti Ruohomaa, at home.
Jake Smalley, at home.
Bernice Smith, Farmington Nor
mal.
Charles Smith, at home.
Israel Snow, Northeastern Univer
sity.
Harold Snowman, at home.
Phyllis Snowman, R. C. C.
Mildred Sprague, at home.
Myron Sprague, Swan’s Island.
Richard Stoddard, University of
Maine.
Cynthia Helen Wasgatt, Wheaton
College.
Marian Weymouth, at home.
Leon Winchenbach, Commercial
College.
Helen Yeager. Newberrys.
Alfred Young, at home.
Burnham Young, post graduate.

PSYCHIC AND SPIRIT
MEDIUM

----- BIGGER—BETTER THAN EVER-------------------

DANCING EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
LADIES 25c

PUBLIC INVITED

,1

tell yon ex
actly what
yon wish to
know about
friends, ene
mies, rivals,
sweethe a r t a
of future wife
or husband,
as rase maybe, and everything else
which yon are Interested In—
without you speaking one word—
keeping nothing hidden from you,
and if I find I can help you to
make your life brighter and happi
er I will inform you so at once.
Hours from 1 p.m. to 7 p. m.
Low fee to ladies'—50c and $1.00
Here Mondays, Tuesdays, and
Wednesdays Only
Satisfaction guaranteed or no fee
accepted—27 Park street. 70*It

GENTLEMEN 50c

•piCKUPmiDEUVHOf

L S. DAVIS
Republican Candidate

NO
EXTRA

For Sheriff

con

Has served on tbe City Committee
several years, two years as chair
man, at present serving as com
mitteeman from Ward 5 always
ready to help others. 1 now ask for
your help at the Polls on June 20.

LUKE S. DAVIS

Reward of $50

70-71

Maine Central Railroad

Jockey Hitching Post

66-70

ROSE-ANNE LODGE
MENU

Stolen Thursday night.
Has blue and white striped
cap. Return to—

Fried Chicken Dinner .......... $1.25
Chicken and Noodles ............ $1.00

David Rubenstein

EAST UNION, ME.
May 22

REGISTRATION
OF NEW PUPILS

■

-

1932

Nov 1

(Southern Style)

70-lt

Roast Chicken Dinner .......... $1 00

CHICKEN ALL STYLES
Steak and

Shore Dinners,
Order

On

Bridge & Tea Parties Solicited
If No Reservation 20 Minute Wait
Phone—Union, 18, King 21

All pupils entering school for the first time
next fall should be registered at the Super
intendent's office at once. If you have not
already made a return of the information,

PUBLIC

Mrs. Margaret Newton
Medium, of Portland, will hold
lecture and message services Sun
day June 12, 2.30 and 7.30 P. M. at
K. of P. Hall, Camden, under
auspices of Rockland Spiritualist
Society. The usual 25c to defray
expenses is expected at the door.
This Is not compulsory.

SUPPER

At METHODIST CHURCH

Today, Saturday, 5 to 7

Call 324—M

Auspices Epworth League
Baked beans, cold meat, cabbage
salad, etc.
C9-70

FROM

SEVENTY-THREE

A

BLAZING

AIRPLANE

Price 35 Cents
70-lt

69-70
I

—Exciting Incident On Waterfront

• »•>>«

for County Com missioner,

THE

FOR

Bicentennial—An Excellent Commencement

Diplomas In 1931

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• *•' w beautiful of the bridges in America

*••
«•< , completed in 1931 at costs of less than
*•*
T.ie best use we can make of — $1,000,000. The award, said a tele
-• good fortune Is to share It with
gram from the New York firm that
our fellows.—Julian Hathorne.
*•* built the structure, was voted unani
••• mously by a Jury of eminent architects
«♦«••••••••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• «♦«••••••■•• ••• ••• gp

DIPLOMAS

Volume 87................... Number 70

THREE CENTS A COPY

Present Whereabouts Of
Students Who Received Rockland High School Graduation Features Washington Capt. Wincapaw And Adriel U. Bird Make Hasty Exit

of Steel Construction as the most

—

YEAR’S “GRADS’

Saturday
- Issue

I
I

An airplane trip from Boston, and saw what disturbed even his un
which had been prosaic enough all ruffled demeanor.
With the aid of a line willing hands
i the way, had a dramatic finish in
hauled the machine alongside the
Kenneth Orcutt
Suxon Lurvey
’ Rockland harbor yesterday noon float, and its two occupants made a
.Minirime Coffey
Horace fin nI h
when a chartered plane piloted by hasty exit, unharmed.
Graham Hills
Evelyn Segal
Oapt. William H. Wincapaw, with
The aircraft had evidently back
Marion Rackliff
Ruth Perry
Adriel U. Bird as passenger caught fired when It descended onto the wa
Flora Colson
Fannie Masaiin
lire and burned to the water's edge ter, and the engine caught fire. Be
fore extinguishers could be brought
Fletcher
Brown
Mary Haskell
When the disaster occurred the
into play the flames had communi
Francis Mc.llary
i plane was being taxied into the float cated to the wings, which bin ned like
of the Maine Air Transport, Inc., and so much tinder. Finally the gaso
i peering through the windows Capt. line tank caught fire, and an explo
“We Finish To Begin," read the as he is honored as one of the world’s
Wincapaw and Mr. Bird, totally un sion added to the excitement.
motto, suspended from the pros greatest statesmen.
The chemical made a quick run to
♦ * ♦ •
aware of the fact that their machine
cenium arch in the High School audi
Tillson wharf, but the patient’s goose
Episode No. 3
was ablaze, wondered at the excite was already cooked. Later the plane
torium Thursday night—a motto done
(As told by Fannie Massalin)
ln the senior class colors of cerise
was raised by the Snow Marine Co.
Miss Massalin’s subject was “First ment attending their reception.
and white, and flanked by simple but In Peace." Washington's first duties
Men on the dock shouted, and and towed to the South Railway,
tasty decorations embodying a similar were concerned with the details of pointed excitedly at the plane. Still j It was the property of the Ames
schtme.
Seventy-three students , the transition of the government. wondering what it was all about Mr. (Skyways, Inc., of Boston, valued
I He made a tour of the States, direct
marched onto the stage under the
Bird looked through the rear window ' at about $3500 and insured.
leadership of Francks McAlary, tallest ly appealing to the people for a na
tional
spirit
of
unity
that
would
put
of the numerous stalwart youths en
rolled ln the graduating class of 1932. an end to provincial prejudices reThe High School Orchestra played
the march, “Flag of Victory," an au
dience gave vent to unstinted ap
The Lindbergh kidnaping case as-1 Violet Sharpe, who committed
plause, and the commencement exer
cises of Rockland High School, were
sumed a sensational turn yesterday suicide by taking poison, was at the
underway.
with the identification by Dr. Con- Morrow summ,>r hom<>’ Nor’h HavenThe exercises this year were unique
last year. Police are looking for her
in that all of them related to one sub
don, of a picture of Ernest Brinkert, sister
whQ .§
tQ haye
ject—George Washington—given as
arrested ex-convict as the “John” to' for England four days after the ranthe school's official tribute to the bi- '
centennial of the country's first
whom he paid the $50,900 ransom som money was paid.
president.
The continuity showed |
money; and the suicide of Violet
Mrs. Dwight Morrow, son Dwight
excellent forethought on the part of
Sharpe, waitress in the Dwight W. and daughter Constance sail next
those who arranged the program, and
Morrow homestead, who is believed by week for Europe to join Miss Elizabeth
the participating students were fully
entitled to the words of praise which
the police to have guilty knowledge Morrow, planning to return August 1.
have been so unstintedly spoken.
tarding national progress. Those of the kidnaping.
Meantime Col. and Mrs. Lindbergh
In addition to the orchestral selec tours were responsible for building
Brinkert
was
taken
Into
custody
at
(
will be either at Englewood or North
tions, music was furnished by the up a sense of national consciousness
Haven.
senior chorus and senior boys' still recognized today by our Presi New Rochelle, N. Y.
chorus—all directing the public’s at dents. The four great questions of
tention to the high standard which funding the public debt, Incorporat
is being maintained in our public ing the State debts incurred in aid
schools. The invocation was offered of the Revolution, protecting Ameri
by Rev. George H. Welch and the can shipping, and the United States
benediction was pronounced by Rev. Bank were settled along lines pub
Now Being Made For Grand Army Week—Clerk Towle
L. G. Perry.
licly urged and approved by Presi
• • • •
Announces Parade Plans
dent Washington. He signed the
Episode. No. 1
first .national tariff, which gave both
(As told by Evelyn Segal)
revenue and protection, and signed
Miss Segal's subject was “Young acts for excise duties.
Busy committees are arranging the , in automobiles, with invited guests,
Washington.” whoi<e boyhood edu
The settlement of international final details for the Grand Army en- 1 will proceed on Limerock to the postcation, sports, adventures and ambi relations proved how wise Washing
tions—so interesting to all Americans ton was in the policy of insisting campment and State conventions of office, where they will review the pro
upon our rights as an independent the six allied bodies which are to be cession.
If the weather is rainy the parade
nation, and standing by our treaties.
He always advocated good temper held in this city next week.
will be indefinitely postponed.
and moderation in our diplomacy,
Following is the complete roster of
and stood by his constitutional right events;
STAN. PERRY TALKED
to direct the diplomacy of our coun
Department of Maine, Grand Army
try.
of the Republic, meetings in Grand To The Rotarians
Upon
Episode No. 4
Army hall, Limerock street.
Some Of The Things That
(As told by Mary Haskell)
Woman’s State Relief Corps meet
“Friends and Enemies” was the ings in Temple hall. Main street.
He Saw In Washington
subject of this essay. Washington
National
Woman's
Relief
Corps,
made both. There was Alexander
Standish Perry, always an agree
i Hamilton. Secretary of the Treasury meetings in lodge room, Masonic
able personality, with a delightful
under Washington, and whose han Temple, Main street.
vein of humor (the third generation
diwork was seen in many of Wash
Ladies of the Grand Army of the
in the family, to be thus endowed)
ington’s letters. His struggle to es
tablish the system of currency which Republic, meetings at Congregational enlightened with those qualities yes
—forms one of the least known was retained without any consider Church, Main street.
terday's luncheon of the Rotary Club,
chapters in the life of the Founder able alteration until the establish
Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil
of Our Country. His education was ment of the Federal Reserve banks War, meetings at I.O.O.F. lower hall, in a talk upon his impressions of
meager. As a growing lad Washing in 1913, is one of the epics of history.
Washington—by which allusion Is
School street.
ton was not remarkable as a scholar.
made not to the distinguished patriot
Auxiliary to the Sons of Union
He was reserved and sedate—of a
whose two-hundredth birth year Is
more serious turn of mind than the
Veterans of the Civil War, meetings now undergoing celebration, but the
ordinary boy. Such education as he
at Odd Fellows lodge room, School National Capital which bears his
received was completed when he was
street.
16. Desire for self-education became
name, and of which tne speaker dur
Daughters of Union Veterans of the ing six months past has been a resi
a passion with him.
He was much given to exercising,
Civil War, meetings at Universalist dent. Allusion to this talk has
a graceful expert rider and fond of
already been made, for Mr. Perry has
vestry. Union street.
wild life of the woods and encamp
given it before half a dozen organiza
t • • •
ments. At William's School, where
tions here and in Camden, no one of
A
three-division
parade
will
be
held
he went after the death of his father,
which has regretted the pleasure of
Thursday morning at 9 o’clock, with listening to it, and his fellow Rotari
he was a star in all sports, vaulting,
Henry Towle, clerk of the Depart ans of this city were glad to appear
running, jumping, throwing the bar
—and excelling in horsemanship.
ment of Maine, as marshal. He has in the same category.
• His surveying trips carried him far
Mr. Perry has a graceful style of
named I. Leslie Cross of Rockland
composition and a note of wit and
into the western wilderness. His
and
Charles
W.
Durgln
of
Portland
humor that give salt to what he has
boyhood was budding promise of the
to say. He exercised a keen eye upon
man he became—true to the stand- Another man who did a great deal as his aides.
> ards and ideals his parents taught toward establishing independence
The first division which will what in Washington came under
I him.
and later running the newly estab assemble on Limerock street, west of notice, and his told story of what he
lished country was John Jay, who Union, with the head resting on saw and experienced both informed
and entertained. That he found the
Episode No. 2
became the first chief Justice of the
Union, will consist of a detail of po capital a city beautiful, excelling
Supreme
Court.
His
treaty
with
(As told by Ruth Perry)
lice, marshal and aides. Rockland in that respect, with the possible
Miss Perry's subject bore a fa Great Britain was ratified by Wash
ington's influence.
The appoint- Band, Battery E, 240th Coast Artil exception of Paris, all the capitals of
miliar title—“First In War.” The
the world, was one of the lasting im
qualifications which Washington had ( ment of John Marshall as chief jus- lery, Maine National Guard, Wins pressions that he brought away. His
'
tice
was
considered
a
bold
step,
but
shown in youth led to his appoint
low-Holbrook drum and bugle corps hearers gave him a great hand of
ment as district adjutant of militia, was one of importance to the new and Winslow-Holbrook Post, Ameri applause.
i
nation.
with the rank of major, and he was
Hugh Montgomery of Camden and
Thomas Jefferson well represented can Legion.
Ned Leighton of the Waterville Club
much of the opposition which Wash
The second division will assemble were visitors; Adriel U. Bird was a
ington struggled against during the
time he was molding the policies of on Limerock, east of Union, with guest; and John M. Richardson was
the new nation. As Secretary of head resting on Union, and will be given warm welcome upon his return
State he found himself opposite made up of these organizations: Sons from a month's illness absence, thin
flesh but undaunted in spirit. At
Alexander Hamilton at the Cabinet of Union Veterans In uniforms; in
the piano, Miss Starrett, of the Maine
table, and the feathers flew during
Music Co., added to the singing that
their verbal battles. Their backers colors with color guards; Veterans of note of grace which admirably sup
unconsciously
formed themselves the Grand Army of the Republic on plemented the artistic conducting by
into two political parties, which with foot; Sons of Union Veterans not Walter P. Conley.
changing names and changing dis uniformed; Department of Maine,
putes, have divided the country even
Woman's State Relief Corps; Rock YOUR FAVORITE POEM
to this day.
• • • •
port Boys’ Band; Department of
THE CHERRY BLOSSOM
Episode No. 5
Maine, Woman's National Relief
I have beheld a beauty ro unearthly
(As told by Kenneth Orcutt)
Corps; Auxiliary to the Sons of Union It was like the beauty of dream.
Mr. Orcutt’s contribution to the Veterans; Ladies of the Grand Having seen the cherry blossoms in
moonlight
selected by Gov. Dinwiddie to take program took the form of a poem, Army of the Republic and Daughters Hang o’er the moonlit stream.
Hang o’er the moving, glittering water
action in regard to French encroach
A gleam above a gleam.
of Union Veterans.
ments upon English territory in Ohio.
So that beholding such unearthly beauty
The
third
division
will
form
on
Was to waken and still to dream.
His actions under all emergencies
Union street, north of Limerock, with The hastening water foamed away sing
were an unusual tribute to the quali
ties of a young officer. At the end of
ing.
head resting on Limerock, and it will
Slipping down the rocky height.
his service in the French and Indian
consist of Veterans of the Grand And with a silver motion, the moon ln
wars he was recognized as a military
Army of the Republic in automobiles, Sailedheaven
genius.
thro’ the unclouded night.
His greatest problem was to main
headed by the car containing the White where the mists that hung upon
Donard.
tain an army in the field. He never
commander-in-chief of the organiza But the blossoms more fragile and white.
allowed himself to be besieged in any
As
they
leant o'er the singing, hastening
tion.
water.
city, town or village. This was the
Made
a
magical delight.
Units
will
assemble
at
the
places
guiding principle which he followed
designated at 8.30 a. m., daylight and My heart has a many fair things to re
in his conduct of the War of Revo
lution. He was wise and prudent,
the parade will move promptly at 9. Many member.
a sudden beam.
but he was also daring and could
The route will be South on Union When the gates of vision swung open
strike quick and hard, as demon
upon me.
street to Park, east on Park to Main, Or the ivory doors of dream;
strated at Trenton, Princeton and
a moment of more perfect
Yorktown. Had he died at the close suggested by the tact that Washing north on Main to Junction with North But never
rapture
of the Revolution with his military ton was the theme of many of them, Main, thence countermarch south on Than that moment of two-fold gleam.
I saw the cherry blossom in moon
achievements standing alone in bold written by such authors as Lord By- Main to Limerock, where the parade When light
relief he would today be honored as
Above the moon-lit stream.
will be halted. Veterans on foot anil
(Contuiued on Page Eight)
one of the world's greatest captains
—Richard Rowley.

THE

HONOR STUDENTS

“JAFSIE”

THE

IDENTIFIES “JOHN”

FINAL

ARRANGEMENTS
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Every-Other-Day

HAPPY!! WHY NOT?

THEY HAVE FELT THE POWER OF FIRE’CHIEF
And You Will Be Just As Thrilled With Texaco Fire-Chief Gasoline As These Youngsters
Are With Their Texaco Fire-Chief Hats •

I

dde^a:°FrtC'

best

Vite

The Fire-Chief Gang with their new Texaco h ire Chief Hats all set for a ride on the chemical
powered by Texaco Fire-Chief Gasoline in the recent introductory Texaco Fire-Chief
ief Gaso
line Parade

PoV,'eTe'

tnthe^_oVine.

CKvetOasov

C= soli. ne,re ,,u'k PoZZ0!^ jA<e/£.8> new
L,a
Cr her
° Rre-CJlie/
V

•.TO
:u

The new Texaco Fire-Chief Gasoline has everything! It’s
alive with snap—dash—action—brimming over with eager
power! It’s alert in traffic and powerful on the hills. In fact,
it’s a SPECTACULAR gasoline. We know! Hundreds right
here in Rockland have made it a point to tell us so. “It’s a
knockout—I noticed the difference right off.” Everyone is
telling us that.

Confirm this good news for yourself—TODAY! Texaco
Fire-Chief Gasoline means better car performance all

the way through. Try it now. And think of it! Texaco

Fire - Chief—the new super-power gasoline—sells at or.Ta-r.

dinary gasoline prices!
4

AND REMEMBER THIS, TOO-

I

VP1

■

TEXACO FIRE-CHIEF GASOLINE

ETHYL = TEXACO ETHYL

Now More Than Ever The Finest Anti-Knock Gasoline In The Country

A. C.
The Courier-Gazette

BEST SHE HAS EVER KNOWN

OON <3 CO., Distributors
HAS FATHER A DAY?

HAD A BIG DAY

WALDOBORO

Mrs, Chapin's Kind Opinion of It As Thursday's Opening Of Stonington Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Rockland, Me., June 11. 1932,
A Small Town P per
Furniture Co.’s Enlarged Store
"What's the matter with Father?”
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
Drew Great Throng of Visitors
I do not see him listed among the
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette, Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
“Coming Neighborhood Events.”
and that of the Issue of this paper of
In a nice long letter received from
Another page was written into the
Father's Day.”
June 9, 1932, there was printed a total of
6122 eopies.
W. H. BUTLER.
Santa Barbara, Calif., written by annals of local business houses when

A new heart also will I give you,
and a new spirit will I put within
you.—Ezekiel 36:26.
MRS. CURTIS’S WILL

Entire Estate Goes To Members of
Family—No Public Bequests

An Associated Press despatch of
June 8 from Norristown, Pa., states:
Many trust funds and outright
gifts for relatives, but no public be
quests were contained in the will of
Mrs. Kate Stanwood Cutter Pillsbury
Curtis, wife of Cyrus H. K. Curtis,
Philadelphia publisher, which was
filed here today. The estate was
valued at $200,000 and upwards. Mrs.
Curtis died in Philadelphia on May
31.
Two daughters, Mrs. Helen P.
Wells, of Detroit, and Mrs. Alice P.
Martin, of Philadelphia receive the
balance of the income after other be
quests are deducted, and also the
residue of the estate as the various
trusts terminate at the death of the
beneficiaries.
Two nieces, Mary H. Meyers and
Evelyn Dorman, and a sister-in-law,
Sarah zB. Williams, were bequeathed
$50,000 each. Gifts of $10,000 each
were made to her brother, William
B. Cutter, of Arcadia, Calif.; a
grand-nephew, Richard C. Cutter,
and her two grandchildren, William
Curtis Bok and Cary William Bok.
received $1,000 each. Bequests of
$500 were left to each person em
ployed about her home, but no names
were mentioned.
The residue of the estate was
placed in trust, from which $8,000 a
year will be paid to Mrs. Curtis' sis
ter. Miss Harriet L. Cutter of Pasa
dena, Calif.; $3,000 a year to her
brother, William B. Cutter; $1,200
a year to Helen B. Cutter, widow of
John Cutter, and to Emma R. Cutter,
a sister-in-law. Each grandchild will
receive $3,500 a year and Hannah
I.endgven, a “trusted friend." gets
$2,500, and Hilda Behling $1,200.
The will was written June 11, 1931.
naming Cyrus H. K. Curtis, Pearson
Wells, John C. Martin and the
Girard Trust Company as-executors.
The Girard Trust Company has re
nounced its right to administer the
estate, and letters of administration
have been granted to the others, it
was announced.

Mrs. Chapin, the wife of our former
Universalist pastor, acknowledging
receipt of copies of your paper which
I had sent her, she says;
“The Courier-Gazette is still the
best small town paper that I have
ever known. I always read first thing
Ihe poetry corner in the lower right
hand of the front page—and John
Masefield's 'Sea Lover' I immediately
cut out to keep by me, for it is a
favorite of mine. I was lately inter
ested in Arthur Brisbane’s column in
a Santa Barbara paper in which he
paid a compliment to The CourierGazette, and Brisbane knows good
newspaper work when he sees it. I
note the reportorial work is up to its
usual high standard, and am won
dering if Frank Winslow is still on
the job.” I Note by the editor: He
certainly is, with both feet, day and
night!]
Elizabeth O. Marsh.
Broad st., Rockland.
IIE APPROVED IT

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The editorial, "At the Age of
Eighteen," printed in the Tuesday
usue of your paper, is a real gem and
should be read “around the world"
at graduation season, after the man
ner of the famous Christmas edi
torial, “Is There a Santa Claus?”
Dion E. Woolley.
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

STRAND THEATRE
A powerful drama of circumstances
which turned the home of a happily
married young couple into a bedlam
of tragedy is told in "Night Court,”
next Monday and Tuesday.
The story, which is based on recent disclosures of political corruplion in courts of law. depicts the web
cf intrigue and injustice which en
circles a young taxi driver and his
wife when they unwittingly become
involved in the “private life” of a
well-known nigiit court magistrate
Because incriminating evidence of
the judge's scandals falls into the
hands of the chauffeur's wife, she is
railroaded to jail on a trumped-up
morals charge The taxi driver, bent
on exposing the judge, discoyers the
latter's implication in a notorious
murder charge and uses this informa
tion in forcing a confession from the
judge relative to his wife’s unjust
indictment.—adv.

the new enlarged store of the Ston
ington Furniture Co. opened Thurs- !
day to a throng of visitors from far
and near, who were astonished at the
transformation which had taken
place. Profuse baskets of beautiful
flowers received from business asso- i
ciates and friends were m evidence
throughout the two large floors, widle
telegrams cf congratulation continue
to arrive from all parts of the coun
try.
Mr. Marcus and his daughter, Miss
Sadie Marcus extended the welcome
hand and took a natural pride in
showing visitors the various depart
ments, explaining in detail the many
improvements.
They were assisted by representa
tives from many large concerns: Mr.
Robertson of the Sperry & Hutchin
son Co.; Mr. Riley, Hayward-Waketield Co.; Walter Mills. C. C. Bailev
Co.; Lloyd Kimball, White Warner
Co.; Mr. Horan, Red Cross Mattress
Co.; Paul Yeakee, Armstrong Lino
leum Co.; Samuel Goldstein, B. F.
Huntley Co.; Mr. MacEachern, Bev
erly Mattress Co.; Mr. Wimple, Thor
Washing Machine Co.. Mr. Anderson,
Philgas Co.; Miss Hinkley, demon
strator for the Estate Steve Co.; Mr.
Grant, M F. Horan Co.; Mr. Goldthwaite, Perfection Oil Stove Co.; J
Miss Hazel Doorty. New York City,
and Mrs. James Redman, Harborside.
Me. Attractive scuvenirs were dis
tributed among the visitors. Huusci Sherman diet a neighborly act by in
| stalling one of their Philco Radios
j which furnished music throughout
the day.
i Don't take chances without automo
I
bile insurance. Insure your automo
bile today with Roberts & Veazie.
Inc., M. F. Lovejoy, manager. Masonic
Temple, Rockland.
40-S-tf
BOARD OF REGISTRATION

Notice in hereby given that the Board
of Registration will be In session at their
rooms. Spring street, for the purpose of
revising and correcting the voting lists
of the City. The sessions will be held
June 9. 10. 11. 13. 14. 15 from 9 a. m. to 1
p. m. and from 3 p m. to 5 p. m. and
from 7 p. m to 9 p. m. As the last three
days of said session are for the purpose
of verifying said lists and to complete
and close up the records of the session,
no names will be added to or stricken
from said lists on said days.
By order of the Board of Registration.
HENRY M. de ROCHEMONT, Chairman.
67-70

THE

The Knox County Twilight League
will begin its season Tuesday, June 21,
! according to the tentative plan
' adopted at Thursday night’s meeting
in the American Legion hall. The
title of the organization will be some
what of a misnomer this year for it
: was unanimously voted to admit Wal
doboro. In that town a considerable
sum has already been expended in
the preparation of a new ball field,
and the promoters arc said to have
some excellent talent In the offing.
Waldoboro never goes into anything
half way and the annexation of that
gcod sporting locality, will add much
pep to the League.
These officers were chosen:
President—Alfred C. Hocking of St.
! George.
Vice President—Maurice Sawyer of
Thomaston.
Secretary and Treasurer—Georg?
H. Thomas of Camden.
Mr. Hocking, the new head of the
League is a dyed-in-the-wool base
ball enthusiast as well as a former
j player. He is energetic and resource: ful with a confirmed habit of mak
ing a success out of any venture,in
which he enlists. His associates,
Messrs. Sawyer and Thomas, have
been foremost workers in making the
They’ve just arrived—the lat
Knox County Twilight League such a
est Philco models. Amazing
popular institution.
values! Nothing on the mar
The executive force of each team
ket can approach the perform
ance of these wonderful seta]
will be increased by the addition of
one man to work with the manager
5, 7, 8, 9, and ll’tube mtidela
and
captain, thus giving an executive
from $36.50 to $295.
body of 15 men instead of 10.
EASIEST TERMS
The difficulty of making up a fiveteam
schedule was recognized, and it
Let ua give you • demonstration
was the unanimous desire of those
present Thursday night that Charles
C. Wotton and Ralph Fowler be en
trusted with the task of preparing a
ELECTRICIANS
schedule for the first two weeks.
The members learned with much
442 MAIN,ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
regret, that “Sonny" Dwyer is not go
ing to be able to play this season, be

The New

PHILCO

House-Sherman. Inc.

ADMITTED

Lincoln County Team Warmly Welcomed To Twilight
League—Season Starts June 21
1

HERE.

IS

cause of an injury to his arm which
compelled him to leave the Richmond,
Va. team. An earnest desire was ex
pressed to have him in the capacity
of league umpire. He has been um
piring the Hebron Academy gatnes
this season, and before coming back
to Maine umpired In the Richmond
City League. His thorough knowl
edge of the rules and absolute im
partiality make him a valuable man.
A formal meeting’ of the League
with Waldoboro represented, will be
held in the American Legion rooms,
Rockland, at 8 p. m. (daylight) next
Monday night.
* • • • The Rockland Team

It is quite probable that Cal Smith,
the festive shortstop of last season’s
St George team, will catch for Rock
land this season. ‘‘Chummy’’ Gray
will be the pitching ace, with an asso
ciate yet to be named Rumor has it
that the other members will be; Bill
Foster lb, Chaples 2b, Flanagan 3b,
McPhee ss, McCarty If, Mealey cf,
Dimick rf, Sherwood Williams, Carl
Cottrell and Everett Oney substitutes.
Carl Cottrell, hero of many a Rock
land game in other years, will man
age the team and McPhee is captain.

HOPE
Twenty-one members of Hope
Grange made the trip to Martinsville
Saturday to attend Knox Pomona.
Patrons were present to the number
of 136 and an interesting session was
held.
Nearly everyone here attended the
outboard races at Hobbs Pond Sun
day. A fine time was reported in
spite of the shower.
Elmer True is making extensive
repairs on his house.
The Ladies’ Farm Bureau held a
meeting at the Orange hall June 8.
subject ‘Dressing the Children.’’
R. E. Ludwig has opened a filling
station at Hope Corner, where he will
sell ice cream, home cooked pastry,
sandwiches, fresh eggs, and vege
tables in their season—adv.
»

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
OFFERS

600 Shares Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A Home Company and Local Investment
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
Tax Free'to Holders in Maine
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
February, May, August and November I st. Callable
as a whole or in part at $ 1 05 a share.
The Public Utilities Commission of Maine under
order dated May 2, 1932, has authorized proceeds of
the sale of this issue to be used for the purpose of:
(a) Paying its notes payable, proceeds from
which were used for the construction of additions,
extensions, improvements and betterments of its
plant ; and of

(b) Reimbursing its treasury for moneys ex
pended in the acquisition of property and for the
construction, extension and improvement of its
facilities, and which actually were expended from
income or from other moneys in the treasury of the
corporation not secured by or obtained from the
issue of stocks, bonds, notes or other evidences of
indebtedness of the corporation.
This stock, issued under the approval of the
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.

Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rockland,
Maine, v
*>?
»

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATERCO
62-tf
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Every-Other-Ba?
President and Mrs. E. C. Herrick
of Newton Centre arrive Monday by
motor and will open for the sum
mer their Ash Point cottage.

Creamer and Mias Hazel Day of Win
slow’s Mills and Chester B. Jones of
Waldoboro.
Postmaster H. M. Robinson is ill.
Mrs. Helen Hilton who has been
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
The
public
is
invited
to
attend
open
quite ill, is reported to be improving.
June 11—At Port Knox, dedication of
house
at
the
Woman
’
s
Club
rooms
at
Valdo-Hencock Bridge.
Mrs. Janie Fullerton and Mrs. Ethel
Walter Perry, who attends school in
June 11 — (Baseball) Double-header. Harrington of South Thomaston, were Town hall June 13 from 3 to 5 and 7 Portland is at home with his parents,
Mnalhaven High vs. Lincoln Academy,
to 9, daylight. It is hoped that all
ommenclng at 2 o'clock. Community taken into membership at the meeting towns people will inspect the rooms Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Perry for the
summer vacation.
of Edwin Libby Relief Corps Thurs
ark.
at this time.
June 11—Llmerock Valley Pomona day night.
Good attendance marked the annual
■range meets In Vinalhaven.
Charles Wilson and Chester Wyllie meeting of the Warren Poultry Pro
June 13 (7 p. m standard)—Meeting of
Officers and other members of Ed were heard on the air Wednesday eve tective Association held last Monday
tate of Maine Blueberry Growers Assolatlon In West Rockport.
win Libby Relief Corps are requested ning at 6 o’clock in connection with evening at White Oak Grange hall.
June 13-16—Grand Army and allied
the Rainbow Hour, the former giving Officers elected: President, Charles
>odles hold Encampment Week at Rock- to be at Temple Hall promptly at
230 Sunday afternoon to rehearse, a solo and also making a fourth in a Webb; vice president,, Clarence B.
*nd.
June 14—Camden—C. H. 8. Alumni and complete plans for the State con quartet. Chester Wyllie was a mem Tolman; secretary, Mrs. Fred Jame
issoclatlon banquet at the Yacht Club. vention.
ber of the quartet and also took part son; treasurer, Fred Jameson. The
June 14—Flag Day exercises at Elks
in a duet with Miss Gladys Grant of board of directors were all re-elected.
lome.
Register of Deeds Albert Winslow Rockland.
June 19—Pine Tree Outooard Club's
Good reports were heard and the
egatta In Rockport harbor.
The selectmen have in their posses treasurer reported a good sum in the
has been seriously ill at his home on
June 16—Annual banquet of Lincoln
icademy Alumni Association In New- North Main street the past week. An sion 160 bags of flour for distribution treasury.
Mrs. Leroy Norwood accompanied
attack of pneumonia was thwarted, among those who need it, and any one
astle.
Aug. 31—Total eclipse of-the sun, par- and hc is gradually getting back into not a town charge is eligible and will by Mrs. Howard Norwood and son
lally visible In Knox County.
only be asked to give a receipt for the Adelbert with Mrs. Emma Norwood
June 17—Lincoln Academy Commence condition.
flour they may receive.
and guest Mrs. Nellie Ludden were
ment.
June 17—Camden High School graduaAt a hearing held at Glover hall at Portland visitors, Wednesday.
The annual parish meeting of the
lon at the Bok amphitheatre.
nine o’clock Tuesday morning in re
A regular meeting of the past
June 18—State conventions of Spanish Universalist church takes place Mon
day evening at 7.30 with supper at 6. gard to changing the Georges Valley grands and the past noble grands of
Var Veterans and Auxiliary.
June 20—Primary election.
Railroad
Crossing
at
Stirling
to
sev

the Rebekahs will take place at
Reports will be presented and a gen
SERMONETTE
June 21 (3 to 7.30)— Educational Club
eral hundred feet north, it was de Union June 15.
lcnlc with speaker, at home of Mrs eral discussion of future working cided advisable to leave the crossing
George Gray, rural mail carrier,
plans will be held.
In Remembrance
Vlnlfred Horton. 219 Cedar street.
where it is, as it could not be discon will start Monday on a nine-day va
June 22—Downey's Circus. Pleasant
Thousands
of women saw and
treet lot.
Miss Esther Ahlberg entertained tinued altogether at the present place, cation. Charles Young will substitute
read Grace Noel Crowell’s poem,
June 23—Graduation exercises of Knox
and
the
public
utilities
commission
do
for
him.
the
Moonlight
Auctioneers
last
eve

lospltal Nurses’ Training School.
illustrated by Alfred N. Simpkin
The public is reminded of the chris
ning at luncheon and cards. Honors not favor two crossings near to each
June 24—St. John's Day.
in the March Good Housekeeping,
tening which will take place at the
were won by Mrs. Gladys Buzzell, other.
“The Evening Meal.”
Miss Beulah Starrett, a member of Congregational Church Sunday morn
WEATHER
Mrs. Earl Sukeforth, Miss Gladys
A generation ago this would
the class of 1932 returned to the Uni ing at the close of the sermon. Also
Bowen
and
Mrs.
Ruth
Hary.
Somebody tipped off the weather
have been the accepted daily fact
versity of Maine Friday for the com of the Children’s Day pageant, “Of
nan that this was commencement
in most New England homes. Are
We had never expected to see an mencement program which takes Such Is the Kingdom”, at the Bap
neck and the June drouth that has
we afraid to follow still the cus
place June 9-13.
tist Church in the evening at 7 stan
other
trolley
car
pass
through
Main
aused the farmers much concern un
tom of saying grace? Fearful
Mrs Fessenden Wight has returned dard time, given under the direction
street,
but
one
did
Thursday,
even
aistakably graduated Thursday with
that our lives do not conform to
to Somerville, Mass., after being of Mrs. Louie Drewett.
if
it
was
on
a
truck.
W.
W.
Case
B.A. (bountifully aqueous) degree ot
the prayer of fellowship we might
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. K. F. Wight
Private funeral services will be con
bought
it
from
the
Central
Maine
howers. It has been a week of freak
utter before our friends, or sad
for several days.
ducted from the home at East War
veather, every day except Monday and will use it as a summer camp at
to think, before our children?
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Dart of Sanford ren Sunday at 2 o'clock daylight, for
Owl
’
s
Head.
The
corporation
had
bnormally cold and showers popping \
The
author says:
have
been
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Swift
who
died
early
Friday
ip unexpectedly. Night temperatures but one passenger car left and that Arthur E. Starrett.
"An evening meal Is such a gracious
• morning after an illness of several
thing,
lave dropped perilously near- the has been bought by Fred A. Thorn
Parker Spear started for Hartford, months. Interment will be at the
A ceremony beautiful to see.”
rost line. It was 60 yesterday noon, dike who will use it at Ingraham Conn., Friday to resume his position Newcomb Cemetery.
What
did this poem mean to
lnd west; this morning 55 at 8 Hifl.
there after a vacation of two weeks
all*
good
women, everywhere t6
'clock, fair and wind west, and some
WARREN HIGH SCHOOL
whom this magazine stands as the
A Boston correspondent writes;— spent with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
what warmer expected tomorrow.
Cifford
Spear.
modem interpreter of good
A divorce was today granted, in Suf
Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. Starrett are Graduation Exercises Show Class Is
homes? It is increasingly difficult
The University of Maine students folk Probate Court, to Jessie Cameron at their farm in Stirling for the sum
One To Be Proud Of
to understand the view point of
Wallace of Brookline and Boston from mer.
re home for the summer vacation.
the women of today. They hold
Bernard Wallace of Thomaston. The
James
Gannon
has
resigned
hls
Glover hall was filled to capacity
in their grasp all for which their
No meetings Sunday at the Full cause was extreme cruelty. After position as finish overseer in the mill last Thursday evening when ten
3ospel Lighthouse Mission. Meet- hearing testimony, for less than five much to the regret of the employes in seniors, seven young men and three sex have striven through the ages.
Yet—more meals are symbolized
minutes, Judge Poland granted the that room. Accompanied by Mrs.
ngs resume Tuesday.
by cigarettes than prayer, by
decree and permanent custody of the Gannon and Mr. Evans who joined young women, were graduated from
the
High
School.
Under
the
hands
many, many thousands—in public
Associate Justice Frank G. Farring- three children was given to Mrs. him here several weeks ago at the of the tasteful the hall had been
and in private.
on of the Maine Supreme Court is Wallace. They was married in 1927. Millsyde Lunch, he will return today transformed to a place of beauty
Women attaining high places
•eported critically ill at his home in
to
his
home
at
Billerica,
Mass.,
and
with streamers as drapes at the win
Commencement at Colby College be
in every field, and countless num
tugusta.
will
spend
the
season
at
his
summer
gan yesterday with the arrival of place at Nahant, Mass. Mr. Gannon dows in the class colors, emerald
bers of them dedicating their ef
forts to bring back, in this land
Blue Bonnet Troop Girl Scouts is to alumni from all points of the earth, has been in Warren 16 months and green and American beauty red and
lave a cooked food sale this after- one might say for among them will has gained many firm friendships festoons extending from the centre of ours, the legalized saloon,
ceiling to the corners. The back of
which cursed
and degraded
oon in the Burpee Furniture store be Rev. John E. Cummings '84, coming during that time.
the stage was banked with evergreen
from Henzada, Burma, where he has
womanhood and destroyed homes
2 o'clock.
Warren High won the game with interspersed with paper roses and
been a distinguished missionary for Unity played here Monday afternoon,
as no other factor ever did.
Cigarettes and liquor do not
All children taking part in the many years; Ellen J. Peterson, ’07, score 8 to 6 in favor of Warren. This flanked on either side by two arches
•’irst Baptist children's day exercises who has made the trip from Hang is the last game of the season for of evergreen also interwoven with safeguard homes, nor contribute
to hold the love of men that make
tre asked fo be at the church Sunday chow, China, to attend the 25th re Warren High as the date of closing roses. All the lights were rose
union of her class; Horatio B. Dun was June 10.
shaded, and the motto, “Not Evening
the best fathers. We read, “On
Doming at 10 o’clock.
President signed Revenue Bill June 6th—resulting tax
ham, ’86, of Los Angeles, Calif.; Wil
that last night He took the bread
Mrs. O. B. Libby and Mrs. E. S. But Dawn,” had prominent place
10% on tires and 20% on tubes
liam
F.
Watson,
87,
of
Atlanta,
Ga.;
above
the
stage.
A
very
colorful
ad

A special meeting of the auxi’iary
and brake it and gave thanks.”
Spear of South Warren were very
i the Sons of Union Veterans is Lew C. Church. ’02, of Minneapolis, pleasantly entertained at the Winslow dition was a huge bowl of red
In everlasting remembrance of
:alled for Monday evening at 7.30 Minn.; and Vera Nash Locke, '02 of home Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. peonies presented by Mrs. Nettie
Him.
W. A. Holman.
Ml officers are asked to be present. Oberlin, Ohio.
Amanda Winslow and daughters Miss Jameson and placed upon the piano.
To the march played by Robbins’
Winnie and Miss Lizzie Winslow.
There will be no services tomorrow
The awards in the Community Chest Lunch was served at four o’clock.
Orchestra the student body filed in, morning
Robert A. Webster went yesterday
at the Congregational
poster
contest
conducted
in
the
5th
i Northeast Harbor, /where comMiss Harriet Hahn of Thomaston Osmo Hirvella being the marshal the Church.
nencing next Wednesday he will and 6th grades of the public schools is the guest of her sister Miss Susie seniors coming in last. The flower
• * ♦ •
girls, dainty and winsome, were Ber
ict as chief of police during the sum- were announced Thursday as follows: Hahn for a few days.
St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) Rev.
Grade
V:
Grace
street,
Maurice
Esnice
Overlock,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Miss Mabel Crawford who has been
ner months.
coreio. Miss Irene Lunden, teacher; very ill with bronchitis Is imgroving. Mrs. Charles Overlock; Martha Grif E. O. Kenyon, Rector; the services for
tomorrow will be appropriate for the
Edith
Berggren,
Miss
Margaret
ButThe Maine School of Music of Port fin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray third Sunday after Trinity. Holy
Albert C. Jones, district deputy
tomcr;
McLain,
Maurice
Johnson,
land, Samuel Beaty as representative, Griffin; Beverly Cogan, daughter of Communion at 7.30; Church School
prand exalted ruler, will be in Banror tonight to assist in reorganizing Miss Edna M. King; Tyler, Sylvia is starting a course of violin lessons Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cogan, and at 9.30, Matins and sermon at 10.30,
Webster,
Mrs.
Nellie
Hall;
Grade
VI:
for Warren and other localities, with Phyllis Smith, daughter of Mr. and
ngor Lodge, 244, B.P.O.E. Officers
McLain-Room 6-6: Stanley Farnham. Professor Alfred Rougier, former or Mrs. Roy Smith, for each class re Vespers at 7.30 p. m.
will be elected and installed.
• • • •
Miss Frances Hodgdon; Room 6-7. chestra leader in Lynn, as instructor.
29x4.40 .................. ................. 5.85
spectively, with pretty baskets con
3.48
29x4.40 ................. ........... .
At First Church of Christ. Scien
Virginia
Haskell.
Miss
Jeannie
McAs a special inducement, a violin will taining carnations and roses. Offi
The classes in public speaking
tist,
comer
of
Cedar
and
Brewster
29x4.50 .................. ................. 5.95
Conchie;
Room
6-8,
Beulah
Wright,
.................
3.75
29x4.50 ................
be given the ones finishing the course cers for the class of 1932 were Elmer
under the supervision of Miss Irma
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
30x4.50 .................. ................. 5.95
.................
3.85
Ickett begin next Wed-iesday at 2 Mrs. Sara Montgomery; Room 6-10, of 52 lessons. Several are already en Jameson, Jr., president; Gerald and the subject of the lesson sermon
30x4.50 .................
m. She will be pleased to hear Ernest Nord, Miss Hazelteen U. Watts rolled and ft is hoped' to start next Brown, vice president; Florence tomorrow will be "God the Preserver
28x4.75 .................. ................. 7.03
.................
4.25
28x4.75 ................
Tom parents or pupils .vho are inter- Each youngster was presented with week on the instruction.
Packard, secretary; Thelma Starrett, of Man.” Sunday school is at 11.45.
a dollar. The posters will be on dis
Guests
of
Granville
Lawrence
sted.
14.95
play next week during the campaign. Thursday, were Mr. and Mrs. Charles treasurer. The class flower was the Wednesday evening testimony meet
8 Ply
30x5
rose and was worn by all the senior ing is at 7.30. The reading room is
10
”
...............
24.85
The city has been doing a good job
32x6
girls. The program:
The Woman's Foreign Missionary’
located at 400 Main street, and is
Community Park, putting the Society of the Methodist Church met
Entrance, march, orchestra; invo open'Week days from 2 until 5 p. m.
15.98
600x20
........... 6
diamond and outfield in readiness for Thursday afternoon at the home of
cation, Rev. Howard A. Welch;
• * * •
the league baseball season which be Mrs. H. H. Marr. Beech street. The
salutatory, Eino Hill; class history,
At Pratt Memorial Church, Rev. H.
gins June 21. The Park is now city devotional period was in charge of
Wilfred Erkkila; prophecy, Elmer E. H. Marr pastor, Children’s Day will
property.
Jameson, Jr.; music, class will, Ed be observed Sunday; morning service
Mrs. Thelma Stanley who had as her
gar Wiley; address to undergradu at 10.30, subject. "The Little Children,”
topic “Workers With God". Mrs.
Miss June Parkes and Mrs. Elsie Edith Tweedie as program leader used
ates. Gerald Brown; essay, “Thomas anthem, “Rejoice In The Lord," Frye;
Quear were admitted to membership the final chapter of the text book
A. Edison," Florence Packard; music; and solo, “Come Ye Blessed,” Scott,
ALSO AT
at the last meeting of the Rebekahs. “Christ Comes to the Village", “He
presentation of gifts, Roger Teague; sung by Mrs. Marianne Bullard.
Mrs. Winnie C. Horton read and the Holds Us Responsible" as her subject
return gift, Lindley Wiley; essay, Parents are requested to take the
AND
AND
Rebekah chorus presented a group ot and used these sub-topics: “What
“Acadia National Park," Hilda An children, as the rites of baptism are
lARKING
songs. The lodge has been invited to Christian Women Owe to Christ,"
derson; valedictory, “The Enduring to be administered at this service;
UNION STREET
join with Knox Lodge. I.O.O.F., for a 'Women of India", “Christianity Un
PARK STREET
Principles of Washington,” Thelma Sunday School at 12; Epworth League
memorial service June 16.
veils Human Possibilities”, “The Chal
Starrett; conferring of diplomas, at 6. In the evening at 7.15 a concert
lenge to Christian Women" and
will be given by the children of the
Supt. Frank D. Rowe.
A large delegation from Naomi “Christ Whom India Wants". The
Priced at Only
Eino Hill in the salutatory extended Sunday School. Midweek prayer ser
Chapter of Tenant’s Harbor attend program closed with the reading of
greetings to all and in his essay told vice Tuesday at 7.15.
ed the meeting of Golden Rod Chap the beautiful poem “The Lakes arid
of many of the qualities of George
ter last evening as special guests. the Two Paths".
Washington which one very w
L Q pmy
o{ .he ut_
seldom
Among the chapters represented
hears about, that of control of temp-r t]efjeld Memorial win use as his
were Grace of Thomaston, ForgetANOTHER ELDERLY LADY
and extreme tolerance and fairness. morning subject, “New Life in Christ"
me-not of South Thomaston, Bethany MODERATOR ROUNDS
Although brief, this essay was full of The choir will sing morning and eve
of Stockton Springs, and the chapter
pith and to the point, The class his ning. Junior Churfch at 10.50 also, This One Nearly a Century Old Re
ot Dorchester, Mass. Supper was in Rockland Pastor Becomes
sides In Rockport
tory by Wilfred Erkkila was well giv under the direction of Miss Olive
charge of Mrs. Laura Maxey.
en and carried the class, nineteen Bragg. Sunday School at 11.45 with a
Head Of Lincoln Associa
The Rockport correspondent of this
strong upon entering, through the place for everybody. A baptism will
Robert A. Hussey, a smiling and
tion of Cong’l Churches
four years of school to the final be held at 4.30 at the usual place off paper writes;
Millions
of
women
know
courteous member of the Park Theatre
In addition to the list of mothers
_____
I
graduation of the ten who finished the Samoset road. B.Y.P.U. at 6.11
staff, found that he occupied the
the course. All enjoyed the class studying the first chapter of Mark. of 90 years which has appeared in
Rev. W. S. Rounds of Rockland was
the
satisfaction
of
wash

center of the stage Wednesday night, elected moderator at the annual
prophecy by Elmer Jameson Jr. and In the evening at 7.15 there will be the preceding issues of Tiie Courierfor he was the victim of a well meeting of the Lincoln Association of
ing the Maytag way. To
the manner in which it was delivered a Children’s Day concert. Regular Gazette, Rockport is [lroud of the
planned surprise party given in his Congregational Churches and Minis
Edgar Wiley’s class will proved mirth prayer meeting on Tuesday evening fact that it can boast of a mother of
day
you
can
buy
a
real
honor as a High School graduate. ters in Bath Tuesday. He succeeds
98, Mrs. Mercy A. Towle. She was
provoking in some places and rather at 7.30.
Just received 2,000 rolls of Wall Papers values to 19c
“The Gang’s” compliments were pre Rev. Edwin D. Hardin of Bath. Rev
born in Appleton, March 30, 1834,
Maytag at the lowest
serious in others.
.
.
.
.
sented in the form of a duplex pencil Henry W. Webb of Wiscasset was re
While they last your choice
daughter of Doyle and Lydia WfiTerThe address to the undergraduates
price ever known. Bet
presented by Manager Dandeneau, elected scribe and treasurer and R.
Children’s Day will be observed at man Ames. A greater part of her life
by Gerald Brown, indicated that the
who may be bashful but not lacking R. Marston of Wiscasset was reelected
primrose path led to failure whereas the Universalist Church at its 10.45 was spent in the town of her birth.
ter still, you can buy it
in oratory. A “feed” and solos by
the path to success and happiness a. m. service, when songs will be sung She was married Oct. 2, 1856, to John
Manager Dandeneau and Miss Ruth auditor.
on terms as low as $1.25
The afternoon session featured an
looked steep, and rocky at the start. by the junior choir and other mem M. Towle and of this union one
Crouse fitted nicely into the program. address by Rev. Joseph L. Moulton,
Florence Packard’s essay on Thomas bers of the church school, as well as daughter was born, Adella. now wife
per week. Come in and
the missionary minister stationed at
Edison was very interesting citing the exercises, recitations, etc., appropriate of Capt. Frank A. Peterson, of this
Reduction in price of
Concord
Rockland Lodge B.P.O.E. holds Flag Rahuri. India. Mr. Moulton who re
tact that the inventor lived in two for the occasion. Rev. George H. town, with whom Mrs. Towle resides.
see
the
New
Maytag.
Day exercises at the Home next cently arrived from Rabun kept the
Welch
will
give
a
brief
sermon
designed
U. S. Deck Paint
Although
nearing
the
100
mark,
she
House
Paints
All
Colors
worlds, one as he found it, the oth
Tuesday evening at 7 o’clock, with this attention of an audience of nearly 100
for the children, and there will be a is about the house every day and en
er
the
one
he
created
and
that
from
program: Opening, America, Kirk’s with an interesting discourse on the
his mind and ingenuity sprung 3000 christening service. Mrs. Katherine joying good health.
Orchestra; introductory exercises, ex work of the mission in India and the
inventions.
At the conclusion a brief Veazie and Mrs. Gladys Morgan, of
alted ruler and officers; overture, possibilities in that far country for re
poem
was
read. Roger Teague the church quartet, will sing as a duet
BORN
Kirk’s Orchestra; prayer, Chaplain E.
brought
many
a laugh for his humor "Consider the Lilies" by Topliff. The CALDERWOOD—At Rockland, June 2, to
llgious
work.
H. Larrabee; violin solo, Douglass
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank Calderwood
annual
parish
meeting
will
take
place
in selection of gifts for presentation
(Marlon L. Kennedy) of Union, a
Vinal; patriotic airs, Kirk's Orchestra;
Monday night at 7.30, with supper at
and
was
answered
in
an
unusually
NEXT
WEEK'S
MOVIES
daughter, Ann Lois, weight 9 pounds
altar services, esquire and officers;
effective way by Lindley Wiley with 6 o'clock.
selection, Kirk’s Orchestra; patriotic
• • » •
a
return
trophy,
who
also
presented
MARRIED
With at least 1000 extra visitors in
address. Rev. G. H. Welch; Star
Principal Dwinal and Assistant Flor
Children’s Day will be observed at PUTANSU-YATTAW -• At Thomaaton.
Spangled Banner, entire assembly. the city next week it is highly fitting
June C. William Putansu and Violet
' - _ 2 l :__________________________________________
ence Gardiner and Supt. Frank Rowe the First Baptist Church tomorrow
The exercises are public and all mem that the local motion picture houses
Yattaw, both of Warren.
with gifts of gold for which they morning at 10.30 a m. An interesting
bers and relatives of deceased mem should offer their best attractions.
feelingly expressed their appreciation. program will be presented under the
DIED
bers are especially urged to be present. Here is the list:
The essay on “Acadia National direction of Mrs Carlton Williamson. TITUS—At New York City, June 5. Alice
Park Theatre
The decorations will be in charge of
E (Burkett), wife of Daniel W. Titus,
Park at Mt. Desert," by Hilda Ander At 12 o’clock the church school meets,
Monday and Tuesday—“Heart of
Austin Richardson. Buffet lunch will
formerly of Thomaston, aged 67 years.
son, set forth some facts worth know with classes for all ages. Christian
New York," George Sidney and all10 months. 3 days. Burial In New
be served.
ing,
it
being
the
only
national
park
on
Endeavor
meets
at
6.15
o'clock,
Wal

York.
star cast
tne
Atlantic
Coast
and
containing
ter
Staples
will
be
the
leader,
and
will
RIGBY
—At Cambridge. Mass . June 10.
Wednesday and Thursday—“Mur
Special Turkey dinner at Trainer's
Margaret Ella Rigby, age 79 years. Fu
some 15,000 acres, and wao opened in have an interesting message. In the
ders in the Rue Morgue," Bela Lugosi
Lunch Sunday, 75 cents.—adv It
neral Monday at 3.30. daylight, from
1919 under the name of Lafayette Na absence of Rev. J. C. MacDonald, Carl
and Sidney Fox.
Baptist Church, Tenants Harbor.
tional Park. Tiie valedictory, “En E. Fredrickson will bring the message SWIFT—At Warren, June 10, William J.
Friday and Saturday—“Deadline,1
Are you saving green stamps. Trade
at
the
Sunday
evening
evangelistic
during
Principles
of
Washington"
by
Swift, aged 82 years, 3 months, 21
at Fireproof Garage—adv.
Buck Jones.
days. Funeral private Sunday at 2
Thelma Starrett was excellent, bring service, which will begin at 7.30 with
Strand Theatre
p. m.. daylight.
ing out the qualities of patience, an inspiring song service under the
Monday and Tuesday — “Night
Lawnmowers sharpened $1. Guar-’
courage, and wisdom which made our leadership of Osmond A. Palmer. The
anteed to cut or your money refund Court,” Walter Huston and Phillip
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
first President so great. She also choir and Mr. Fredrickson will furnish
ed. George T. Wade, 96 Camden St., Holmes.
1855
1932
bade farewell to the class and school the musical program at this service.
Wednesday and Thursday—“Alias
City. Tel. 180-R.
70-72
Tuesday evening at 7.30 the “Happy
mates.
the Doctor,” Richard Barthelmess
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
It was very fitting to have the pic Prayer and Praise Service” meeting
Friday and Saturday—"Shopworn,
Waldoboro and Rockland
H. Polisner, the New York Tailor,
10D-3-IS
ture of George Washington on the will be conducted under the leader
Highland!
jnakes this announcement: He will Barbara Stanwyck.
ship
of
Mrs.
Evelyn
McKusic.
The
programs
and
the
years
1732
and
1932
WASHER’TABLE IRONER
Artistic Memorials la Stone
leave for Boston on Saturday night’s
Rainbow
Hour
will
be
broadcast
this
on
either
side.
Following
the
ex

________ 1228-tf
Special Turkey dinner at Trainer
boat for the purpose of attending
ercises was dancing, music furnished week from 6.15-6.45 from this church
the graduation of his son Saul, who Lunch Sunday, 75 cents—adv It
Telephone 661
643 Main Street
Japan
is
seemingly
determined to
through
radio
station
WLBZ.
by Robbins' Orchestra of Union.
has been taking a medical course at
wipe out Manchurian bandits if It
S.&H. Green stamps can now be
the Boston University. He will re
69-70
442 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
Are you saving green stamps. Trade costs the life of the last Chinese
The Fireproof Garage Co. is now
turn Tuesday and his shop will be had at The Fireproof Garage Co.—
soldier.—Weston Leader.
at Fireproof Garage.—adv.
giving SxScH. green stamps—adv.
closed during his absence.—adv.
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TAX

Effective

JUNE
21st

BUY TIRES NOW

at TAX-FREE Prices
Don’t Wait . < . Don’t Delay—ACT

BUY YOUR SUMMER TIRE NEEDS
... at the lowest prices in history. While our
present TAX-FREE stock lasts we offer ....
PENN. 1st LINE

PENN.-ACE

Come
in and
see the
NEW

SEA VIEW GARAGE

MUIAG

The Gulf Station

1—■*

E„c Station

Heard die NEWS?—A BIG 4th of July Celebration--Rockland

•79

50

9c

Wall Paper Sale

9c Roll

$2.25 Gal.

60c Gal.

E. O’B. GONIA

AUTO ELECTRIC PARTS SERVICE
Auto & Radio Supplies
Sparton Radios

F. I. PARREL CO.

House-Sherman, Inc.

adv.

.
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Agriculture
Last week's progress in the State
egg laying contest shows two flocks
from Knox and Lincoln doing excep
tionally well. P. M. Johnson's. Wald
oboro pen of White Leghorns has won
out over Joseph Krotschmer & Sons
of Wallingford, Conn, for fourth
place in that breed. The Barred Rock
flock of L. E. Carney of Sheepscott,
is winning first place for the week
with 62 points.

(Vegetable for health co-operators ex-

Many are canning rhubarb. This
is the recipe that seems most satis
factory. Trim and wash the rhubarb
carefully, cut in 1-2 inch length, pack
into jars and cover with boiling hot
thick sirup. Partly seal and process
for 16 minutes in the hot water bath.
Let the Water Do the Running

ROCKVILLE
As a fitting close to the school year
Miss Mary Bird took her pupils to
Ash Point Friday for a picnic. The
girls were conveyed in Miss Bird's
car and Vesper Hall had a load
of boys in his truck. A few of
the village girls attending school in
Rockport joined the happy company.
Every one had a Jolly time with
plenty to eat.
Mr. and Mrs. Flood of Holiday
Beach have been guests of Mrs.
Fannie Brewster this week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Ranlett attend
ed the meeting and supper of the
auxiliary of Ralph Ulmer Camp
Wednesday.
Oscar Carroll has been confined to
the house by illness for several days
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Robbins, Mrs.
Karl Packard and Miss Lottie Ewell
were in Lincolnville Tuesday attend
ing Pomona Grange at Tranquility
hall.
Miss Mabel Oxton is at home after
being in Rockland several weeks.
Her house is receiving a coat of nice
white paint. George Brewster is
doing the work.
Mrs. William Clough is in ill
health and unable to get out of doors.
Mrs. Clarence Lamson is attending
Pomona Grange at Vinalhaven today,
Saturday.
As Rev. and Mrs. J. C. MacDonald
are away attending the commence
ment exercises of Wheaton College.
Illinois, from which their daughter
is a graduate, there will be no church
service tomorrow.
The following
Sunday, June 19, there will be a Sun
day School for the boys and girls
instead of the usual church service.
A fresh surface of tar through the
village and a new tarred road from
the Rockland line to the Highlands
is greatly appreciated by motorists.
There is now a fine stretch of road
from Rockland to Union.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Turner of
Starks were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. D. A. Sherer.

THE NORTH HAVEN

BIG FIVE LEAGUE

PILOT

A Number Of Upsets Have
Marked Present Week’s
Contests

S5

Pirates 10, Rockville 3
The Rockland Pirates ended their
j three game losing streak Monday
| night by defeating Rockville 10 to 3.
' Failing to hit in the pinches, the
j Pirates were held on even terms until the seventh when Collins slammed
' out the most effective blow of the eve
ning, cleaning the bases with a triple.
, After the Pirates scored a two run
I lead in the first Rockville came back
to tie it up in the fourth. In the third
and fifth the Pirates loaded the bags
i with one out and neither time could
they score. Lofman, pitching for the
| losers, was very wild, walking eight
and hitting three. Besides holding
i Rockville to eight hits, Hallowell
| slammed out three singles himself to
! share hitting honors with Gardner,
i Doug Ladd was Rockville’s shining
star with a single, double and triple
in five trips to the plate, and in the
seventh he raced out into deep left
j centre to grab a sure double off Rob
bins bat. Each team made two double
J plays. The score:
Rockville
ab r bh tb po a
Ladd, cf ........ .... 5 2 3 6 2 0 0
Collamore, ss .... 4 1 1 1 0 2 2
Helin, 3b ...... .... 4 0 0 0 2 0 0
Graffem, 2b . ... 4 0 2 4 3 2 0
Hamalainen, lb 4 0 2 2 8 1 1
G. Starr,c .... .... 3 0 0 0 9 5 1
E. Lofman, p .... 3 0 0 0 0 2 2
O. Lofman, If .... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
M. Starr, If ... .... 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Salminen, rf . ... 3 0 1 1 0 0 0

on balls, off Hamalainen 1, off Hop
kins 2. Hit by pitcher, Baum, Crock
ett. Left on base, ’Keag 9, Rockville
6. Umpire, Hall.
• • • •
Dragons 6, Whitehead 3
Exhibiting the best fielding of the
season, the Dragons tightened up be
hind Blin Hunt to win over Whitehead, by a 6 to 3 score which does not
indicate the closeness of what was
anybody's game until the final out.
Drinkwater for Whitehead was taken
out with one out in the fourth, Flana
gan who replaced him, though wild
held the winners to two hits for the
rest of the game. A long three-bag
ger by Robbins featured in the hit
ting.
The score;

YOU TOO

./7« N£W HOTEL

LINCOLN
MANGER

500 Rooms

Rheumatisrl
TAKE

BUXTON’SI
A SPECIAL COMPOUr

April 27. II
My dear Mr. Buxton: No words!
mine are able to explain what “BI
ton’s”, A Special Compound, has d<|
lor my mother. Before taking
treatment, she could not raise
aims only level w.th her waist,
she is able to put them away i
her head. Your triatment has bl
Dragons
recommended to a number of pec|
ab r bh tb po a e in this locality. You may use
Cates, 2b .......... 4 1 1 2 0».l 0 words as a testimonial if you likl
Perry, lb .......... 3 1 2 2 7 1 C as the Compound has helped motll
Dav. c .............
4
I wish to pass the good word a'.or|
Starr, ss ............ 4
Yours truly,
O'Brien, ss ...... 0
Mrs. Frank Karwoot|
Hinckley, 3b .... 3
So. Shaftsbury,
Hunt, p ........... 4
Let us send you a booklet. Bux |
Teel, If ............. 3
Medicine Company, Abbot Villq
Valenta, cf ...... 2
Maine.
Rcbbins. rf ...... 3
For sale at all leading drug stoij
Lynch, re .....
0

C. N. Turner, agricultural engineer,
' will be in Sheepscott at the Garrison
R. N. Atherton, marketing special- Hill Grange hall, 8 p. m. June 17, for
ist, was in the county last week assist- district meeting on ''Running Water
ing the Maine State Blueberry Grow- and Septic Tanks." Through a reers Association Inc. in drawing up cent survey in Knox and Lincoln coun*
contracts. These together with the ties of 250 farm homes this situation
bylaws, are now in the hands of the was presented: 42.4% of these homes
directors. The officers are: President, reported running water from faucets;
Fred Scott, Waldoboro; vice president,' 31.2% reported a pump at the sink,
30 6 9 13 21 7
Henry Kontio, West Rockport; treas- and 24.9% carried all the water used,
Whitehead
urer, Selim Ruohomaa, Rockland; The average distance through which
ab r bh tb po a e
clerk, Harvey Lunden, West Rockport, this water has been carried was 145
Lampi, rf.......... 4 1 1 1 0 0 .0
Directors, Fred Scott, Waldoboro; j feet.
Carr, 2b ........... 2 0 0 0 2 2 0
To The Above Group of Smart North Haven Lads and Lassies Is Due the
Harvey Lunden, West Rockport; Mil- j Now there are many farm men
Beaudoin, ss .... 3 1 0 0 3 1 0
Successful Edition of The Pilot
ler B. Hobbs, Hope; Henry A. Kontio, and women who are saying they
Rogers, lb ........ 4 0 1 1 «. 1 0
Rockland; Selim Ruohomaa, Rock- I can’t afford to put in a water system,
Flanagan, 3b, p2111212
land; Halvah Hart, South Hope; What Mr. Turner hopes to do is to
One of the most creditable school i A considerable portion of the
Williams, If
3
1 1 0 0 0
Stephen D. Gillette, South Hope; Earl clear up in the minds of every person
papers published this spring is The , magazine is devoted to the publicaTripp, cf, 3b
3
11110
who
can
find
time
to
atend
this
meet
R. Norwood, Union; Bert A. Murphy,
Drinkw'ter, p, cf 3
0 0 110
Pilot, which, fresh from the press of tion of the commencement essays, a
ing
any
ideas
they
may
have
regard

Friendship.
The Courier-Gazette well represents list of which follows:
Widdecomb, c .. 3 0 0 0 6 1 U
ing costs of different methods of
Valedictory, Gerald G. Beverage;
the interests of North Haven High
putting
running
water
into
the
farm
Edward Ames of Appleton, has comSchool. It is dedicated to “Gerald salutatory, Edna L. Waterman; his
27 355 21l%) 2
hi. h„n i. i home. Details will be given of the
Totals ....... .... 33 3 8 14 24 12 6 Dragons ............... 0 1 0 4 1 0 0—6
Beverage, who has been class presi tory, Shirlev A. Grant; honor essay,
pleted his safety pen and his bull is
steDs which can be taken and
pet tine the much needed exercise each actual slePs wnicn can De taken, ana
Pirates
dent for three years, who has faith Jeannette W. Crockett; the oration,
Whitehead ............ 2 1 0 0 0 0 0—3
5.,, tn
.nWnn I
costs of each step in building up
ab r bh tb po a e
day. In order to keep the animal in a
star
fully managed the editing of our Beulah M. Crockett; class will and
Two-base hits, Cates, Hinckley.
first class condition, exercise is necJ
, 6,
, .
6
school paper for two years, who gifts, Mabelle Bray; prophecy, Wen Gardner, 3b . .... 5 2 3 3 1 2 1 Three-base hit, Robbins.
Stolen
essary. Full instructions for buildassisted in the editing for one year dell Howard; address to undergradu- Mosher, cf .... .... 4 3 1 1 1 0 0 bases, Flanagan 2, Teel 1. tjtouble
ing a safety bull pen can be obtained
“2 , ~2
Hallowell, p . .... 6 2 3 3 0 1 0 plays, Carr, Rogers, Widdecomb,
tinue right on up to a complete hot
Collins, c ...... .... 4 0 2 4 7 2 0 Hinckley, Perry, Day. Struck oit, by
from the county agent, Rockland.
,
and
cold
water
pressure
system.
• • • •
Stewart, lb ... .... 2 0 1 1 9 0 0 Hunt 6, by Drinkwater 2, by Flana
Many farm incomes are such that
Richardson, If .... 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 gan 3. Bases on balls, off Htint 4,
Herbert Cunningham of Washing a complete pressure system installa
TENANT’S HARBOR
Marshall, If . .... 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 off Drinkwater 2. off Flanagan 2.
ton and Charles Grinnell of Burkett- tion at one time is not practical,
Tuesday was some cold day. It
Murphy, 2b ... . .. 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 Umpires, Smalley and Closson.
ville have increased the number of therefore, this plan calls for only one
Annis, rf ...... .... 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
chicks hatched this year. Mr. Grin- displacement and allows for having was a good day to stay In the house.
Mrs. Charles Holbrook is having
Winchenbach, rf 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Are you saving green stamps. Trade
nell is going to build a henhouse to u/ater at the sink in many cases the
Robbins, ss ... .... 4 1 1 1 0 2 1 at Fireproof Garage —adv.
accommodate the increase in num- first year. individual help will be of- her house painted. The work is
—1
ber of pullets that he expects to have fered to those contemplating a com being done by Leroy Meservey.
Totals ............. 35 10 12 14 24 12 2
Miss Charlene Rose Allen has now
this fall.
plete system in the near future. Sink fully recovered from an attack of
SOUTH WARREN
I Pirates
2 0 0 0 0 2 4 2—10
_____
IH
drains will be taken up along with measles.
Rockville 0002000 1—3
Good sized plots of alfalfa are be- i the septic tank information,
Herbert Spear is ill at his home
Two-base hit, Ladd. Three-base
Well
it
won
’
t
be
long
now
before
ing started this year by Ben Nichols
• • . .
i hits, Ladd, Graffem, Collins. Double from sciatica rheumatism and-is a
the season opens for real baseball.
and Miller Hobbs of Hope, John CarMiss Lawrence, home demonstration That was a pretty fine game our
plays, Graffem and Helin; Murphy great sufferer.
roll of Washington and Edward Ames agent will hold two child feeding High School team played in Rock
Earle Miller’s family have moved
i and Stewart; G. Starr and Collamore;
of Appleton.
meetings next week, the first one ln land last week, the score 10 to 7 in
and G. Starr and Helin; Hallowell into their new house.
» • • •
Union, Tuesday, at 2, daylight, at favor of Tenant’s Harbor. The boys
Mrs. W. K. Jordan recently suf
Murphy and Stewart. Struck out, by
Albert Sherman has cut down a Rebekah rooms. Mrs. Lizzie Hawes is have done pretty well considering
| Hallowell 8, and Lofman 9. Bases fered another ill turn.
number of his old apple trees this leader of this meeting and wiil have this being their first year in the
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland and
I on balls, off Hallowell, off Lofman
year and is planning to remove more i toys and games to entertain the chil8. Hit by pitcher, Cl. Mosher, Stew mother attended the poultry asso
league.
next year. He has replaced with 80 J dren that are present. Friendship
art, Marshall, M. Starr. Umpire, ciation at Fred Jameson’s Mohday
Miss Feme Achorn of Fort Fairwill have a child feeding meeting
Golden Delicious.
Hall. Scorer, Mondean.
evening. They also called on Mr.
field
is
visiting
at
Deacon
H.
F.
Kal• • • •
• « • •
Thursday at Masonic hall at 1.30
and Mrs. Thomas Copeland at the
loch
’
s.
Orchardists in the counties have stardard. Mrs. Susan Wotton is plan
Pirates 21, Whitehead 1
village.
The
town
schools
closed
Friday
for
applied the calyx spray and are now ning to supervise the children’s play. the summer vacation.
The rejuvenated Rockland Pirates
Mrs. Emma Counce and Mrs Mil
waiting for the first fruit spray which Women interested in establishing good
slammed the offerings of three White- dred Ela and children of North An
Mrs. Nannie Allen and Miss Feme
food habits for children are urged to
will come in about one week.
head
pitchers
for
13
hits
and
21
runs
son who are visiting here and ln
Achorn have been visiting friends in
• * • *
be present.
in six innings Wednesday to hand the Thomaston, were guests Thursday of
Waterville during commencement at
Gerald G. Beverage To Whom the Current Issue of The Pilot
Albert Nutting, forestry specialist
losers their fourth straight defeat, Mrs. Addie Counce.
Is Dedicated
of the Extension Service, _
is _
in the : A canning demonstration will be Hinckley.
i Unleashing an attack of four runs in
Depression night was held at the
Edward Rawley of Willardham
counties this week assisting County I given the Junior Sunshine 4 H club of
------------------------------ -—------- —-----------------------------------—- ---------------- ' , the second, the Pirates scored three Grange Thursday. The costumes
discovered
Monday
night
two
men
Simonton
Saturday,
June
18
by
Miss
Agent Wentworth in checking several
and who is valedictorian of th, class ■ ates, Alice G. Nutt; class ode, Gerald or more runs every inning as they were many and varied, from genteel
Cecil Annis' home. were trying to steal his boat from its
hammered Drinkwater and Flanagan poverty to the real thing. Visitors
woodlot improvement plots. Calls will Lawrence at Mrs.
Beverage.
of 1932."
•
•
•
V
mooring.
Upon
realizing
however
be made in Simonton's Corner, Walter
Other
contributions
to the literary■ from the mound, and continued on were present from Megunticook and
The
magazine
which
has
now
|
,
.
.
__
....
that
they
were
seen
and
liable
to
get
News
of
4
H
Clubs
Rogers with four runs in the last in
Annis, Tuesday forenodn; Orff's Cor
Edwina Light of Young Home caught, they Jumped out and ran reached the dignity of its seventh Elinor Brown; “Lazy Ned,” (rhyme) ning. On the other hand, Whitehead Acorn Granges and entered heartily
ner in the afternoon at Albert El
into the spirit of the occasion. Five
volume,
is
produced
b.v
this
staff
:
into
the
woods
on
Barter
’
s
Point
and
well’s and Vellis Weaver’s; Wednes makers Club of Burkettville won the
Jeannette Crockett; “An Old Fash made just one hit off Robbins, an in
Editor-in-chiet,
Shirley Grant, '32 ioned Apple Paring,” Edna Water field hit by Tripp in the second. Lam applications were balloted upon and
day, Damariscotta, Norris Waltz; judging champion ribbon in the con got away.
Bags of flour from the Red Cross Assistant Editor, Edna Waterman '32 man; “Fireflies on a Summer Night,” pi scored their only run in the third three new ones received.
Thursday forenoon, Thurl Flagg's, test held on darns. Edwina has also
The Grange circle was delightfully
Jefferson, and afternoon Charles made six articles and darned 11 pairs ( were distributed here one day this Business Manager,
(rhyme) Shirley Grant; "Why the inning on two errors. The score;
entertained by Mrs. Cora Currier at
j week to those who needed it most.
Gerald Beverage, ’32 Qarcjen Rose Has Thorns,” E. R. C.;
Whitehead
Weeks and Marshall Moody, Bunker of stockings this year.
• • • •
: and ln some homes It filled a real Assistant Manager,
ab r bh tb po a € her home on Green street, Thomas
Hill; Friday forenoon, Frank Hard
“Why the Earth Rotates,' Wendell
Melvin Kennedy of Union Junior : need.
3 1 0 0 1 1 0 ton. There were 23 present besides
ing, Aina, and afternoon, Otto Miete,
Clarence Waterman, ’34 Howard; "A Country Store,’ (rhyme) Lampi, rf .......
Farmers Club hasn’t lost one of his ' Frank Pullen has been doing
Carr, 2b .........
2 0 0 0 3 2 1 the children. Among the number
West Aina.
Shirley Grant;
Faculty
Adviser,
• • • •
50 chickens and they are over three i painting and paper hanging the past
Rogers, lb, p,
2 0 0 0 4 2 0 was Mrs. Emma Counce of North
Miss N. Marie Buzzell (rhyme), Jeannette Crockett.
week for Mrs. Mary Holbrook.
Tripp, 3b .......
2 0 1 1 0 1 5' Anson, a former resident of South
Committee meetings are being held weeks old.
Mabelle Bray, ’32
Frank Robinson bought a car from Literary Editor,
Flanagan. cf,p,lb 2 0 0 0 3 1 0 Warren and Thomaston, who re
by County Agent Wentworth to dis
Theodore Caddy of St. George is Henry Allen last week. Henry also Alumni Editor.
Williams, If ....
2 0 0 0 1 0 1 ceived a warm welcome. At the
cuss Extension work done: Tuesday,
Freeman, ss ..
1 0 0 (1 0 2 3 dinner hour two long tables were
June 14, Nobleboro at Bertram Rick taking the chick raising project and traded cars with Miss Lizzie Harris
Assistant Editor, Ivaloo Brown, ’33 statistics.
Whiddecombe, c 2 0 0 0 4 0 2 laden with every good thing imagi
er’s; Wednesday, North Edgecomb, has 100 R. I. Red chickens, besides of Martinsville.
Willis Wilson of this place who is Joke Editor,
Wendell Howard, '32
Drinkwater, p,cf. 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 nable, to which ample justice was
Jokes, Echanges,
W. W. Cochran’s; Thursday, Dres over 20 laying hens.
• * ♦ •
done. Work was resumed in the
working at Criehaven for the sum Exchange Editor,
| generous assortment of advertising
den, M. P. Houdlette's; Friday, WhiteSeven Tree 4 H Club of Union will mer spent last weekend with his
18 1 1 1 18 9 12 afternoon and at the suggestion of
Jeannette Crockett, ’32 , round out a well filled volume. The
field, George Hausen’s; Saturday,
have a meeting next Monday evening famlly. He returned to Criehaven Diary Editor,
Mrs. Rosa Cutting three rousing
Elinor Brown, ’34 alumni department shows the presPirates
Waldoboro, F. M. Johnson's.
to hold the judging contest and check Monday.
Senior Class Editor,
ab r bh tb PO a e cheers were given for Mrs. Currier
• • • •
; ent whereabouts of last year's graduon record sheets. The five members
Beulah Crockett, ’32 > ates:
Gardner, 3b ....
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Peterson of
5 1 1 1 0 1 2 as a hostess. The next meeting will
With The Homes
are: Clifton Meservey, Robert Mit Portland spent last, weekend here at Junior Class Editor,
Phyllis Duncan, attending Lowell (Chisholm
Chisholm....... 2b 5 0 1 2 2 1 0 be with Mrs. Laura Copeland, June
Mrs. Elizabeth Harding of Aina chell, Raymond Rhodes, Robert Far their cottage. Mr. Peterson is the
Edna Calderwood, ’33 Normal School, Lowell, Mass.
Hallowell, If ....
4 0 0 0 1 0 0 22.
served lettuce from her garden Sat ris and Sulo Juura with George H. manager of the Falmouth Hotel at Sophomore Class Editor,
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Bucklin attend
1 1 1 2 0 0 0
Alma Knight, living at West South- Richardson, If
urday. In Aina peas are growing fine. Cameron as leader.
James Brown, '34 port.
Collins, c .......
5 4 3 3 4 0 0 ed the graduation in Thomaston
Portland.
Bertha Mills is doing beauty cul Stewart, lb ....
3 5 2 4 8 1 0 Wednesday evening.
Some fine hauls of fish are being Freshman Class Editor,
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Copeland at
Barbara Stone, ’35 ture work at North Haven.
Ca. Mosher, cf
4 2 2 2 0 0 0
made by the fishermen here but
The editorial department urges the
Carleton Snow, living at Colorado Cl. Mosher, cf,
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 tended the funeral of Rodney Kin
there is not much sale for them.
Murphy, ss ....
4 4 1 1 0 2 0 ney at St. George Sunday.
Lobsters seem quite scarce at the necessity of more serious attention to Springs, Colorado.
Miss Eva Bucklin and friend mo
the course of music provided by the
3 1 0 0 0 0 0
Florence Smith, In training at Bath Williams, rf ....
present time and cheap in price.
Winchenbach, rf 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 tored to Portland Monday to meet
City Hospital
Members of the summer colony of school.
Robbins, p .....
4 2 2 2 0 3 0 Mrs. Fred Bucklin and children who
Elmore are arriving each week.
WILL LIKE THE LINCOLN
had arrived there from Port Arthur.
Everybody and everything wel
41 21 13 17 15 8 2 Tex. Mrs. Bucklin will visit in this
comed the shower Sunday afternoon.
Pirates
0 4 6 3 4 4—21 place and in Thomaston.
It has been unusually dry for this
This modern hotel meets every
Whitehead
0 0 1 0 0 0— 1
time of the year and several wells and
possible requirement for on en
Two-base hits, Chisholm, Richardson
cisterns are very low.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Three-base hits, Stewart. Double
joyable visit.
Many comments were passed on the
play, Lampi and Carr. Struck out, by
big improvement In the cemetery
Mrs. Alice Burrows is visiting her
Every one of its 1400 ROOMS con
Robbins 4. by Drinkwater 2, by Flan daughter
this year. David Sivewright was em
Mrs. L. L. Mank at East
tains a RADIO, PRIVATE BATH
agan
2.
Bases
on
balls,
off
Robbins
1,
ployed getting it in readiness for Mem
Waldoboro.
off
Drinkwater
2,
off
Flanagan
2.
orial Day and is still working there.
(tub and shower) and SERVIDOR.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Shuinan are
Umpires, O'Brien and Chaples. Scorer,
Maurice Hart has arrived home to
visiting
relatives in Portland fcr two
A few minutes to theatres, shops,
Marshall.
spend the summer with his parents
weeks.
•
•
•
•
Capt. and Mrs. Fred Hart of Elmore.
business centers and all R.R.Terminals.
Mrs. Emma Robinson and Mrs.
Rockville 8, So. Thomaston 2
Miss Agnes Sivewright and Everett
ROV MOUITOM
Hazel Shuman of Portland have been
Rockville
lived
up
to
its
reputation
Torrey
are
employed
again
this
sum

Manager
Specious Sample Rooms
of losing to second division teams and guests at C. F. Jackson’s and S. J.
mer by Miss Edith Price.
knocking down leaders as It took Burrows.
Mrs. Mildred Slingsby, Mrs. Maude
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Shuman and
South Thomaston Into camp Wednes
Patterson, and Mrs. Nannie Allen at
day night. Rockville bunched its family, Mrs. Mellon and Reddington
tended the grand chapter session of
hits by making good use of 'Keag Shuman of Portland were recent call
the O.E.S. held in Portland recently.
errors, batted around in the 6th and ers on S. J. Burrows.
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Smith of Massa
Mr. and Mrs. John Lawler of South
won in a walk. Jesse Sleeper and Portland
chusetts are guests of Mr. Smith’s
and Mrs Julia Fields and
"Duke
”
Salminen
excelled
in
the
cousin, Mrs. Christine Gardiner of
son of Portland were recently at Mrs.
field for their respective teams and
44th-45th ST.8th AVE. N.Y.C.
Martinsville.
Wallace’s.
Jackson, Makinen and Helin lead the Nellie
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bald Jr. have
Horace Flanders of Friendship was
batters each getting a single and a
been entertaining friends from New
last weekend guest of his brother
double.
York state the past week.
Everen.
The score;
The sermon subject at the Bap
Miss Frances Crowell of the village
tist
Church
Sunday
morning
will
be
South
Thomaston
The Ideal Hotel for You in BOSTON
was guest at A. J. Genthner's over
“The World’s Most Famous Trial.”
ab r bh tb po a e last weekend.
Is The New
There will be special musical num
Jackson, 2b ....... 4 12 3 12 1
Reginald Monahan Jr. has gone to
bers. Bible School meets at 11.45.
A. Makinen, cf.. 4000001 East Waldoboro to live with his par
Christian Endeavor at 6.30, topic “Our
Edwards, ss....... 4 0" 1 10 14 ents.
Hotel
Leisure Time.” At the 7.30 servic'1
Putnam, c ........ 4 0 0 0 6 2 1
George T. Cavanaugh, Mgr.
Miss Emily Morris will be the speak
G Baum, lb ..... 2 0 0 0 7 0 0
NORTH HAVEN
er and those who attend are assured
W. Makinen, rf 2023000
At North Station
For cold weather in June Wed
of something worthwhile. Mid-week
Sleeper, 3b ...... 3 0 0 0 4 5 0
DIRECT ENTRANCE FROM B. & " ’ DEPOT
service Wednesday at 7.30.
Gilchrest, If ..... 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 nesday morning was a record breaker.
Hon. Lewis O. Barrows of Newport.
Hopkins, p ........ 3 1 T 1 0 4 0
SOUTH THOMASTON Sells Floto Circus “World’s Greatest slide. Other entertainers are the
Republican candidate for the guber
All Transit Facilities at Door
Forget-me-not Chapter had a Show” Coming to Rockland in July American Belfords, the Seven Sarat34 2 7 9 18 14 7 natorial nomination of Maine was
regular meeting last Monday eve
Youngsters from the ages 7 to77 tos, Schwartz Sisters, direct from Eua visitor in North Haven Wednesday.
Rockville
A TOWER OF
ning. After a short program the years will be delighted to know that [ rope, and others.
Edith Nickerson has begun her
ab r bh tb po a e
HOSPITALITY
birthdays of Past Matron Elvie Cur Sells Floto Circus, the “world's great- i The five gigantic herds of ele- I add. 2b ........... 2 2 1 2 2 2 0 summer work at the Inn as head
Each Room equipped with a Tub and Shower - - Built-in
tis and Organist Ella Watts were ob est show” is coming to Rockland in phants in their dancing and diffl- Collomore, ss ... 4 1 0 0 3 1 0 waitress taking the position formerly
Radio Speaker (Three Station Service) - - Tickless Electric
served. A light lunch was served July.
! cult steps are presented by such T. Helm. 3b..... 4 2 2 3 1 1 1 held by Mrs. Carl Bunker.
Clock - - Servidor - - Circulating Ice Water - - French
which featured a birthday cake made
Two hundred big acts, 370 trained capable youthful trainers as Lillian M. Starr, lb .... 4 0 1 2 9 0 0
Baccalaureate services for the
Telephone - - Full Length Mirror.
by Mrs. Harvey Crowley. It was a horses, 500 arenic stars, 5 herds of Burslem, Irene Ledgett and Stella G. Starr, c, cf ... 4 0 1 1 2 1 0 High School and graduating class of
New England’s Most Modernly Equipped
elephants and wild west features.
Cronin.
very pleasant occasion.
Crockett, cf. If . 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1932 will be held in the church Sun
and Perfectly Appointed Hotel.....................
Among other features are the Fly
One hundred Sunkist girls in an Salminen, If, c . 3 0 0 0 4 1 1 day morning at 11 o’clock. The
ing Bertons, the Aerial Youngs, Sieg- aerial ballet are featured among the Ed. Lofman, rf . 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 whole student body is invited to at
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster Bar, and Soda
MAN'S HEART STOPPED
rist-Silbons, Agnes Doss, champion high-lights.
Hamalainen, p . 3 1 1 1 0 5 0 tend and seats will be reserved lor
Fountain offer wide variety of food and service
woman gymnast, the “Great GretoAs an added attraction, a mons
them. The sermon wfll be delivered
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
BY
BAD
STOMACH
GAS
na’s” sensational high wire act, first trous sea elephant, greatest educa
29 8 8 11 21 11 2 by Rev. H. F. Huse. Evening serv
For One—$2.50 up. For Two—$4.00 up
W. L. Adams bloated so with gas time in this country, and Madame tional feature of all times, captured Two-base hits, Ladd, Helin, Maki ices at 7 o'clock.
•Write for Descriptive Literature
after meals that his heart missed Lorette suspended by her hair from in the antarctic regions, will be dis- nen, M. Starr, Jackson. Double plays,
beats. Adlerika brought out all gas the highest part of the white-top6, in J played in a huge tank,
Hopkins, Putnam and Sleeper. Stolen
S.&H. Green stamps can now be
Hotel Manger, North Station, Boston, Mass.
and now he eats anything and feels a thrilling and unusually daring hair i This is the only big railroad circus base, Hopkins.
Struck _ out, by had at The Fireproof Garage Co.—
Original
Nelson
Family,
the
fine.—C. H. Moor & Co., Druggists.
Six . coming to Rockland this season.—ad. Hamalainen, 1 by Hopkins 5. Bases adv.
j

FOR

VINALHAVEN
At Union Church Sunday morn
Rev. P. J. Clifford will deliver i
baccalaureate sermon. His messi
to the students will be "Success a
Failure.” There will be special mt
by the choir with Mrs. Abby Robe
soloist, Helen Sanborn Arey, organ
E. A. Smalley returned Thursc
from Swan’s Island.
Charles Chilles was a Rockla
visitor Wednesday.
Mrs. Leroy Ames returned Tuest
from Portland.
Mrs. L. R. Smith and Mrs. F,
White were Rockland visitors W«
nesday, making the trips by plane
Miss Doris Clifford has returr
from North Weymouth, Mass.
W.
Adelbert Smith
returr
Thursday from Rockland where M
Smith is convalescing from a surgi,
operation at Knox Hospital.
The final assembly of Vinalhav
High School took place Friday moi
ing and featured dedication songs
teachers and students.
There wfll be a rehearsal of
work of Ocean Bound Rebekah Lo<
June 14.
Simon Drew who spent sevi
months with his son O. V. Drew
returned to Portland.
Mrs. E. M. Hall and niece En
Vinal visited Rockland Tuesday,
Olaf Starbloom, Elmer Simme
Alfred Headley and Arthur Per
were in the city Wednesday on bu
ness.
The regular monthly meeting
the firemen was held Tuesday,
took the form of a get-together, wi
the following former members
guests of honor; Maurice Calde
wood, F. L. Roberts, E. M. Hall, C.
Boman, L. W. Sanborn, George Grt
Frank Sellers, E. G. Lane, Willii
Johnston, B. K. Smith. Cards a
reminiscing
featured
the
ci
ning's entertainment. A supper
baked beans and other good thir
was served by the committee, CLQ
Snowman William Chilles, Roy Ar
Ernest Clayter, Edward Ames, L.'
Dyer.
A Ryan (Okla.) woman has a ro
ing-pin that is over 250 years old, a
it would be interesting to know ju
how many husbands have be
crowned by it.—Cincinnati Enqulri

CALL
ROLLINS & STRONG
FOR YOUR

ELECTRICAL
TROUBLES
Tel. 824-M
Tel. 1009-5
Rockland, Me.

H/MHAISUIVIU
► EMBALMING
MOTOR ANBUI
Since 1840 this firm has faith *>•'
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

SEA VIEW GARAGE, In<
689 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

TEL. 121

56-tf

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician
Tel. 136
35 Limerock St.
Opp. Postoffic
63-tf

WILLIAM E. DORNAN
& SON, Inc.
Cemetery Memorials
EAST UNION, MAINE

4-tf

RECTAL DISEASES
JAMES KENT, D. O.

TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
122Stf

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
1 'I
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.9
A M . Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7 j
Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at
land about 9.30.
Return -Leaves Rockland at 1.30 I
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 2.30.
Ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swa
Island about 6 00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent,

WITH AN EYE TO BUSINESS

BREAD
Italian-Rye
and French Bread
Fresh Every Day

EUROPEAN BAKERY
Phone—225-M
Delivery Service
Tillson Avenue
Rockland

And How Raymond Thurston Made Good
Use of His Natural Yankee Common Sense
1

Q^cbwcaJU

CONTRACTOR
FRANCIS E. HAVENER

Full Line of Electrical Merchandise at Shop—305 Broadwav
305 BROADWAY
PHONE 370
ROCKLAND

PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING—REPAIRING
«

Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT

WILLIAM T. SMITH
ROCKLAND

477 MAIN STREET,

AUTO SPRING SERVICE

The story of the development of
the Thurston Oil Co. reads much
like one of Horatio Alger’s roman
tic tales.
Back in March, 1923
Raymond E. Thurston bought the
business of the Thomas Oil Co.,
housed in a small one story wooden
building to the eastward of the John
Bird Co. block on Tillson avenue.

Mr. Thurston carried on the
business in this location for a year,
sensing its possibilities and studying
the field. He then acquired a large
tract of land on Park street, for
merly occupied by the pants factory,
and there erected the handsome
building which served for five years
as the home of Thurston Oil Co.

STATION

LISTEN - - the REAL Test

C. W. UVINGSTON
SPRINGS FOR ALL MAKE CARS IN STOCK
GENERAL BLACKSMITH WORK
LATEST EQUIPMENT
148 SO. MAIN ST.
----- TEL. 600—W-----ROCKLAND

Just listen to that motor purr
like a kitten after we’ve com
pleted an overhauling Job on
your car. It’s sweet music . . .
and so are our reasonable

With PowerSpeed, Getaway
Everything you can expect.
That’s the Gas we sell
Grea.ing—Tires—Acre sorles
Parking Space

HOOPER’S
SERVICE STATION
UNION ST. AT PARK ST.

WALDOBORO
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Every-Other-Day

RAZORV1LLE

charges.

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
SEE THE NEW FORD NOW ON DISPLAY

SERVICE

SALES
583 MAIN STREET

DEER ISLE

PHONES 333—334

ROCKLAND

NORTH APPLETON

The Susannah Wesley Society met
Arthur Johnston 2d is staying for a I Mrs. Mabel Powers who spent the
Miss Emily Perry, nurse in the hos
with Mrs. Eudora Miller Monday few days with Edith Overlock.
winter in Somerville, Mass., is at pital at Hebron, is spending a vaca
Irving Hibbert was taken Saturday home.
afternoon.
tion with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Harold Glidden has returned to an Augusta Hospital where he is ! Arthur A. Barter has purchased an Charles Perry.
remaining for observation and treat interest in the store of M. D. Joyce
Leland Johnson has returned from
from Shelbourne Falls. Mass.
a business trip to Pocasset. Mass.,
Mrs. L. C. Turner of Isle au Haut ment, for some gastric trouble. He & Co.
was critically ill before going away
The local schools closed last week. also a few days’ visit with relatives in
has been visiting Mrs. Bessie Kuhn.
Mrs. L. B. Hall of New York is the | and treated by Drs. Pierpont and There were three graduated from Stoneham.
Plumer who urged hospital treatment. the Sunset school, Gwendolyn Eaton,
Mr. and Mrs. George Sherman of
guest of Capt. and Mrs. Millard F.
Gtcrge Finley was driving Ralph Anna McVeigh and Earle Cole. A Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Wilder
Wade.
Hibbert’s truck last Saturday while wild flower contest first prize was Moore of Warren were guests Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Boggs have re he went to Augusta with his brother. won by Anna McVeigh who exhibited of Charles A. Towle.
cently been in Calais.
Mrs. Adella Martin was guest for
22 specimens. The second prize was
Mrs. Crosby K. Waltz of Wollaston, j Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Turner were awarded Shirley Eaton who had several days last week at the home of
visiting at Mrs. Edith Overlock's
Mass., is at her home at Kaler’s Cor Sunday and all attended services at eight specimens. A school picnic was Bernard Pitman.
ner.
Merton Wadsworth has bought
the Methodist Church at Washing held on Friday.
Stated meeting Wiwurna Chapter ton.
Dudley Sellers, while at work on from P. H. Rolfe of West Bethel, the
Tuesday evening. There will be an
the Olmsted cottage, fell from a lad place which he and his family occu
Hiram Overlock is quite ill.
obligation ceremony.
der, breaking his collar bone and dis pied before going to Mount Vernon
Children’s Day exercises will be locating one of his shoulders. He is several years ago. They are moving
Mrs. Clarence Woodbury and son
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. held next Sunday at the chapel, and being treated at the Bluehill Hospital. back this week. Old friends will be
Rev. Henry Ulmer is expected to b>
Allan F. Hassner in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Gross and glad to welcome them.
A telephone has been installed in present. The services will be for both son Maurice, accompanied by a
J. Asbury Pitman of Salem, Mass.,
the office of the United Poultry Co., old and young and everybody is cor friend from Portland were in town was a recent guest for a few days of
dially invited to attend.
Daniel Jackson, manager.
his brother, Bernard A. Pitman. Mr.
over the last weekend.
A special meeting is called for next I The meeting of Trinity Union will
Miss Carrie Brown is home from Pitman will shortly join his wife in
Monday, at 7.30 p. m., to see if the be held June 19 at South Somerville Boston where she spent the winter.
Europe for a stay of several months
town will authorize the treasurer to Baptist Church Good speakers are
Charles D. Nye and Mrs. Warren devoted to educational work and
sell town property.
expected and special musical num Nye and three children of Waterbury. travel.
The annual meeting of the Baptist bers will combine to make this session Conn., are at his cottage here.
Calvin Aldus and family and Da
Missionary Society was held in the one of uplift Everyone is invited ana
Mrs. Ed R. Dunham of Ellsworth vid Mash who have been occupying
vestry Thursday afternoon.
Miss expected to attend and enjoy the was the guest of her parents Mr. and tlie Rolfe property have moved to the
Helen Jones was elected president; good things presented. Basket lunch Mrs. A. S. Knowlton, commencement E. C. Galloup place in Searsmont.
Mrs. Nina Goucher, vice-president; will be served at the noon hour.
Repairs have been made on the
week.
Mrs. Helen Perry, secretary and treas
George E. Sylvester spent last week reads the past week.
urer. A program was given and re
There has been but little rain this
at Eagle
APPLETON RIDGE
freshments were served.
Miss Audrey Annis, who is em spring thus far, and if such continues
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Swlnron of
ployed at Spruce Head Island, was re the hay crop this season will be un
Boston have been recent guests of
Miss Alice D. Moody spent last cently the guest of Miss Ruby Syl usually light.
Mrs. Leola Oliver.
weekend in Ellsworth, guest of Miss vester
The Waterman sisters have a fine
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kingsbury of Evelyn Bellatty.
Memorial exercises were held in flock of R. I. Red chicks this year
Portland passed the weekend with, Mrs. Adella Martin spent a few Hillside cemetery Monday morning which they are raising with good suc
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rowe.
days last week at the home of Ber and flags and wreaths were placed cess.
Ralph Morse has been n Boston on nard Pitman, North Appleton.
on the graves of the soldiers and
business for the Waldoboro Garage. I
sailors.
BRISTOL
Mr. and Mrs. Vertner Stahl and I Mrs. Lucy Atkinson of Ellsworth,
Haskell and Pickering have recent
Miss Carrie B. Stahl of Portland have Mrs. Henry Buck and Miss Lottie ly installed an Oildraulic lift in their
Keeper C. N. Robinson was ashore
been recent guests of Capt. and Mrs. Buck of Searsmont were callers last garage.
week Friday at A. H. Moody's.
A. F. Stahl.
after his mail last week.
Roy
H.
Snowden.
Eugene
Spofford.
Local friends of Kenneth Kuhn, a i Misses Glenys Hall and Lucy Ernest Snowden and G. W. Davis
Millard Robinson is away for a
former resident of Waldoboro, were Moody were in Rockland Saturday. made a business trip to New York by few weeks.
pleased to learn of his marriage Sun
Elmer Robinson has arrived home
H. C. Stanley went last Saturday to auto last week.
day to Miss Bernice Aylward of Cam Camden where he joined a yacht as
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. George H. from the Children's Hospital, Port
den. Mr. Kuhn is the son of the late steward for the season.
Fifield of Brewer were shocked to land. and is much improved in
Walter and Mrs. Fronia Miller Kuhn
Elbridge Perry died at his home hear of his sudden death which oc health.
and is employed in Chandler's Drug here June 4. He had been in poor curred last week Thursday. The fu
Several of the menfolks have their
Store. Camden.
health for a long time, but the final neral was held at Sunset and inter trails down around the station. Lob
Eleven young friends of Priscilla, illness confined him to his bed only
ment was at Hillside cemetery. Mr. sters are very scarce and yet the price
baugh and Mrs. Mary E. Winchen- about a week.
Fifield leaves his wife to whom much seems to keep low.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Miss Mary D. Robinson is at her
Several from this place attended sympathy is extended.
Storer, were delightfully enterta'ned the movies in Camden Saturday eve
home in Loudville from Round Pond
at her home Monday evening in honor
and will spend a month’s vacation
SOUTH HOPE
of her ninth birthday. Supper was ning.
with her mother.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
A.
Mason,
Jr.,
and
served and games were enjoyed.
Mrs. C. N. Robinson went to Port
Mrs. Fred Merrifield and children
three
children
of
Augusta
were
Sun

Mr. and Mrs. Fern G. Winchen
were visitors over last weekend with land after her son Elmer last week,
day
visitors
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
M.
baugh and Mrs. Mary E. Winchen
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Morang of Bur and also E. O. Thompson and Mr.
baugh of Bedford, Mass., were week Newbert.
and Mrs. Arthur Poland.
kettville.
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ia Forest
Mrs. Fred Teel is ill. Dr. Hahn
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Meservey
I. Mank. Mr. and Mrs. Winchen
PORT CLYDE
spent last Sunday in Portland with is in attendance and she also has the
baugh motored to Orono. Monday and
care of a nurse from Friendship.
her sister and family.
their son Paul, who is a sophomore
Baptist chapel, Rev. Milton R. Kerr,
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor and
at U. of M. returned home with them pastor: Services Sunday at 9.30, sub Fred Merrifield attended the ball
MARTINSVILLE
Tuesday.
ject, “The Supreme Necessity;” chil game at Togus Sunday. The latter
The past noble grands and the past dren's topic, “Trains;'’ at 8.30 a. m.. also visited his brother Ernest Merri
There will be a concert and sociable
grands association will meet in Union Sunday School; 6.30 p. m., Junior C. field while there.
at the Grange hall next Tuesday eve
June 15. Supper wil! be served on E.; Wednesday at 2, ladies’ circle;
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mills had dinner ning. Pie. hot dogs and coffee will
arrival. A full attendance is desired. Thursday at 7.30. meditation. Every at the Community Sweet Shop last
be sold at the close of program at half
Miss Elizabeth F. Genthner is hav one welcome at these services.
Sunday.
price. Admission to concert 10 cents.
ing extensive repairs made on her
The children of South Hope school
Ridge Church, Rev. Milton R. Kerr,
store in the down town section.
and their teacher picnicked at Bean’s pastor: Sunday services, at 10.45 a. m.,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Reed, who cently returned from a stay of sev Shore Friday.
^subject, “The Supreme Necessity;”
have been guests of William G. Reed, eral months there.
Mrs. Annie Thompson and Miss
children's tonic, “Trains;” 10.45, Sun
have returned to Brandon, Vt.
For Accidents day school; at 7.30 p. m„ subject,
Ronald Somes has bought the Angela Perry have been recent Bos
Cuts, Scalds, Burns, "A. B. C.”; Wednesday at 7.30, medi
house on Main street formerly owned ton visitors.
Sprains, Bruises, Mo tation and choir rehearsal; Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lilly of Hallo
by the late Barden Turner.
squito
Bites.
day at 2 p. m„ ladies’ circle at Mrs
Miss Mona Jones has returned well have been recent guests of Mr.
APPLY FREELY.
Thankful Harris.’ The Ridge Church
from Kent’s Hill where she has been and Mrs. Fred Lilly.
MONEY REFUNDED it
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell were
a student the past year.
it fail., used as directed. is the most comfortable place ln
Mrs. Jane Reed of Wyncote, Pa., is in Wolfeboro, N. H., Sunday, guests Prepared by Norway Medicine Co, town; be present and be comfortable.
Norway, Maine.
All Dealers. Everyone welcome.
visiting William G. Reed who has re- of Mr. and Mrs. Loring A. Crowell.

It combined the qualities of a
modern service station and ware
house and was first used in Novem
ber, 1924 and storage tanks to the
capacity of 45,000 gallons were in
stalled.
In June, 1929 came another im
portant step in the development of
the company when the Park street
holdings were sold to the Beacon
Oil Co. The rapidly expanding
business of the Thurston Oil Co.

had outgrown the plant and the
property on Tillson avenue was
secured which is now in use, Mrs.
Martha Feeney selling, the Inde
pendent Coal Co. being included in
the big deal.
During the present year the large
frame structure now used for offices
and warehouse was erected together
with a commodious landing dock
for boats and planes. Quarters in
the structure are provided for the
Maine Airways Inc.
In March, 1931, came another
highly
important
move
when
Thurston Oil Co. took over the
distribution of Pan-Am Gasoline
and Mexican petroleum products
for Knox and Lincoln Counties.
Service stations have already been
established at Thomaston, at the
Lawrence Portland Cement Co.
plant, at the Atlantic Highway
Service Station and at the Log
Cabin on Park street and at the
wharf property. Purple Pan Am
gas, lubricating oils and range oils
are handled at all these stations.
Mobiloil and other Vacuum Oil
Co. products have been handled by
Thurs-ton Oil Co. since its organiza
tion and has a large distribution in
this section. In June, 1930 Mr.
’Thurston actively took over the
business of the Independent Coal
Co. and since then has operated it
in connection with his oil interests.
A complete service on oil burners
and an efficient, dependable all-yeai
delivery service on all grades of fur
nace and range oils is maintained.
The phone number of the home
office is 127.

TRAVEL THE WHITE LINE WAY

................

Bus Service To Boston

BOAT AND VEHICLE LETTERING A SPECIALTY

MC S SIGN SHOP
P. H. McKUSICK, PROPRIETOR

SIGNS THAT SATISFY
At Painless Prices

3G0 Main Street

Rockland

(Over Newberry's)

Thorough
Whenever any repair is done to
your car here we put it through

a complete and severe test.

Quite moderate too, for quality
work.

TIRES------ TUBES------ BATTERIES
GAS—OIL—GREASING
SALES------ CHEVROLET------ SERVICE

SEA VIEW GARAGE
SHIP BY

EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS
JAMES MULLOY, Prop.
Insured and Bonded

24 Hour Service To
BOSTON

,

DAILY SERVICE TO ALL POINTS
BETWEEN ROCKLAND and BOSTON
Boat Connections
PIIONE ROCKLAND 1134
3 ROCKLAND 8T.

New York and Providence
—Pierce Arrow Cars—
LOCAL AND INTERSTATE RATES
Daylight Saving Time
One Round
(Week Days Only)
Way Trips Buses Leave Rockland for Augusta.
Rockland to Augusta.
$2.00
Waterville, Winthrop. Lewiston
Rockland to Waterville, 2.75
and Boston
Rockland to Lewiston.
3.15
7.50 A. M.. 1200 Noon
Rockland to Boston.
5.25 945
Leave Augusta for Rockland
Rockland to New York. 9.25 17 45
9.50 A. M., 7.15 P. M.
Rockland to Providence. 6.25 11.25
Connections ln Lewiston for Rum
Tickets on Sale at
ford. Farmington, Norway and Ber
Thorndike Hotel, Hotel Rockland lin. N. H.

FISH
Wholesale and Retail

Pedlar Trade Solicited

THE WHITE LINE, Inc.

Lobsters

LEWISTON

MAINE
Low Rates To
Warren—Waldoboro—Winslow Mills—Jefferson—Coopers Mills
Windsor Corner —Togus—Augusta

WEST ROCKPORT

1

GROSS NECK

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Winchenbach
of West Waldoboro were guests Sun
day of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Win
chenbach.
Harry Creamer was in Portland
last week on business.
Mrs . Perle Delano and Mrs.
Charles Collamore and son of Lawry
visited Mrs. Melvin Genthner Mon
day.
Ralph Eugley has bought an Oak
land car of M. C. Winchenbach of
Waldoboro.
Mrs. Charles Geele, Misses Addie
and Elizabeth Geele and Bennie
Geeie were in Portland Tuesday.
McClellan Eugley is employed at
Mrs. Fannie Quiner’s, Dutch Neck.
Mrs. Matilda Eugley spent last week
with Mrs. Carrie Wallace of Broad
Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Light and
daughter Frances and Miss Alcada
Genthner of Camden and Mr. and
Mrs. Irvine Condon of Thomaston
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Genthner.
Mrs. Eldora Gross spent Wednes
day of last week with Mrs. Annie
Stahl of Broad Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and
i daughter were Rockland visitors one
day last week.
Mrs. Harvey Simmons and daugh
ter Marguerite spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Simmons at
Dutch Neck.
Mrs. Ernest Eugley and daughter
visited Mrs. Arthur Stewart of Bre
men, Friday of last week.
Mrs. Frank Simmons is spending a
SOUTH WALDOBORO
few days with her daughter Mrs.
Mrs. Wellman of Camden is visit Perle Simmons at North Waldoboro.
ing her sister Mrs. Cora Taylor in
this place.
CUSHING
Schools in town closed June 10 for
A large number from this section
attended the graduation exercises at the summer vacation.
Jack Perin is confined to his home
the village.
Mrs. Brainard Winchenbach has with pneumonia. He is attended by
received the sad news of the death Dr. Hahn of Friendship.
Reginald Ames l.as returned from
of her nephew, George Page, 57,
a visit in Jefferson.
which occurred in Boston June 1.
Newton J. Peck and Mr. Hubbell of
The remains were brought to Port Woodbridge, Conn are at Saints' Ref
Clyde where the funeral services uge for a few weeks.
were held last Saturday, Mr. Page
Sunday visitors at D. L. Maloney's
being a native of that place.
were Mrs. Ne'lie Benner and Mr. and J
Mrs. Bessie Wallace is spending Mrs. Percy Moody and family of'
the weekend in Aina, visiting her Waldoboro.
brother Rev. George Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. F. I. Geyer and Mrs.
Mrs. Alvin Wallace entertained the H. J. Marshall were business visitors
Union Aid Wednesday at an all-day in Rockland last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Olson, daughter I
session. There were 15 present, with
one visitor from out of town, Mrs. Patty, Miss Jill Cogan of Warren and [
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall motored ;
Elizabeth Leavitt of Rockland.
Mrs. Clarence Harding, Mr. and Sunday to New Harbor and were'
Mrs. John Harding and Betty and callers at M. F. McFarland’s.
Mrs. W. E. Hall Is in ill health.
Clate have arrived from Auburn
Miss Arietta Maloney is boarding at
dale, Mass. The latter with their
children will spend the summer home and attending Commercial Col
lege in Rockland.
months at the Harding home here.
Halsey Flint is at Marshall Island
lobslering.
Several from this place attended
Thomaston High commencement ex
ercises Wednesday. Three young
ladies and one young man from this
place are among those graduated from
that institution.
E. K. Maioney and M. J. Maloney
are getting their traps ready for lob
ster fishing. Lobsters are scarce and
cheap, and the Inducement to engage
in that Industry is not as keen as in
previous years.

Raymond Fogler was expected
Thursday night from New York for
a short visit with his mother Mrs.
M. A. Fogler. He was enroute to the
U. of M. at Orono trom which place
he is to return Sunday for a short
visit here.
There was an exceptionally large
number in attendance at the Mission
Circle which met Thursday after
noon at the home of Mrs. M. J. Ox
ton, twelve adults and three children
being present.
Misses Dorothy and Bernice Nutt
are home from Oak Grove Seminary
for the summer vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nutt and
daughter Dorothy attended the
Rockland High School graduation
Thursday evening.
The Vacation Bible School opens
Monday of next week and will be
held in the afternoon.
Miss Helen Mitchell of Shirley has
completed her duties as teacher here
and will be succeeded at the opening
of the fall term by Mrs. Veda Mc
Kinney Brown of Rockport.
Members of the Tuesday Club and
guests dined at the Community
Sweet Shop, South Hope Tuesday
evening. Later the party returned
to West Rockport and spent the re
mainder of the evening in a social
way at the home of Mrs. Robert
Heald.

SIMON K. HART

,

A graphologist says faults and vir

MONUMENTS
tues are betrayed by writing. Especial
53 Pleasant St. TeL 911-M Rockland ly when read from the witness stand.
318 tf
—Palm Beach Post.

R. E. FEYLER
Tel. 1191

FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Tompkins and
Miss Margaret Tompkins arrived
Tuesday at their Davis Point cottage.
Miss Lucille Foote of Larchmont,
N. Y., is visiting her grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Weaver at
Martin’s Point.
Mata Hari with Greta Garbo and
Ramon Novarro will be the feature
picture at the Playhouse today, Sat- .
urday. Dancing will follow the pic
tures, music furnished by Pierce's
orchestra of Augusta.
The Consolidated, Capt. Dodge,
came in here Monday evening on her
way to Nova Scotia after taking a
trip of lobsters from Cape Britain,
N. S., to Gloucester, Mass.
Courtland Brackett caught 4,000
pounds of mackerel off Monhegan
Monday.
Dwight Stanley of Monhegan visit
ed Mr. and Mrs. Charles Murphy
Tuesday.
Mrs. E. A. Bums and Mrs. Roland
Burns were in Rockland Tuesday.
The death of Luther Murphy oc
curred early Tuesday morning. He
passed away peacefully in his sleep
after several years of ill health. He
is survived by his wife Abbie (Cush
man) Murphy, a son Wilbur and two
daughters Mrs. Ethel Day and Mrs.
L. Myron Neal, and four grandchil
dren.

Rockland

NORTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Mank were
in Rockland last Saturday and also
attended Knox Pomona Grange at
Martinsville.
Florence Smith passed last week
end with her aunt Annie Eugley at
West Waldoboro.
Lida Overlock has employment at
the home of Mrs. Jackson in Jeffer
son.
Maple Grange Circle was enter
tained last week at the home of
Margaret Newbert. Chicken dinner
was served by the hostess to the
11 members present. In the after
noon a business meeting was held
and the ladies were very busy making
patchwork. A treat of candy was
served by Geneva Eugley and all de
clared It the best meeting of the year.
Wednesday of this week Mrs. New
bert entertained the Ladles’ Aid of
the M. E. Church.

LONG COVE
St. George’s Church, (Episcopal),
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor: Services
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
the third Sunday after Trinity;
church school at 3 p. m. and even
song and sermon at 4 p. m. Every
one of the community is welcome.

ROCKLAND

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

ZZ

TWO SHOWS 2AND 8 PM. DOORS OPEN 7AND 7 P.M.
PRICES'

SPECIAL ADDED FEATUBES

INCLUDING-

Gtoeae

CM5CUSANO
M0IAGEPI&-

25f
501

AND THE FAMOUS HANNEFQBO FAMILY CF &CEKS

BUCK,
OWENS
F/LM STAS IN PLPSON

famous

MORALES FAMILY
MEXICAN IMPORTATION
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT! -

LARGEST .ClgCUSjfllHkWELP

QlViNGJ-^ClOt

GRANDSTAND—CHAIRS—ON—SALE—AT—CIRCUS
TICKET-OFFICE—SHOWDAY—10.30 A. M.
OLI) CIRCUS GROUNDS ON PLEASANT ST.
FREE----- PARKING----- SPACE
70-74
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Every-Other-Daf

■

Realize your wants-

Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Overlock ac
companied by Frank Jacobs, Jr., and
Anne Jacobs motored Wednesday
evening to Gray where they attend
ed the graduation exercises of the
senior class of Hancock Junior High
School, their nephew Ross Wilson
being salutatorian.
William Kinney has moved from
Advertisements ln this column not to *
Rockland into the Thomas O. Long j exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
house High street
1 cents- three times for 50 cents. Addl-'

In Everybody’s Column *

M

FOR SALE

<
< ;
4

FOR SALE

« ‘

The F1AR <?ta*P convention will I ‘tonal lines flve cents each for one time,
ESSEX—1928 Sport Coupe--Exceptionstku
STRONG, stocky seedlings for sale, large
i uD*v i . , ^°nvenllon wlI‘ 10 cents for three times. Six words .ny B0(,d for a down payment of only variety. ail 35c doz. Pansy plants, fine

REAL ESTATE

♦ ‘ Summer Cottages

—
— — 5$
THE CURTIS Farm at Owl s Head, two
ndlc- from Ash Point. Fur particulars
call MRS ELVIE CURTIS. 25 Purchase
St Tel. 998-M.
68-70
THE WADE 65 Acre Blueoerry Farm.
West Rockport, for sale; average crop
8 to 10 tons yearly. Buildings ln good
repair, city water. Further Information.
BOX 206 Warren.
69*71
F ARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres
modern buildings, pasture land, hay
apple orchards, lumber and Are wood
MRS H. P. BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain
St.. Camden. Tel. 2597.
66-tf
ABOUT three acres land at The HigRlands with barn and cellar thereon, for
sale. Nice building spot. TEL. 217-W.
63-tf
SMALL seven room house for sale, at
South Warren, lights, bath, electric
water system, never failing spring, barn
attached; also small building suitable
for garage, one acre land Inquire MRS.
M P JORDAN. Brooklyn Heights, Thom
ason. Tel. 57-4.
62*73

AT VINALHAVEN.

♦
i

The best accom

TO LET

i
4

COTTAGES for sale and to let at Me

•

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• *•**•**••*•• *•* *•* ••• $£
TO LET
•
SMALL single house, clean and cosy, to

Family with chlldren preferred.
modations for travelers or summer peo gunticook Lake, Crescent Beach. Ash let.
be held in York July 12.
make a line.
875 SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St colors, large flowers. 20c basket. CHAMABEL RAWLEY, 130 Main St. Tel.
ple. Nice quiet place. 15 PLEASANT ST Point. North Haven. Ballard Park. Pratt’z 576-M.
Phone 1250, Rockland
46*56 P&R TER S GARDENS. Camden, turn to left
66-tf
Mrs. Delora Keene went to Rock
Island.
Some
of
the
most
desirable
lo

64*71
70-78
cations along the Maine coast. L. A
ville Sunday and spent the day with
GAS RANGE for sale, nearly new. beyond Rockport bridge.
TENEMENT to let on Court St. ER
t
AT
CRESCENT
BEACH,
for
sale
or
to
THURSTON.
468
Old
County
road,
Rock

cheap for cash. MR. AYLWARD. 7
NEST C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
her nephew Fred Keene.
KITCHEN stove with hot water coll, and
let for the season, large furnished cot land.
70*7?
66*71 4-burner
67-tf
♦ North St. Tel. 561-M
oil stove with back and oven.
Stephen Barry is at home from : ♦*
tage; everything modern, two ear garage
unoiui/
FURNISHED APARTMENT to let to
HOUSE to let. five rooms, cellar, toilet,
BOY’S Lovell. Diamond coaster brake for saIe« TEL. 575.________________ 70*72
EDW OB GONIA. Tel. 710.
59-tf
University of Maine.
man and wife. No children. Address electricity, garage. $14 at 7 Achorn St.
bicycle for sale. 83 GRACE ST. TeL
TUNGAR Battery charger with bulbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lermond moCOTTAGE at Ginn s Point, near Cres L. S.. care The Courier-Gazette.
68-70 Rockland. A. L RHODES. Union. 67*72
.
nt I ROOMERS wanted, with or without 1155
1
Portostat
Battery
tester.
Cheap
for
cash.
cent
Beach
to
let
by
week,
month
or
tored to Auburn last Saturday to at- }ward mrs. E c grant. 184 South
TWO furnished rooms for light house
M F. DOBBINS. 44 Waldo Ave. Tel.
MILL
WOOD,
four
foot
lengths
$6,
GARAGE
to
let
at
21
Masonic
St.
F
season.
Quiet
locality.
E.
F.
GINN.
97
tend the Bosquet-Foss wedding. Mr. | Main st Tel. 526-M.
63-tf stove length $7. junks and fitted hard 82-W
6C*70
68-tf keeping to let: water, gas. lights E. N
' Mr________________
6PS-70 L. NEWBERT.
Pitts St.. ~
Portland.
SYLVESTER.
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J
Bosquet is purchasing agent of the
CAPABLE woman or girl wanted to
AT MEGUNTICOOK LAKE, furnished I FIVE ROOM furnished apartment t<
GOOD strong swarms of bees with
66-tf
68-tf hives
Maine General Hospital, and his care for man and do some housework. R. F. D.. Thomaston.
for sale, also honey, comb and
flve room cottage to let; screened porch, ! let, good location, rent reasonable
APARTMENT to let In Bicknell Block.
E M STAHL. 5 Robinson St.
70* It
bride a nurse there.
SEVERAL tons of pressed hay for sale strained. TRUMAN SAWYER. 7 Booker
| electric lights, boat. Reasonably priced. ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel MRS. B. B. SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel. 264.
68-70
South Warren. Apply tb ALICE . St., Thomaston. Tel. 48-11.
Mrs. Edward Robinson and son
77.
66-tf
W. F. BRITTO. 4 Camden St. Tel. 78.
SECOND HAND canoe wanted to buy
66-tf
70-72
Edward are expected to arrive here cheap. Address BOYD. p. O. Box 28.
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
HOUSE at 29 James St., to let. eight
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
69-71
70* It
$10. junks $10. W. L OXTON. West
Saturday to open their house on Rockland. Me.
able
for
family
of
two
or
tiiree,
al
il
FOR SALE or to let. by day or season, rooms, gas. electricity, toilet, large gar
SIX ROOM house, newly repaired, i Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.______ 66-tf
several cottages at Waterman's Beach. den. F. E. HURLEY, 49 Summer St. Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST.
Main street. They will be accom
WAITRESS wanted at TRAINERS
Tel.
318-W.
66-tf
70-72
Excellent locations, prices reasonable. E. Tel. 836-J.
70-lt electricity, city water. price $1,250. Other j DRY HARD fitted wood $10. junks $10.
panied by Miss Amy Robinson of LUNCH.
bargains in single and double houses. ;
V. SHEA, South Thomaston. Tel. 354-11.
HEATED apartment to let. all modern
A MAN with car wanted to advertise also some of the best building lots in the i hard wood limbs $9. long $8. soft wood
ONE ROOM and kitchenette $5 week. Improvements,
Cambridge, Mass.
_________________________________
68-tf
janitor service. WILL
our goods and distribute introductory city. Small down payments. L. A. and slabs $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel.
V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080
Mrs. Fred Overlock nand
Miss
HorWALKER,
91 North Main St. Tel. 552-W.
263-21.
66-tf
COTTAGES
at
Spruce
Head
to
let
for
.i j -n j
i packages to consumers. Must be satis- THURSTON. 463 Old County road. Rock
68-tf
68-73
June and July. MRS. T. L. MAKER
tense Wilson were in Portland Friday , fied witp 90c an hour at start. Write for land
70*72
Spruce Head.
70-72
FIVE room tenement to let. fruit trees;
of last week, and on their return were 1 full particulars, albert mills. Route
AT 30 HIGH STREET three furnished
LLOYDS
STROLLER
with
hood,
and
I
*
also
four
room
bungalow.
E.
H.
PHILrooms or single room to let. bath and
accompanied by Miss Edith Wilson ; Msr- 2187 Monmouth. Cincinnati, <x *
THOROUGHLY MODERN cottage on
69*71 garage, all modern. For Information see
70*lt bassinet with mattress, both in good •
I i shore at Crescent Beach for sale or to BRICK. Tel. 1188-M
who was at home over the weekend,.
sondition. sale price $10. Write MRS.
HILL
DANE. Tel. 427.
66-tf
let.
All
conveniences.
LENA
K.
SAR„xi-brx
paper hanging want- M. L. B., care The Courier-Gazette.
TENEMENTS furnished and unfur
and
Miss Sarah Wilson of Gray who pdCARPENTRY
Wall paper and roll
and up elmer _________________________________ 70*73|
1 I GENT. Rockland. Phones 990 or 994
FOUR ROOM apartment to let at 17
nished. good neighborhoods; also garage
♦
,
_______________________________
Cl-S-70
will spend the summer with her ames. Ingraham Hill. Tel. 1184-R
' on Beech St. L. A. THURSTON. 468 Old Grove St. Apply to DR. R. W. BICK
furnishings for sale, at
56-tf
70*72 FORD.
* : TWO desirable cottages at Crescent | County road. Rockland.
aunts in Thomaston.
1______________________________68,70 117HOUSEHOLD
STUDEBAKER—1926 Coach—Must be
New County road, opposite circus1 seen
AL.ADDIN
LAMP
PARTS
at
all
times
!
Beach
for
sale
or
to
let.
Excellent
locato
be
appreciated.
Only
$64
down.
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
Among those who attended the
to correspond with some young ground. Week days 10 a. m to 4 p. m.
TWO new modern apartments to let.
VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO i tions. price reasonable. EDWIN V. SHEA. furnished or unfurnished, four and five rooms, private bath. 192 LIMEROCK ST.
graduation 01
of tne
the cia^s
class 01
of ’o-.
32 THB enclo
lady: <P
statew a8°*
height,
weight
and when not stormy. MRS. ALICE TIB SEA
graduation
e lease
photo
F TH
ompson
. Cam52-tf South Thomaston. Tel. 354-11.
67-tf rooms. Inquire MRS. IDA M CHASE. Tel. 600 or 211-M.
46*56P&R
68-tf
68*70 Phone 1250. Rockland
were Mrs. Josephine Hyler and, den MeK
70»lt BETTS.
*1 ’ SUSIE P. MOSHER spiritual adviser
SIX
ROOM
cottage
with
garage.
Cres
 Harbor View Tea Room, 158 Camden St. I HALF HOUSE. 17 Warren St., all sepa
AUTOMOBILE
STORAGE.
$4
per
month
LOAM for sale. F. W. FLETCHER 20
daughter Mrs. Francis Saville of
Tel
758-M.
_______________________
68-70
{
cent
Beach,
flve
miles
from
the
City
of
rate. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. or 12 WAR
GOOD second hand upright piano Valley View St.. Rockland. Tel. 955-W dead: $5 per month live. NILO'S GA- ».ll be pleased to Interview all friends
sfi-tf at 67 PARK ST., hours 11 a. m. to 5 p. m Rockland, to let for July and August.
67-tf
Rockland; Mrs. Levi Bucklin and wanted for special purpose. Phone or
69-71 RAGE.
FURNISHED room to let at 33 Lime- REN ST. Tel. 577.
1
70*t2 | Apply MRS ALBERTA ROSE, 26 Claren rock
write
description
and
cash
price.
MAINE
St.
MARY
WIGGIN
SP
EAR
70*72
Miss Eva Bucklin of South Warren;
SIX ROOM tenement for rent or sale
don
St..
Rockland.
59-tf
•■NATHAN
HART,
an
Innocent
Man
ln
PONTIAC
—
1927
Sedan
—
This
car
Is
ln
A.
PAINTING—Inside and outside Esti- ' _
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Brow and son MUSIC STORE Tel 708.__________ 69-71 a felon's cell." I have a copy of this exceptionally good condition and can be mating
CLEAN, sunny four room tenement, at 47 Pleasant St. LILLIAN BICKNELL.
Prices reasonable. Drop card. —
69*71
TO HIRE small Seabright Dory or scarce book lor sale. J. PHELPS. 15 had for « down payment of $50. SEA
mostly furnished If desired. In fine 82 Limerock St.
Bernard of Friendship; Mrs. Nancy Knockabout,
BROOKS
AND
NEWBERT.
4
Donohue
»
with two bunks, for first
70.72 VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St. Phone
neighborhood, garage, lights. Must fur-1 FURNISHED three room xpartment to
Rogers and Miss Mary Rogers of two weeks in August. BOAT, care Cou South St.. Rockland.
' 1250. Rockland.
46*56 P&R Coun.__________________ ±________ 70*72 I |
nlsh references. No chlldren. TEL. let. rear 11 Masonic St. Near postoflice.
STAR Kineo cook stove witli tank,
66*71
Portland; Mr. and Mrs. Eldrean Orff. rier-Gazette.
1181-W or 259-J.
69*71 MRS E. K. MILLS.
ROCKLAND Body and Fender Shop. ' ♦a
QITIIATIONQ
♦ I ------------------------------------------________ 66-tf
CHRYSLER Roadster for sale. KNOX
—---------practically new. $35; hardwood breakfast
01 1 Ufl 1 IvSlllJ
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Orff and Mrs.
HENS and broilers wanted. PETER set; child's stroller, crib. yard. MRS. GARAGE. Mechanic St., Camden. Tel. Body. wood, top and glass work, welding.
i SINGLE house. 42 Chestnut St., six
FURNISHED apartment to let at 556
69*71 spraying and fender work. TEL. 466-XL
EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St. Tel. 806-J CARLETON PORTER. Amesbury Hill. 519.
rooms, lights, toilet, garage; adults only. Main St. Inquire at FULLER-COBBEdith Orff of Cushing.
69-71 Rockport.
69-71
66-tf
DODGE—1929 Sedan—This is a Senior ----------------—---------- -——---------- ----------- | POSITION as mother’s helper wanted. MRS. NINA LEACH, Tenants Harbor or DAVIS.
The Federated Mission Circle will
68*70
BUICK—192b Coach—You can t wear; Care Of children a specialty. Apply on premises.
BABY CARRIAGE for sale. MRS. EVE- and ls mechanically right. Looks and
mppt
with
Mrs
Marearet
Stewart
WONDERFUL
opportunity
—
a
partner
FIVE rooms to let upstairs at 14 Pleas
meet Witn Mis. Margaret oiewari, wanted t0 asslsl me in my professional
out
this
type
of
car
and
the
down
payDOROTHY
PERRY.
6
Grace
St..
City,
HOUSE at 54 Waldo Ave., to let for ant St., all modern, hot water system.
runs pe.rfac5 A dand>'
do*J;’
69*71 summer, furnished, all modern con H.
Green street, next Tuesday alter- business. Good salary and commission. LYN HARPER, 15 Gurdv St. Tel. 1146-R
69-71 payment takes it. SEA VIEW GARAGE, ment is only $45. SEA VIEW GARAGE. !
B. BARTER. Call 25.
63-tf
689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
689 Main St. Phone 1250, Rockland.
References exchanged.
Small invest
veniences. garage.
MRS. FORREST
noon.
BY
HIGH
SCHOOL
graduate,
work
for
CHEVROLET—1930 Sedan—Paint and
46*56 P&R
46*56 P&R
required. No experience necessary.
BRAZIER. Tel. 472-Y.____________ 68-70
Mrs. Alice Trussell who has been ment
__
___
„
the
summer
as
nursemaid
or
mother
’
s
rubber
in
excellent
condition.
Splendid
Write BOX 203. Gardiner. Me.
68*70
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
ESSEX—1927 Sedan—In good running
L^*yE?^,Bellab^ dalr 8°°°’
R°ck' , helper. P. O. BOX 269. Rockland. 69-71
FURNISHED tenement to let. all mod copies
motor, hot water heater, other acces
guest for a few days of Dr. and Mrs.
of The Courier-Gazette, with the
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order* ---- ----------------------------------------------------- ern.
electric lights, gas. bath, hot water home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
sories. Priced to sell. SEA VIEW GA order. Will give someone a lot of eco solicited.
H.
C.
RHODES.
Tel.
519-J
HOUSEKEEPING
in
small
family
Ebon Alden, has returned to Port
heat.
FLOYD
L.
SHAW,
47
North
Main
RAGE. 689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rock nomical transportation ;$45 down. SEA
gress
8t.;
or Ross News-stand, 38114 Con
66-tf 1 wanted by middleaged woman. Refer- St. Tel. 422-R.
Clyde.
68-tf gress St.
land.________________________46*56 P&h VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St. Phone
HUPMOBILE—1927 Sedan-Never able > ences' Wrlte MRS X ' care thte papt>r
1250. Rockland.
46*56 P&R
Mrs. Fred W. Bucklin and children
70*72
FIVE ROOM flat, all modern. 23
PALMER Engine. Husky model. 10REO TRUCK—1927—Will do a lot o. to buy a car as good as this for only I_____
St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
of Port Arthur. Texas, are guests of
15 h. p.. complete, used 9 months. BOX work
GARAGE. 689 ; GIRL. 15. would like position, capable Fulton
for someone. Small down payment ! 575 down. SEA VIEW GARi
HOUSE FOR SALE
240
Broadway.
66-tf
74.
Atlantic.
Me.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
and willing, mother's helper, or any kind
- of $50. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St. | Main St Phone 1250. Rockland
at greatly reduced price, six rooms
46*56
P&R
of
work;
wages
$2
50
Vlth
board
and
FOUR room apartment to let, sunDRY hard fitted wood $10 cord, mixed Phone 1250. Rockland.
BAY HORSE, weight 1.500 pounds;
46*56 P&R
Watts.
and
garage, newly painted. Will rent
toilet, heater, good closets, pleas
pigs; new milch cow for fitted $7 cord FRANK ERICKSON. Box
SIX ROOM bungalow to let at Vinal- I room; $3.50.
~ to go home nights. R. A. porch.
partly furnished. $10 per week. On
Miss Eliza Whitney, Mrs. Georgia 4-weeks-old
ESSEX—1929 Coach—This car ls in
ant yard. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W.
69*71 wonderful
sale. H. H. WALDRON. Holmes St..
ot.. , 70. R. F. D.. Thomaston.
haven,
beautifully
located,
all
modern
!
I
ITTLE
22
Meadow
Rd..
Thomas.on.
Pleasant
Point Road. 10 miles from
condition, both mechanical
.TAn ' ---------------------------------------------------------69-71
Robinson. Mrs. Lena Merry and Mrs. _______________
Rockland.
68-tf good State road. Apply
Thomaston,
_
WOOD and lumber ror sale: milch cow. and in appear .ince. Down payment Improvements, furnished
large sun i
Susie Newbert were guests at supper
, ________
r___ __________
R. B. Fillmore or Mrs. Ansel W. Orne.
Ideal________
summer place
References ' CHAUFFEUR'S position wanted. Good
THREE desirable rents. $15. $18 or $25
PIGS. 4-weeks-old. 30 of them for sale. ' cabbage plants, early and late. A. H. $100 only. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 porch.
F. W GREENLAW. P. O. Box 363. Vinal- I mechanic, experienced, references. / NEL- month. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at FullerPleasant Point. Maine.
68-73
and bridge Thursday night of Mrs. GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave . ROBINSON. 12 Wadsworth St.. Thomas- Main St. Phone 1250, Rockland.
63*711
SON
E.
FLANDERS,
Waldoboro.
68*70
Cobb-Davls.
62-tf
Rockland.
69-71
I
ton.
Tel.
41-13.
68-70
46*56
P&R
1
haven.
Arlene Kinney at her cottage at
Caddy's Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hathorn and
School Notes
on their way home from Union Fri won by the pupils of Thomaston
FRIENDSHIP
Probate Notices
ROCKPORT
Notices of Appointment
guests Mrs. Oliver Counce and daugh
High in the State scholarship contest
Hoboken School, Hortense Bohnter Mrs. Arthur Ela and children of day afternoon report a hail storm.
I.
Charles L. Veazie, Register of Pro
STATE
OF
MAINE
conducted „recently
by
the
Univer

Miss
Naomi
Dean
of
Camden
was
"Over the Garden Wall," a comedy
.
,,
.
, , Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn Bird and del1-teacher: Pupils not absent durNorth Anson spent Friday at the
bate lor the County of Knox, ln the
To all persons interested ln either of State
sity....
of Malne\ results ^xtrei"e'y children of Belfast were recent i in8 the term arc: Bernard Andrews, in three acts was given by the Junior
of Maine, hereby certify that ln
Hathorn cottage in Cushing. Mrs. overnight guest of Miss Marian Star
the estates hereinafter named:
guests of Mrs Bird's mother. Mrs.! ^dgar Barrows, Warren Barrows. High School in Bossa's hall, Thurs
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, the following estates the persons were
Counce and Mrs. Ela plan to return rett Friday, and attended the alum and to Principal Sturtevant. SC^°J
appointed
Administrators.
Executors.
The Minnie Pioer.
ni ball.
Charles Hare, Clarence Morse, Car- day evening. The cast: Jack Dan In and for the County of Knox, on the Guardians and
home Saturday or Sunday.
Conservators and on the
17th day of May ln the year of our Lord
Those who attended the program latter who is resigning after 11 years
dates
hereinafter
named;
Mrs. H. C. Copeland of Rockland k M Richards, Agnes Young, Barbara forth, Philip Bramhall; Margie Dan one
thousand nine hundred and thirtyfruitful service, had much atten
forth, Eleanor Pottle; Bob Duffey,
HAROLD S. PEASLEE. of Rockland.
and by adjournment from day to
Mr. and Mrs. John Tillson have given Friday afternoon by the sub- , of
tion bestowed upon him in the course ho*156 g?1651
of Mr' and I Frances Wentworth Mildred Ames Herbert Benner; Yvonne Raimy, Ava two
primary
and
first
grade
children.
day
from the 17th day of said May the April 26. 1932, Edward W. Peaslee. of
moved from the Elliot block to Mrs.
Mrs. Charles S. Gardner, Russell ■ *lances yventwortn, Miiorea Ames.
matters having been presented Rockland was appointed Guardian and
directed by their teachers Misses of the evening. The gift of a pewter
Bernice Jones, Robert Hare, Helen Wallace; Marie, Arlene Winchen- following
Evelyn Snow's house, Green street.
for the action thereupon hereinafter In qualified by filing bond May 3. 1932.
desk set was presented by the avenue_____
___Muriel
____ Young.
____
... »„„„
Marston.
Not ____
absent» „„„
baugh;
Frank Sawyer, Arthur Burns; dicated it is hereby Ordered:
Sunday school at the Federated Alice Collamore and Lenora Ney,
GEORGE H. LINCOLN, late of Wash
from 1921 to 1931. A call for
Mrs- ^,rlpa UP^am of Rockland and during the school year: Warren Bar- David Barton, Myron Wotton; FlorThat notice thereof be given to all ington, deceased. May 3. 1932. Benjamin
Church will meet at 9.45; morning were happily entertained. The chil classes
_____
_______
r _.f______i____ i _
Vr
onH Wsrc
Turton fi
Torn onn
...
>
<
i
cheers for Styvic received a Mr .and Mrs. Lynton CX Lane and rows, Clarence Morse, Mildred Ames ence Brant, Laura Murphy; Eleanor persons Interested, by causing a copy of H. Lincoln, of Washington, was appoint
service at 11, subject, “Character in dren were costumed attractively and three
order to be published three weeks ed Executor, without bond.
rousing response, and in closing a two children were guests Thursday of Robert Hare,
West, Letha Carter; Sadie Reynolds, this
the Beatitudes." The choir will sing, their acting was very pleasing. A song in his honor composed by Miss Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. Peterson, j immediately
successively In The Courier-Gazette, a
AMBROSE E. FISH, of Appleton. May
following
nice
sum
was
realized.
The
pro

school
Gertrude
Miller;
Madame
Rochon,
newspaper
published at Rockland. In 10. 1932. Benjamin H. Keller of Thom
“Stand Up For Jesus," by North.
said
County
that
they
may
appear
at
a
gram
:
Dance
of
the
Flowers,
subEthel
Upham
was
sung
to
the
tunc
A
magician
of
note
will
be
one
of
Thursday
afternoon
members
of
the
i
Eileen
Havener;
Count
De
Barbclle.
aston.
was appointed Cons, and quali
For the evening service at 7, the
Court to be held at said Rock fied by filing bond on same date.
the features of entertainment at the third grade accompanied by their Oscar Simmons. All parts were well Probate
topic will be, A Growing Expe- i Primar>" poem. Top of My Head, of "Till We Meet Again."
land. on the 21st day of June A. D.. 1932,
ELSIB B. HAGAR, late of Union, de
' grade one; piano solo, Payson
styvie
annual meeting of the R. H. S. Alum- teacher, Miss Bohndell, boarded the, taken and showed much careful at eight o'clock in the forenoon, and be
rience
ceased. April 20. 1932. Herbert L. Grin
Sunday services at the Bantist GeorBel poem. The Brown Thrush, i Thercs a man who gave Thomaston High ni Monday evening at Masonic hall bus for Glencove—and on arriving preparation.
Instrumental
num- heard thereon If they see cause.
nell. of Union, was appointed Admr . and
GRACE M. AYLWARD. late of Win qualified by filing bond May 10. 1932.
Church: 9.45, Bible school; H. morn- Crade one: toy orchestra. Lights Out H,s
lov„ tbrough the year,.
±fC hj>ed ^r0SS the, fields .1° P‘™‘ bers, we£e_ Siven by^Charles^Grant,
Mass . deceased, Exemplified copy
is to bbe%^o
served
TEMPERENCE F CARVER late of
ing worship, topic, "The Universal March' grade one, conducted by Loyal ana true working for you.
;meeting
netVnrn,1S
Ved by Harbor Hill where they explored the old Paul Simmons and Clarence Morton. throp.
of will and Probate thereof, together Vinalhaven.
wftness;" at 7 p m„ Children's Day Lawrence Chapman; Mother Goose Ever urging us on with hl. cheers.
Light Chapter O£.S at 6.30
April 20. 1932. E
A Revolutionary earthworks and other ! There were also victrola selections,
with a petition for Probate of Foreign G. Carver, ofdeceased.
Vinalhaven. was appointed
Will, asking that the copy of said will
I play, sub-primary.
Here,s tQ gtyvle ocuhr°™lnclpal and coach. record attendance is expected.
points
of
interest,
and
enjoyed
for
an
Mrs.
Owen
D.
Evans,
Miss
Janet
concert
may be allowed, filed and recorded in Admr.. and qualified by filing bond May
• • • •
| His years of service no one can approach.
Leland Hawkins, agent for the ! hour the beautiful scenery which the | Evans and Daniel and Alan ,Evans the Probate Court of Knox County, and 10. 1932.
Mrs. John Nice of McKinley is the
The
cups
we
won
meant
work
well
done
Prudential
Insurance
Co.,
is
moving
place
affords.
j
have
arrived
at
their
Martin
’
s
Point
FREEMAN S. GOULD, late of Union,
that letters Testamentary be Issued to
guest of Mrs. Austin Elwell, and at
Twenty-first Alumni Banquet
Charles T. Aylward and Sarah E Davis, deceased. May 17, 1932, Roy H. Gould, of
HethunderetoodCrethe Uprobiem?nof our his family today into the Herbert
Friday the entire school went to cottage for the summer.
tended the graduation exercises
Union, was appolntod Exr., without
The reception and banquet to the |
youth.
'
Mann house on Commercial street Glencove where they enjoyed a pic- ! Archie Thompson is spending a both of Winthrop. Mass., without bond East
Wednesday evening.
KATIE E. SULLIVAN, late of Rock bond.
class
of
'32
Tnomaston
High
School
He
taught
us
right,
through
him
we
recently
vacated
by
Russell
Staples,
nic
on
the
beach,
with
the
pupils
few
days
at
his
home
here,
after
EMELINE
McKINDSLEY.
late of
land.
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
William Putansu and Violet Yat,
found the truth;
..... . we re Justly proud
The D. A. Whitmore boat building from that section of the town, as which he plans to rejoin the Friend Probate thereof, asking that the same Thomaston, deceased. May 17. 1932.
taw, both of Warren, were married given Thursday evening by the , we re cheering loud
Frank
D.
Hathorne,
of
Thomaston
was
be proved and allowed, and that
shop is a busy place at present with hostesses, several of the parents as ship, Capt Cleveland Burns at New may
Wednesday by Rev. H. S. Kilborn at [ Alumni Association was very gratify- Of Styvie, our steadfast friend,
Letters Testamentary Issue to James A. appointed Exr.. without bond.
sisting,
Mrs.
H.
B.
Barrows
aiding
in
Bedford.
Mass.
several boats under construction.
Savage of Waterbury. Conn. he being
the Baptist parsonage, the single ing in the number of alumni present,
CLARA G. HODGKINS, late of Rock
Mrs. Jessie Lash has been visiting the Executor named ln said Will, with land. deceased. May 17. 1932. David O.
Opening Tuesday, June 14, Miss one has recently been sold to A. P. procuring the clams, Mrs. Seavey in
ring service being used. They will many coming from nearby towns.
out
bond
Hodgkins,
of Rockland, was appointed
preparing
the
frankfurts,
and
Mr.
Mrs. Solon Wilder in Gardner, Mass.
An
placed those who Carr ....
and Miss Raysor are showing
make their home in Waldoboro.
— estimate
---------- had -------. , Wentworth of Lincolnville, another
PHILIP SLINOSBY. late of St. George, Exr.. without bond.
Mr. and Mrs. Granville T. Brow, deceased.
The 21st annual ball of the T.H.S. would attend at 100: the actual at- i an attractive line of moderately will be delivered in a few days to Farley in furnishing boats for a sail
Will and Petition for Probate
MINNIE L. STROUT. late of Rockland,
Alumni Association was held at | tendance was 145. The banquet was ] Priced gifts suitable for birthdays, parties in Camden, and a contract about the harbor. Mrs. Llovd Moody, Bernard Brow. Mr. and Mrs. A. J. I thereof, asking that the same may be deceased.
May 17. 1932. Elmore E Strout.
Watts hall Friday evening. The ! furnished by Leon I^ignton of the I showers, or prizes. Call at J Elliot has just been received for or.c to be Mrs. Fred Smallwood and Mrs. Fred- Sterling, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Brad I proved and allowed, and that Letters of Rockland, was appointed Exr., with
committee in charge were Albert Knox Hotel.
Beautiful flowers j street and see their display.
69-70 built for Mr. Vaughan of Cape erick Richards furnished cars for ford and Miss Madeline Bradford Testamentary Issue to Alfred C. Hock out bond.
ing of St. George, he being the Executor
MABEL H. HAINES, late of Rockland,
Rosier.
transportation. It was one ofthe attended Thomaston High School named In said Will, with bond.
Elliot, John DeWinter and Oliver graced the tables and stage, and
—
' ~
.
deceased. May 17. 1932. Arthur P Haines,
graduation
exercises
Wednesday
Collamore; the patronesses, Mrs.
,
music
by
the
High
School
orchestra
!
Irenc
M
Young,
teacher
of
piano
ESTATE LEROY M. HART, late of of Rockland, was appointed Exr., with
X.X.O.,---------- - ------------ ------------------------, , .....................
cn, Mr. and Mrs. Brainerd Paul and I?ost enjoyable picnics ever held by
Appleton, deceased. Petition for Admin out bond.
Richard O. Elliot, Mrs. Rodncv E. was enjoyed during the social hour. fort^' instruct10.1 for beginners
0,
children of Limington are at the this school and thanks are extended evening.
istration. asking that Marshall M. Dag
Mrs. Walter Trefethren of Port gett,
Feyler, Mrs. Charles Singer, Miss i The business meeting was presided cents, advanced $1. 8 Georges St
' home of her parents, Mr, and Mrs. -------------- a!dec
---------------—-...........
CORA E. TEAOUE. late of Warren, de
t0 a11 who
* in making
it such
of Rockland, or some other suitable
ceased, May 17. 1932. George G. Teague,
land visited friends in town' Thurs person be appointed Admr.. with bond.
William A. Paul, for the summer. a Peasant occasion.
Mary McPhail. Music was furnished i over by Rebecca Robertson, presi- i
of
Warren, was appointed Admr. c. t. a.
ESTATE MARK W. CALDERWOOD. and qualified by filing bond on same
by the Night Hawks Orchestra. The | dent of the association. The secre
Brainerd is again employed for the 1 Miss Grace Lawrence, district day. On her return she was accom
late
of
Rockport,
deceased.
Petition
for
panied
by
Mrs.
Nancy
Rogers
and
date.
UNION
season
by
the
State
Department
as
nurse
visited
the
school
piesday
and
balcony was well filled, and the floor \ tary-treasurer, Miss Alice Collamore.
Administration, asking that Charlotte
inspector of summer camps, hotels, awarded gold stars to the following Miss Mary Rogers
HATTIE M. FOSSETT, late of Union,
held many dancers.
I reported a balance of $69 in the
C. Dillingham, of Rockport, or some
puoils:
Carroll
Richards,
Warren
There
will
be
another
card
party
other suitable person be appointed ! deceased. May 17. 1932. Sarah B. PinkMiss Lenora Ney, teacher of the i treasury. She read an interesting,
etc.
ham. of Union, was appointed Admx.
Admx.. without bond.
Barrows, Charles Hare, Bernard An
first grade, leaves today for her home j letter from Mrs. Kate Spalding at Masonic hall Wednesday evening
without bond.
Herbert Mann went to Boston Fri- drews, Lewis Tatham, Jr., Gerald
WALDOBORO
ESTATE LEANDER C. WOODCOCK,
in Portland. She will attend a sum- | Green, who was assistant in the High for the benefit of the new high school .
d Qn
return w«i bring a d^ws. Lewis Tatham,
WILFORD C. FOSSETT, late of Union,
late
of
Vinalhaven.
deceased.
Petition
for
mer school.
School in 1869 and 1870. There were building. Admission including re-1 J", T , p ,
'
R'.chards, Bernice Jones.
Mrs. Golda Banks of New Mexico Administration, asking that Charles H. deceased, May 17. 1932. Sarah B. Pinkham,
of Union, was appointed Admx.
'
j Baptist Church. George F. Currier, and Mrs. Brown of Thomaston, Woodcock, of Vinalhaven, or some other
Roger Kalloch, student at Univer present several of M$s. Green's for- freshments, 25 cents. Time 8 o'clock, |
suitable person be appointed Admr, with d. b. n. c. t. a., without bond.
............
Rockport
is
glad
to
welcome
sev-1
minister:
Church
school
at
10
o'clock,
evangelist,
who
have
been
holding
mer
punils
who
had
called
on
her
]
daylight,
sity of Maine is at the home of his
JOSEPH A. OXTON. late of Rockland,
within the year at her home in South
The second extension meetingof I eral of its summer residents who j with classes for all; service for wor- Pentecostal services here, found the bond.
aunt, Mrs. B. H. Copeland.
ESTATE CLARA ELLINGSEN, late of deceased. May 17, 1932, Wilbur J. Oxton.
Thomaston
and
had
received
a
'
the
series
of
"Child
Feeding
”
is
to
be
1
have
returned
for
another
season,
i
ship
at
11.
children's
story,
anthem,
hall
filled
by
a
large
audience
Wed

of
Stoughton, Mass., was appointed
The W.C.T.U. met at the Congre
Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Ad
without bond James Connellan
gational vestry Friday afternoon promise that she would attend the i held at the'Rebekah rooms June14 ! Among the latest arrivals are j sermon “Do We Wish Prohibition or nesday evening. It looks as if this ministration. asking that B. Eric Oreen- Admr..
of
Portland,
was appointed Agent ln
! berg, of Boston, Mass., or some other
with good attendance. It was de 1932 banquet. She regretted her in- jat 2 o'clock, daylight. Good food Madame Lea Luboshutz and daugh- j Permission?” B. Y.P.U. at 6.30, lead- branch of the Church of God is here I suitable person be appointed Admr.. Maine.
.......
■
•
--—
.--.j — I ............... in u„
sometimes
[
ter
Irene
Goldowsky
who
are
occupy,-1
er,
Miss
Geraldine
Page;
at
7.30
there
to stay. A large delegation will go j without bond.
cided to suspend meetings through \ ability to do so, and extended con- i habits will be. stressed.
EMELINE C. OXTON. late of Rockland,
_______ _ _to
____
________
only a small change in table tactics ing their cottage on Beauchamp ! is a Children's Day Concert by the to Philadelphia next week to at ! ESTATE L. W. SEAVEY. late of St. deceased. May 17. 1932. Wilbur J. Oxton.
July and August. The next meeting gratuiations
the_ graduates
of
Stoughton. Mass, was appointed
Offiers were elected "for the next | is necessary to retrain-the child who avenue, and Charles Mickley who church school under the direction of tend a national convention, and they George, deceased. Petition for Distri
will b? at the home of Miss Harriet
bution filed by Albert B. Seavey, of St. Admr.. without bond. James Connellan
President. ----Miss Alcada Hall; has been allowed to slip
- into bad has joined his family at the Mann | Mrs. Mildred Rhodes. There will be expect new workers to return to | Oeorge,
Levensaler. The members have been year: ------------of Portland, was appointed Agent ln
Exr.
Maine.
actively engaged of late in sending vice president. Edward Elliot; secre- food habits. A food demonstration bungalow for the summer. The j no meeting of the Trytohelp Club on Maine with them.
ESTATE ELIZA A. WATERMAN, late
will
also
be
given.
Mrs.
Lizzie
maids
will
arrive
at
the
Ann
Town!
account
of
the
alumni
banquet,
Moni
------M. LUELLA GILLETTE, late of New
of North Haven, deceased. Petition to
petitions to the delegates of the Re tary and treasurer, Miss Ethel Up
Determine Inheritance Tax. filed by ton. Mass., deceased. April 20. 1932. Edgar
publican and Democratic parties ham; executive committee to be ap- Hawes will have toys and games to send cottage June 21 and Miss Town- day evening; ladies circle meets I s.&H. Green stamps can now be | Georgle
E.
Gillette, of Newton. Mass., was ap
A. Harkness, of Bangor. Exx.
elected to the national conventions j pointed. Mrs. Arthur Galen Eustis entertain the children so mothers send is planning to come one week Wednesday at the church; prayer had at The Fireproof Garage Co,
i ESTATE L. W. SEAVEY. late of St. pointed Exr., without bond. R; Francis
of Rockland, was appointed
in Chicago, relative to their action. iLorinda Orne) of the class of 1923 will be free to listen.
later.
%
meeting Thursday evening.
adv.
1 George, deceased, Petition to Determine Saville
Agent ln Maine.
on prohibition.
i was introduced as toastmaster, a po- i Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nye and
Inheritance Tax. filed by Albert B. Sea
MARY
E. THOMAS, late of Rockport,
vey, of St. Oeorge. Exr.
The Pythian Sisters are to have ail I sition which she filled in capable and | daughter Mae of Richmond were
May 24. 1932. Maynard E.
ESTATE CARRIE S. ROBBINS, late of deceased.
entertainment next Wednesday eve charming manner. Numbers on the guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Howard
of Rockport, was appointed
Owl's Head, deceased. Petition to Deter Thomas
Exr
.
without
bond.
varied
program
were:
Welcome
to
J
Memorial
Day.
ning in K of P. hall, when a skit
mine Inheritance Tax, filed bv Mary L.
Attest:
Brewster, of Rockland. Admx. c. t. a.
called "The Last Day of School" will Seniors (verse), Ruth Pillsbury; ] The 4-H Club met at the home of
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
ESTATE ZENAS C. MELVIN, late of
be presented. The scholars will be Mother Goose Rhymes, sung and en- | Willard Howard June 4. Miss SpearRockland, deceased. Petition to Deter
grown-ups, and the array of talent acted by sub-primary children; liv- i in was present.
mine Inheritance Tax. filed by Rockland
COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE
insures a great event. Taking pqrt ing pictures: “Sweet and Low,” Cath- ! Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Messer were
National Bank, of Rockland. Exr.
KNOX. SS
June 9th, A. D. 1
are Grace Andrews, Dora Maxey, erine Beattie; “Indian Love Call," Rockland visitors Thursday.
ESTATE L. W. SEAVEY. late of St.
We. the undersigned, having been
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman of Appleton
Oeorge, deceased, first and final account appointed by the Honorable Melz
Leila Smalley, Sadie Pryor, Katherine Elizabeth Woodcock; "My Wild Irish
filed for allowance by Albert B. Seavey, Crawford. Judge of Probate wlthlr
Studley, Ora Woodcock, Katherine Rose,” Evelyn Beckett; “Long, Long Ridge called on friends in this place
of St. Oeorge. Exr.
for said County. Commissioners t
Ago,"
Martha
Whitehill;
harmonica
j
Thursday.
Crawford. William Gillchrest, Stan
ESTATE ELIZA A. WATERMAN, late of ceive and decide upon the claims t
selections
by
Lewis
Tabbutt;
drill.
I
Mrs.
Emma
Jones
has
arrived
North Haven, deceased, final account creditors of R. L. Knowlton, la
ley Cushing, Sayward Hall, Eugene
filed for allowance by Georgle A. Hark Rockland, ln said County, dec
Closson, Hollis Gillchrest. The en “Vacation Days," eight girls from the | home after a pleasant winter spent in
ness, of Bangor. Exx.
whose estate has been representei
tertainment will be followed by seventh and eighth grades; male I Florida.
ESTATE EDNA A. WINCHENBAUGH. solvent, hereby give public notloe. i
quartet, Stanley Cushing, Dr. O. F.: Adelbert Hall of Bath and Lowell
dancing.
late of Rockland, deceased, first and ably to the order of the said Jud
final account filed for allowance by En Probate, that six months from and
Mrs. Edwin Smith is expected to Cushing. Edwin Lynch and William' Brown of Woolwich were business
sign O. Winchenbaugh. of Rockland. Exr. June 7th. 1932 have beqn allowed u
come from Portland today to be at Gillchrest, in “The World Is Waiting visitors in town this week.
present and prove
ESTATE CARRIE S. ROBBINS, late of creditorsandto that
For the Sunrise,” and “Kentucky
Miss D. Baker of Rockland was
we will attend t
the Knox Hotel for the summer.
Owl's Head, deceased, first and final ac claims,
duty
assigned
as said Commlss
Miss Dorothy Starrett, student at j Babe;” piano solo, “Grillen,” by caller on Mrs. Lulie Ufford Monday.
count filed for allowance by Mary L. at the Probate us
Court room In said
Brewster, of Rockland. Admx. c. t. a.
Farmington Normal School, is spend- ; Schumann, Alcada Hall; “Auld Lang . Plants and gardens suffered from
land, on the sixth day of July. 193:
ESTATE EMELINE McKINDSLEY. late on the seventh day of December,
ing the weekend at home, and at- | Syne," in chorus.
I the frosts of the past few nights,
! of Thomaston, deceased, final account at 10 of the clock ln the foreno
tended the alumni ball Friday night. I This program was arranged by : Rather discouraging for the farmers.
J filed for allowance by Frank D. Hath each of said days.
Miss Ella Telman has gone to ] members of the 1925 and 1926 classes, j Mrs. Fred Alden is the happy ownorne. of Thomaston. Exr.
JEROME C. BURRC
ESTATE ZENAS C. MELVIN, late of
Monhegan. where she has employ- i assisted by Miss Hall and Mrs. Mar- er of a new Majestic refrigerator,
E. C. PAYSON
Rockland, deceased, first and final ac 70-S-76
Commisalor
ment for the summer.
I garet Lakeman, who coached the
The Children s Day program at the
count filed for allowance by Rockland
' Miss Jane Barry and friend Miss “Vacation Days" drill which made a Church of the Nazarene will be given
National Bank, of Rockland. Exr.
ESTATE ALMIRA A. DYER, late of
Marvia Pooler motored down from : great hit with the audience. Taking j Sunday at 11 a. m„ standard. A
North Haven, deceased, first and final
University of Maine to attend the part in this were Marian Felt. Laura j cordial invitation is extended to all
account filed for allowance by Montle
Beattie, Carleen Davis and Evelyn | to be present.
Lela Stone, of North Haven. Exx.
Keys made to order. Keys maoe
alumni ball.
ESTATE SUSAN E. MAXWELL, late of
Edwin Stetson is at the State Paquin, girls; Genevieve Bradlee
to fit locks when original keys are
Cushing,
deceased,
first
and
final
ac

lost. House, Office or Car. Code
ST. GEORGE
Street Hospital, Portland, for treat Cleora Condon, Helmi Johnson and
count filed for allowance by Rodney I.
Jeanette Tuttle, boys.
Thompson, of Rockland. Admr. c. t. a.
books provide keys for all looks
Services at First Church are on
ment.
ESTATE J. EMERY LADD, late of
Miss Hall, who has won high praise daylight time—morning at 9.15, sub
without bother.
Scissors and
Some Thomaston people .who were
Vinalhaven,
deceased,
second
and
final
Knives Sharpened.
for her work in developing the school ject, “The World's Most Famous
account filed for allowance by Lillias A.
orchestra, was presented a goldpicce Trial.” Bible School at 10.15; the I
Elwell, of Rockland. Admx.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
Strout Insurance Agency
ESTATE J. EMERY LADD, late of
from its members and from the monthly Sunday evening service at
Vinalhaven.
deceased.
Petition
for
Dis

17 GKEEN ST. THOMASTON, ME. graduating class in appreciation of 7.30. subject "Why Not?" Mid-week
tribution filed by Lillias A. Elwell, of
time and effort she has expended. service of a devotional nature Tups- j
Rockland. Admx.
Insuranee in all its branches
Witness, MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es
408 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Eustis who happily introduced day at 7.30 for adults, children and ,
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
Telephone 781
Probate Bonds
Notary Public each number on the urogram, made young people.
Both groups are,
County, Rockland. Maine.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
j, Walter Strout
Alfred M. Strout especial mention of the high ranks growing. All are welcome.

WANTED

; AUTOMOBILES
l^^********** >•**•**•*>•*

\

MISCELLANEOUS

$£
••• ■•>••* ••• ■•* *•**•* *•* *•**•* *•* *•* K
♦
LIVE STOCK
J
$e *•* *•* *•* *•• *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* $e

AVBXIRN
PRICES REDUCED

a Straight 8, 100 H. P.,
$779 Buys
127 in. Wheel Base Coupe

a Brougham
$847 Buys
Buys a Sedan

and $896

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

These are Delivered Prices — Fully Equipped

E. O. PHILBROOK & SON
Tel. 466-W

Rockland

Crie Hardware Co.

86-t
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Every-Other-Day

Society

Mr. and Mrs. Howard W. Hall go
to Farmington Monday to attend
commencement at the Normal School,
their daughter, Estelle, being a mem
ber of the graduating class.

In addition to personal notes regard
Dr. and Mrs. Neil A. Fogg have re
ing departures and arrivals, this depart turned from a fishing trip to Moose
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. head Lake.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan go
TELEPHONE .......................... 770 or 79*

Mrs. W. M. Little and son Hugh,
left yesterday for a visit with Mra
Little's mother, Mrs. H. W. Buchanan
in Orleans, Vt.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Robinson,
with Miss Adelaide M. Damon of Na
tick and Miss Barbara M. Hollis of
Randolph, Vt., arrived Friday to open
for the Reason the Robinson cottage
at Ginn's Point, Owl’s Head. Mr.
and Mrs. William B. Odber of Hart
ford, Conn., will arrive on June 17.

to Hebron tomorrow to attend the
commencement exercises at Hebron
Academy, Maurice Duncan being a
member of the graduating class,
which numbers 67. The graduation
exercises will take place Monday.

A group of young people from the
junior class of Rockland High School
had a jolly picnic yesterday at the
Bickmore cottage, Jefierson Lake.

Mrs. Gardner French entertained
at bridge and luncheon Thursday
evening. Honors were carried off by
Mrs. Herbert Curtis, Mrs. Charles
Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood Schofield and Miss Hazel Marshall.
and sons William, Richard and Herb
ert leave today by motor for Norfolk,
S. D. Crosby of The Highlands mo
Va., where they will visit relatives for tored to Wiscasset Thursday and on
three weeks. Several side trips, in his return was accompanied by Mrs.
cluding one to Washington, will ‘be Crosby who had been spending 10
taken. The occasion also celebrates days’ with her daughter, Mrs. Harvey
Dr. and Mrs. Ellingwood’s 20th wed Pease.
ding anniversary.
Miss Delma Green who is training
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Adams were at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, Bos
in Sanford Tuesday to attend the ton, is home for a month's vacation.
graduation exercises at Nasson In
Mrs. R. C. Lufkin of Otis street is
stitute, their daughter, Margaret, be
ing one of the members of the senior making an extended visit with her
daughter, Miss Norma Hutchinson, in
class.
Saugus, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred P. Colson cf
Dr. and Mrs. Oram Lawry go to
Florence street, had as houseguests
Thursday Ephraim Colson of Scitu morrow to Bridgton where they will
ate, R. I.. Dr. Myron J. Hahn of Bos attend commencement at the Acad
ton, and Dr. and Mis. W. H. Hahn of emy. Their daughter Mary is in the
Friendship, their visit timed that they graduating class and takes part in the
might attend graduation exercises senior play, “The Whoofcnpoof.”
that evening. Miss Flora Colson was
Ralph Hanscom motors here from
one of the graduates and an honor
Portland tomorrow and on his return
student.
will be accompanied by Mrs. Hanscom
and their daughter Ruth who will
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fiske of Whit make their home in Portland/
insville, Mass., are guests of Mr.
Fiske’s mother, Mrs. Julia Fiske, at
Mrs. Alberta Rose has returned from
the Head of the Bay.
an extended visit in Boston and vicin
ity with friends and relatives.
A. E. Morton of The Highlands
leaves Wednesday to enter Sailors’
Miss Carrie Fields of Boston has
Snug Harbor, Staten Island.
arrived for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Luke S. Davis, Mrs.
George B. Clark and Mrs. James P.
Aylward attended the Canton Aux
iliary convention in Portland, return
ing Thursday.

The P. J. Club had picnic supper
Thursday Hight at the Perry cottage,
Megunticook Lake, with Mrs. W. S.
Cameron as hostess. In bridge Mrs.
Chester Bailey of Frederick. Md., and
Miss Hazel Witherspoon of Camden,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Parker who have won honors.
been at their cottage at Cooper’s
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Jameson are
Beach for a week have returned to
Cambridge. They were accompanied motoring to Lewiston tomorrow, Mrs
by Mrs. Percy Merrifield and daugh Jameson to attend commencement at
ter Nathalie, returning to Somerville, Bates College, her niece, Miss Alice
Mass., after a 10 days’ visit with Mrs. Hcllier being in the senior class
Merrifield's parents, Mr. and Mrs. I.
Mrs. Perley Damon entertained the
Leslie Cross.
Thursday Auction at dinner at the
Mrs. Rhama Philbriek was hostess A. R. Havener cottage at Crescent
to the Cheerful Circle at luncheon Beach.
.
and sewing Wednesday evening at her
The Jolly Eight met Wednesday
home on Chestnut street. Mrs. Theo
evening with Mrs. Charles Lewis,
dore Perry was a special guest.
Orient street. Honors in cards were
Mrs. Walter Joy, daughter Con won by Miss Eva Rogers, Mrs. Lillian
stance and son Byron, left yesterday Cotton and Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett.
for their home in Southwest Harbor. Ices and cake were served.
Byron was a member of the graduat- i
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Moody enter
ing class of Rockland High School.
tained the Friday Night Club at din
Walter Dunton of Salisbury Cove ts ner and bridge at “Moody's Whim,”
tlie guest of his son, George E. Dun Georges River.
ton, Broadway.
Miss Mary Smail was home from
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Daggett left Farmington Normal School Thurs
by motor yesterday for their home day to attend graduation at the Hign
in South Glens Falls, N. Y., after School, her brother Sherwood, being
a two-weeks’ visit with Mr. Daggett’s one of the graduates.
mother, Mrs. Lena Merrill, Rankin
Mrs M. F. Lovejoy, Miss Charlotte
street.
-------i
Buffum, Mrs. Fred I,. Llnekin and
Mrs. Jennie Harvey lias been the Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton made up a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Whitefield table of contract playing at the Coun
try Club yesterday afternoon.
Gross In Stonington.
Mrs. Mary Murphy, Misses Cath
Mrs. O. E. Wishman and Mrs. Ray
mond C. Perry have returned from erine and Eileen Murphy, and Mrs.
a week's motor trip to Massachusetts Alice Shanahan and children Eileen
and Bobby, have returned to Roslin
and New York.
dale, Mass., after visiting Mrs. A. A.
Mrs. Cora A. Cushman who has Troy, Fulton street.
been ill at her home at 28 Main street
The T Club had supper last nigl.t
for five weeks is slowly improving.
at Community Sweet Shop.
Members of the Rubinstein Club's
Capt. and Mrs. E. M. Mills enter
executive board held a meeting
Thursday afternoon at the home of tained at a picnic and wienie roast
Mrs. Helen Wentworth, president, at Whitehead recently, their guests
with every member present but one. being Mrs. A. A. Troy and children
Plans for the next season's work were Anthony, Richard and Austin; Miss
discussed, and Mrs. Gladys Morgan Bertha kopnien; Mrs. P. T. Johnson
was appointed chairman of the pro and children, Margaret, Marian, Ka
gram committee. It was voted to rine and George; Miss Julia Molway;
hold an outing of the club Wednes Mrs' Alice Shanahan and children
day, June 29, with dinner at the Eileen and Bobby and Miss Eileen
Wooster House, Hallowell, going Murphy, of Roslindale, Mass., and
thence to Mrs. Wentworth's cottage Mrs Wallace B. Powers of Gloucester,
at Lake Cobbosscccontce. Details Mass.
will appear later.
Mrs Ralph C. Wentworth and chil
Mr. and Mrs. George McConchie dren Philip, James, Barbara and
and son John, and Mrs. Albert Madi Louise, and Miss Ruth Davis, go to
son of Monson, Mass., were recent Lake Cobbosseecontee tomorrow aft
guests of Mrs. Charles Lewis, Orient ernoon where they will be for the
greater part of the summer. They
street.
will have as guests for a week Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watts, Miss George H. Welch and children, Jane
Ida Stevens of Warren, and Miss and Paul.
Pearl Borgerson, motored Tuesday to
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Cummings of
Sanford where they attended gradua
tion at Nasson Institute, their inter Malden, Mass., are spending their
est centering in Miss Margaret Stev honeymoon at Crescent Beach. Mr.
ens of the graduating class. Miss Cummings is a nephew of Mrs. Henry
Stevens makes her home with Mr. C. Chatto who with her daughter,
Frances, attended the wedding in
and Mrs. Watts.
Malden last Friday.
Mrs. D. E. Ball is home from Knox
The cottage of Mr. and Mrs. M. F.
Hospital, and is reported as gaining
satisfactorily.
Lovejoy at Crawford's Lake was the
scene of a jolly picnic Thursday eve
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hellier, Miss ning, those present being Mr. and
Margaret Hcllier and Edward Hellier, Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton. Mr. and
go to Lewiston today to attend com Mrs. J. A. Jameson. Mr. and Mrs. Rob
mencement at Bates College. Miss ert McKinley of Union, and Mr. and
Alice Hellier, a member of the Mrs. Lovejoy. A shore dinner was
graduating class, has a part in the served, with Mr. Orbeton acting as
annual Greek play, “Electra of chef. Cards rounded out the evening
Sophocles" to be presented this eve happily.
ning. The play will be given out of
doors, with approximately 75 in the
The literary division of the program
cast. This will be the 20th Greek committee of the Methebesec Club is
play presented by Bates graduating to have a meeting Tuesday evening
classes under the direction of Prof. 7.30 at the home of Mrs. Irene Moran,
Grosvenor M. Robinson, and it is an Chestnut street.
nounced that it is to be the last, as
Mrs. Wallace B. Powers and Joseph
the feature is to be abandoned. Miss
Hellier has been a very popular Sousa of Gloucester, Mass., arc
figure during htr four years at Bates, guests of Captain and Mrs. E. M.
and was chosen as the first Ivy Day Mills at Whitehead Coast Guard Sta
Queen this year.
tion.
The Fireproof Garage Co. ls now
giving S.&H. green stamps.—adv.

Are you saving green stamps. Trade
at Fireproof Garage.—adv.

BACK FROM THE WEST

---

Mr. and Mrs. John A. HosGolden
mer Celebrate
Wedding
In
California
Miss Cora Perry of Malden, Mass.,

is the guest of Mrs. Mary Burkett,
Broad stret.

I

Back from a three months’ visit in i
California, Mr. and Mrs. John A. j
Mrs. P. T. Johnson and children, Hosmer are at Sunset for the summer,
Margaret, Marian,
Karine and regaling friends with highly interest
George, leave today to join Capt. ing accounts of their trip.
Their stay on the West Coast was
Johnson in Portland where he is
commanding officer of the Cutter featured by two very important
Chicopee. Their new home will be events. One was the celebration oi
their golden wedding at the home of
Columbia road Woodfords.
Mr. Hosmer's brother in Oakland,
Mrs. Mary Keizer of Pleasant street Calif. There were 22 in the party,
was hostess to the Corner Club yes and the couple were recipients of
many felicitations. Ihe other event
terday afternoon at bridge.
referred to was the christening ol
their young grandson, John Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. John Hanson of Free Hosmer, at the church in Concord, i
port were guests Tuesday of Mr. and Calif.
Mrs. A. E. Morton at The Highlands.
Going through the Rockies, on
their westward journey, they found
Mrs Ruth Harvey Tait who has 10 feet of snow on the level, but the
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. R. C. southern Pacific Railroad kept its
Wentworth for several days has gone tracks clear, and the trains were al
to Orono to attend commencement ways on schedule.
before returning to Brcckton, Mass.
Tlie highest elevation attained was
10,200 feet. Mr. and Mrs. Hosmer also
Edward Richardson and family motored up Mt. Diablo, 3800 feet; and
visited in Lisbon Falls last week, Mt. Tamalpais, 2500 feet.
A visit to the famous petrified for- s
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Pike.
est caused John's eyes to assume sau- j
Henry Hall of Madison recently cerlike proportions. Here travelers'
and scientists find huge prehistoric
visited here.
petrified Redwood trees, 12 feet in
diameter and 126 feet in length, esti
Mrs. Annie Frye is visiting in Bos mated to have been buried six million
ton.
years and converted into stone eons
ago. Also mysteries of animal and ,
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Greenlaw have floral fossilizations are found, pro- I
returned to North Haven after a visit nounced by scientists to be the most
of three weeks in^this city.
perfect specimens known, excavated
at a great expense by the owner, Mrs.
Mrs. William Creighton enter Ollie Bockee.
tained a few friends Thursday night
Other points of interest seen on this
in honor of her husband’s birthday, sightseeing tour included Luther Burat 4 Bunker street. Ted Johnson and tank's home, Jack London's home, j
his band featured the occasion.
geysers hot and cold, and beautifu'
-------I lakes, rivers and groves.
Surrounded by
cheerful
and I “We received The Courier-Gazette 1
charming settings the Progressive promptly all the time we were gone.
Literary Club on Wednesday enjoyed an(j jt was a welcome visitor,’’ write:
a porch-picnic at the home of Mrs. Mr. Hosmer.
Cora Snow, Ingraham Hill. A pretty
centerpiece of June flowers added a
Miss Margaret Flanagan was ten
pleasing note to the general spread dered a miscellaneous shower at a
of a picnic luncheon. The afternoon charming bridge given yesterday
was passed with interesting winter afternoon by Mrs. Eugene Rich and
reminiscences by members who had Mrs. Walter Rich, Jr., at the Rich
been absent, and marvelous quilts summer home in Camden. Rockland
were shown completed and in the guests were Mrs. Harold Burgess,
making by other members. The Mrs. Benjamin C. Perry, Miss Mil
genial hostess was assisted by the dred Dow, Mrs. William Tait, Mrs.
social committee, Mrs. Evelyn Snow, Karl E. O'Brien, Miss Agnes Flana
Mrs. Hattie Keating, Mrs. Frances gan, Miss Helen Fuller, Mrs. Adel
Norton, Mrs. Josephine Baker of bert L. Miles, Mrs. Horace E. Lamb,
Cambridge, Mass., was a guest of the Mrs. Arnold C. Rogers and Miss
club.
Flanagan. A variety of flowers
formed the decorations with purple
Mrs. Otis Witham and son Harold and yellow iris and honeysuckle the j
of Damariscotta Mills were in the dominant note. Honors were won by '
city Thursday.
Mrs. Miles, Mrs. Perry and Misfe
Agnes Flanagan.
Les Bijous met with Miss Susan
Spear. Monday evening, with Mrs.
Special Turkey dinner at Trainer's
Raymond E. Thompson registering Lunch Sunday, 75 cents.—adv It
highest score.
The Fireproof Garage Co. is now
Mrs. Sumner Shorey of Nobleboro giving S.&H. green stamps.- -adv.
was in the city Thursday.

Sidney Hull of Sharon, Mass., is
visiting his mother, Mrs. Sarah Hull,
Water street.

Mrs. Helen A. Bain of Riverside,
Calif., is at Crescent Beach where
with her sister Miss Addie Snow she
will occupy the Amory Allen cottage
for the summer.

NORTH WARREN

MON.-TUES.

MON.-TUES.
The Panic
with
And An All
Star Cast
It brings you tlie
heart-throbs and
hilarious laughter,
romance and
drama of the Big
City—lived by a
special all-star
cast!
A Warner Bros,
and Vltaphone
Picture
1

„i»h

Ve*‘*

WELCOME
TO ROCKLAND

G. A. R.

Meet Your Friends And Make Your Headquarters At
OPPOSITE

SECURITY TRUST

CUTLER’S

FOR INFORMATION

-

with

ELISSA LANDI

A Paramount Publix Theatre

TODAY
Eric Linden-Dorothy Jordan

in
“ROAD

HOUSE

MURDER”

PAR. E

RESTAURANT

FOR RESTING

OUR

CONTINUES

JUNE CLEARANCE SALE

ANNUAL

ALL NEXT WEEK

For Your Shopping Convenience

MONEY SAVING OPPORTUNITIES AWAIT YOU ON
BATHING

DRESSES
OF

COTTON LINEN VOILE

$1.00 - $1.98

COATS
PLENTY

LARGE

14

FRENCH
CREPE

TO

Swimming

SUITS

SIZES

52

$1.00 to $5.00

Formerly Priced

SLIPS

$10.00 To $29.50

88c

$5.00 - $8.54

COTTON
or Lace

BLOUSES

NORTHMOUNT

$11.74-$13.44

SILK HOSE

89c

67c
Lisle Reinforced

SILK

NEW SUMMER

Heel, Toe and Tap
100%

Light Shades

DRESSES

PURE

SILK CREPE

HATS

SLIPS

PLENTY LARGE SIZES
14 TO

$1.77

52

$1.98 - $2.98

Priced Formerly

ALLEN

A

$1.50
Lisle Top

$5.98 To $16.50

SILK HOSE
78c
4 Pair For $3.00

$4.44 - $6.34

SWEATERS
COATS

$8.74 - $13.54

“MICKEY AND HIS MA”

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

The coming week will be a busy

SLIP-ON

77c to $2.98

one for the High School students and ated Wednesday from St. Barinabas
CAMDEN
At the annual meeting of Arcy- following is the schedule of events: Hospital, Newark, N. J., Is spending
Hcal Post. A. L., Thursday evening, Sunday, baccalaureate sermon at St. three weeks with her mother Mrs.
the following were elected: Com- Thomas Episcopal Church, 7.30 p. m.; Herbert Thomas, Sea street.
Ruth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
j mander, Harry Thurlow; vice com Monday, junior prize speaking con
mander, Howard Anderson; adjutant, test at opera house at 8 p. m.; Tues Hellie Bennett, was operated on for
Luther Goodman; chaplain, J. Gleason day, alumni association banquet at appendicitis this week at Commun
Perry; finance officer, Marston L. Yacht Club at 6.30; Thursday, gradu ity Hospital.
Herbert Thomas of Northeast Har- ;
Beverage. The State convention wilt ating exercises at open air ampithewill spend the weekend here }
be held in Houlton June 22-24, and atre at 8.15 p. m.; Friday, reception bor
with his family.
the county council in Camden July 20. and ball in the opera house at 8
The local post adjourned until the o'clock. The class of 1932 consists oi
45 members, 19 boys and 26 girls.
AUTOS ON DECLINE?
first week in October.
Mrs. Fred Herrick has returned They graduate in caps and gowns.
Laurence Dailey arrives in town
Receipts from the state automobile
from an extended visit with her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Smith Monday to spend the summer with registrations and operators' licenses
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles up to June 1 were $191,994 less than
in Washington.
Chester Hansen, clerk in Frank L. Dailey. Mr. Dailey graduates Sun during the first five months of 1931,
Kennedy's store, is confined to his day from the Springfield (Mass.) Col figures furnished by Secretary of
State Smith showed. Receipts for
lege.
home by illness.
Miss Sylvia Langman of New York the first five months of this year,
Mrs. G. Fred Porter of Lincolnville
is spending the weekend in Camden. city is visiting her parents, Mr. and totaled $2,517,114 compared to $2,709,108 the like period last year.
Mrs. W. S. Cameron of Rockland Mrs. David Langman, Sea street.
Gilbert Patten comes Monday from
The secretary's figures showed
entertained the P. J. Club Thursday
at Mrs. C. O. Perry's camp at Lake New York city to spend the summer 11,798 fewer passenger cars registered
! Megunticook.
Picnic supper was in town. Mrs. Patten will arrive this year than last. Passenger cars
Thursday.
for hire and truck registration also
served.
Dr. Harry J. PeFapiccc, Robert decreased, as did operators’ licenses.
Mr. and Mrs. Josef Hofmann have
Jamieson. Allie Dougherty and How
arrived at Tlie Rock for the summer. ard Derry leave today for a fishing Chauffeurs' licenses however, which
all persons who drive for pay must
Miss Mary Miller who is in train trip at Capens, Moosehead Lake.
have increased from 16,391 in 1931 to
ing at St. Barnabas Hospital, Newark,
Miss Montana Thomas who gradu 24,370.
N. J., arrives home today to spend
1 three weeks with her parents Mr. and
Mrs. F. W. Miller', Jacobs avenue.
The W. T. Plummers of Ardmore,
Penn., are at their cottage at Lake
Megunticook for the summer.
The Bethany class meets Tuesday
(AN DAD (jAVV IAN PAR bAtN IS G-EMUW1NE THAT Am't NO-fAlN'j with Mrs. Willis HarvlUe, Harden
SOtAfc bvituu SPOONS silver viiTh her
Pop GAVE KN IA0A
avenue.
FOR tAOlAE^S WW iNWfclS ONttt.'. S°IAWl
Mrs. Finlay Calder Is the guest of
—5*----------------- ' her daughter, Miss Katherine Calder
--------7i
(^EAh)
in Boston.
Mrs. E. A. Robbins, Jr., president
of the federation of State of Maine
Garden Clubs and Miss Bessie Bowers
secretary, are in Boston attending i
the meeting of the national council I
of State Garden Club Federations, I
being held at the Copley-Plaza Hotel, ■
Comfriencing June 15, a daily boat |
will run between Dark Harbor and ,
Camden, leaving Western Jetty,
Islesboro, at 9 a. m., daylight. Re
“Most men try to give their wives presents,
turning, leave A. L. Anderson's wharf
but only a few give them exactly what they
at 3 p. m. All trips made on sched
want.” But the trouble with women is, they
ule, weather permitting.
expect their husbands to be mind readers.
There will be no services at the
If they want new furniture from STUDLEY’S
First Congregational Church Sunday,
why don't they tell them so?
as the pastor, Rev. Winfield S.
Witham, Is on his annual vacation.
While away he will attend the annual
meeting of the Lincoln Association
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS
of Congregational Churches at Bath
61 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND,MAINE
and commencement exercises at An
dover-Newton.

OR

Short or Long Sleeves

ma sez

NOW SHOWING
“Woman In Room 13”

MEXT TO TRAINER’S

FOR SHOPPING

lunch.

Geo. Sidney

All Shows On Daylight Time
2.00
6.45
8.45
Continuous Saturday, 2.15 to 10.45

LADIES
OF THE

Anderson School—Miss Yora Nye,
teacher:
The school picnic was held at Seven
Tree Pond May 28. A fire was built
on the shore and wienies and marsh
mallows were roasted. Ice eream,
cake and lemonade completed the

The graduation exercises were held
H. G. Philbrook, Jr., of Brookline,
Mass, is making his usual spring June 2 in White Oak Grange hall and
visit in town and renewing acquaint the following program presented:
Play—“Polly In History-Land.’’ Char
ance with young friends.
acters: Polly. Elvi Riutta; Fancy,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Edwards, Eila Riutta; George Washington as
accompanied by Mrs. Emily Abbott, a boy, Ernest Erkila: Marquis De Lahave arrived, motoring from their layeite, Ernest Erkila; George Wash
home in Birmingham, Mich., and are ington as a man, Niilo Hill: Father of
at Ledgemere, their Ash Point cottage, Washington, Ernest Erkila; Martha
Washington, Esther Niemi; Chancel
for the summer.
lor Livingston, Eugene Tolman; sen
Miss Emma Harding entertained try, Eugene Tolman; Colonial ladies,
members of the High School Glee I/’a Fransen, Esther Tolman; ColoClubs Wednesday at Crockett's Point , nial men, Woodbury Robinson, Euwith a wienie roast and all-day pic- gene Tolman. Reino Hill; Colonial
nic, the occasion being an observance [ boys. Carl Erickson, Curtis Tolman,
of her 14th birthday. Mrs. Charles j Stanley Robinson; solo, Lea Fransen;
Bickmore and Nelson Crockett had conferring of diplomas, Supt. Frank
charge of transportation, and Mrs. D. Rowe. Tire graduates were Albert
Frank F. Harding chaperoned. The Hill and Eugene Tolman.
At this time the health pins were
guests were Katherine Black, Rose
Flanagan. Margaret Dunton, Gert given out and this school received the
rude Heal. Lilia Sherman, Sylvia largest percentage in the district.
Albert Hill is improving and ex
Cohen. Donna deRochemont. Virginia
Leach, John Karl, Edward Hcllier, pects soon to be home from Knox
Jr., Edward Ladd, Edwin Edwards Jr., Hospital, where he was operated on
His classmates
Howard Crockett, Gordon Flint, Wil for appendicitis.
liam Wincapaw Jr., Frank Harding sent him a large basket of fruit and a
Jr. and Richard Whitmore. A class bunch of letters expressing their re
ring was presented to Emma by her gret that he was unable to attend the
graduation.
friends.

Page Sevefl

RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

Buying a ear of us doesn't interfere
with your saving. Buy a guaran
teed car on Our Budget Plan.
Pay As You Ride.

1930
1929
1928
1930
1929
1928
1929
1930
1926
1928

Oldsmobile Sedan
Dodge Coupe
Essex Coach
Ford Roadster
Dodge Sedan
Chevrolet Coupe
Whippet Coach
Essex Roadster
Overland Sedan
Oldsmobile Coupe

We Do Our Own
Financing

MILLER’S GARAGE
*27 RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

Page Eight
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DIPLOMAS

FOR

• Continued from Page One)

ron, William Cullen Bryant, Oliver
Wendell Holmes and Robert Bridges
"It is fitting and proper, therefore,"
says the essayist, “that we have a
poem as well as biographical
sketches, to commemorate the event
of his 200th anniversary. Such a
poem has been written bv Edwir,
Markham, well known dean of
American poets, entitled Washing
ton, the Nation Builder.'”
Mr. Orcutt then read with excel
lent effect the Markham poem.
« • • •
Episode No. C

Malcolm Haskell; vice president, Lucy Delano, Helen Catherine dcRoclieFrench; treasurer, Fred Harden; sec inont, Francis Linwood Dyer.
Richard Spear Economy. Clinton
retary, Madeline Coffey.
• • » •
Turner Fickett, Francis Perkins
Fisher, Jr., Arthur C. Flanagan, Lucy
The Class History
The Washington feature of the Katherine French, Robert E. Gard
commencement exercises lost noth ner, Anita Eleanor Gatti, Ada Doro
ing through the class history, which thy Green, Carroll Eaton Grey, Fred
was really an ingenious application Ellsworth Harden, Jr., Malcolm
of the spirit which had pervaded the Wheeler Haskell, Mary Louise Hask
ell. Merton B. Haskell, Graham M.
evening’s program.
The historian, Francis McAlary, Hills.
told how in the early fall of 1928
Frances Ednah HowarcJ, Robert
there assembled before the well Alonzo Hussey, Francis W. Jackson,
guarded fortress of R.H.S., “a sturdy Jtoger Jameson, Byron Walter Joy,
band of pioneers, seekers after life, Viola Florence Joy, Aino Kangas,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness, Bertha Glover Knight, Pranoes
anxious to become an independent Marion Knowlton, Richard Collette
State in the League of Nations al Knowlton, John Edward LaCrosse,
ready organized in Rockland High Dorothy Gwendolyn Lawry, Lillian
School." How they resorted to the Flora Lord, Saxon Phyllis Lurvey,
ways of peace first, and when their Arlene J. Makinen.
Fannie Marie Masalin, Nartwlo
plea of “self determination” had
The class ode, written by Dorothy b:en presented to the commanding Mazzeo, Francis James McAlary, Con
Lawry to the tune of "Farewell to the j officer Gen. Joseph Blaisdell. who stance Dorothy Miller. Beatrice Estelle
Moulaison,
Marion
offered most gracious terms they Mills, Joan
calmly walked into the redoubt to Louise Mullen, Kenneth Irvin Orcutt,
take their places. All this time the Lydia Ada Orff, Edward Christopher
spokesman had been Louise Sherer. Palmer, Ruth Deborah Perry, Law
The first victory was the class social: rence Pike, Virginia Grant Proctor,
the next was at the first Kippy Kar- Lucy Catherine Quinn.
Marion Edith Rackliff, Ruth Mil
nival.
Malcolm Haskell was chosen leader dred Richards, William Kendall Rip
in the sophomore year. These prizes ley, Nelson Ulmer Rokes. Evelyn
were won: Alumni cup for leadership, Segal. Evelyn Maude Sherer, Mary
character and service; and scholar Frances Sleeper, Sherwood Charles
Smith,
ship shield given to class with the Small, Virginia Frances
Katherine Louise Snow, Barbara Lee
Strout, Gladys G. Sundstrom, Vir
/>■■■ ‘J’'.
ginia Walker, Evelyn Louise Wey
mouth, Ansel Ernest Young, Percy
Lowell Young.
Forest" (Mendelssohn) was sung with ■
excellent effect. It follows:

ment. Perhaps his greatest influ
ence on our national problems today
is through his advice about our for
eign policy. He said that we should
keep faith and justice toward all
Episode No. 9
nations. Another timely topic of
(As told by Flora Colson)
Washington lived at a time when advice was on the avoidance of all
obstruction to the execution of exist
music played only a minor part in ing laws. The dangers of this can
the country, said the essayist, using be seen with our current prohibition
law, a vital question of the day
which some States do not recognize
or comply with. Still another topic
in the farewell address was the re
straint of excessive party strife, a
natural phenomenon, which if car
ried to excess, is harmful. If party
spirit Is not checked it kindles the
spirit of animosity. By checking it
we are helping preserve the liberty
which we all cherish.

SEVENTY-THREE

(As told by Madeline Coffey)
Personal traits of Washington were
j described by Miss Coffey in her
essay entitled "Glances Aside." He
was far taller than the average man, as her subject "Music of George
never stout and splendidly formed.
Washington’s Time." His fondness
for music and the theatre is well
known. He was also obliged to at
tend many banquets and listen to
music prepared for the occasion. A
patriotic song familiar to him was
"Father and I Went Down To
Camp" or “Yankee Doodie," which
appeared in the Military Sonata,
"The Baltle cf Trenton.”
A novel introduction in the pro
gram at this point was the playing
of the sonata by Horace Booth,
sali/tatorian of the class. By means
of music he told the story of the
Our school days now are over.
Lafayette said: "I never saw so su whole battle. For example the audi
Four happy years are gone;
Each filled with work and study.
perb a man.” His complexion was ence could hear through the selec
With a pleasure and with song
rather pale, but his skin burned tion different themes such as “The
We glide from halls protecting.
easily in the sun leaving him usually Army in Motion.” “The Trumpets
Into an untried night.
Sounding
the
Attack."
the
roar
of
Where fame and fortune linger,
port with pulp wood. The Mitchells with a flushed appearance. His
To guide our steps aright.
the
cannons,
the
flight
and
surrender
enjoy their passing and usually give rugged features showed his great
> •.
Alv.
them a wave and salute.
strength of character. He put little
Dear High School, all endearing.
• • • •
Your Influence good and true.
expression into his voice, but the
Will keep Ideals still lofty.
..•.
■■ A *. »*
majesty of his words demanded at
Portland Head
We pray to honor you.
tention. Real animation was ex
Your
classic
halls.
In
memory.
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
F. O. Hilt was in Portland on busi hibited when he talked horses.
Will hold for us a charm
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
ness Tuesday.
Of Joy and strength and valor
highest average. The class started
His eyes were dark blue ar.d his
To guard our lives from harm.
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester A. Moreshead hair was dark brown. Years of con
the first Washington Club in Rock
ol Brighton avenue, Portland called
land High Schoo!, and hoarded up
Loved teachers kind and patient.
stant strain brought many wrinkles.
on the Hilts Wednesday evening.
Whose gentle guidance, too.
$1100.
Kept faltering steps from failure.
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Robinson of He was naturally jovial and anything
In the junior year the class con
but
a
killjoy.
He
had
faulty
teeth,
We bid farewell to you.
Indian Island
' thrown against a stone wall while Redstone, N. H. returned home last
tinued to be, like Washington, first
Farewell to classmates, friends and
and appeared often in public, face
The Girls’ Friendship Athletic working with his horses last week.
Saturday.
school.
Compare These Prices
in peace and first in the hearts of
Keeper and Mrs. Bracey extend
Mr. and Mrs. John Archambeau swollen from toothache. He was a
Our thought will linger here
Club of Rockport visited the station
That we may make the most of life.
I its countrymen. A feature of this
Tuesday. As the day was showery sincere sympathy to Keeper and Mrs. and son John of Portland visited the strong, impassioned man, and didn't
year was the class play ‘ Peg o’ My
Will be our heartfelt prayer.
easily recover when aroused.
they had picnic dinner indoors, and Conary of Mark Island in their re station recently.
Heart” with Ken Orcutt and Naomi 29x4.40 ............................... $3.48
Washington
was
a
hard
worker.
spent the afternoon with games, sing- cent bereavement,
Mrs. Martha Sterling and Mrs.
Stearns in the leading roles.
29x1.50 ...............................
3.75
Mrs. Wilbert Gove and infant son Adora Hilt attended the Good Timers In reply to inquiries he said that he
ing and a general inspection of the
The
diplomas
were
awarded
by
the
In the senior year occurred the
30x4.50 ...............................
3.85
Light. Those present were Carrie returned Saturday from Rockland Club at Mrs. Myra Robertson’s in got up at 4 o'clock and a great deal of of the Hessians, and finally the gen city's chief executive. Mayor Charles
pilgrimage to Washington. A few
4.25
Gray, Vera Richards, Helena Upham, with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Portland last Wednesday. Willard his work was done while others were eral rejoicing at the victory.
M. Richardson, who offered brief but; inside facts that were not published 28x4.75 ...............................
sleeping.
30x5 ...............................
14.95
This dual feature of the program excellent words of advice.
Alice Steward, Marguerite Buzzell Brown.
r. Hilt was their chauffeur,
might add interesting!* to the com
32x6
....................................
24.85
was cited therein as melody and
and Miss Alice Crocker of the High
....
| R. T. Sterling has planted a few
The high standard set by Thursday j
600x20 ............................... 15.98
rhythm, and proved very interesting. night's exercises provides another i mon knowledge, the historian hint
School faculty.
Saddleback Ledge
lobster traps overboard and finds a
Episode No. 7
ed. The play “PollyannA” was a
Francis
Hopkinson
dedicated
his
Mrs. Reed has been in bed a week
___
slim harvest. He wonders who infitting tribute to the two men who success financially and otherwise.
(As
told
by
Graham
Hills)
and had to call Dr. Hutchins Wednes‘
bee
ery busy lateIy formed the lobsters about the depres"Set of Eight Songs" to Washington,
“By the Potomac" was Mr. who in his acknowledgment. con are doing such valiant educational
According to Mr. McAlary the
day afternoon.
Owing to her ill painting and fishing,” writes Keeper sjon
BOYS
work for this city—Supt. E. L. Toner
health and the
illness of Keeper Wells. “The pollock are schooling
Albert Martin and Robert Sterling Hills’ subject, which was found to fessed his inability to raise a single and Principal Joseph E. Blaisdell class had in its band ‘scholars of
A SPECIAL FOR YOU
relate
to
Washington's
picturesque
the
first
rank,
pests
of
the
worst
Reed's father in Rockport little work cn Saddleback Shoal and Mr. Alley I Jr. with two chums recently visited
note on any instrument. Of the Mr. Blaisdell’s administration at the
Pennsylvania Bicycle Tire
has been done around the station and myself caught 43 nice ones Mon- Cushing’s Island. The boys rowed home at Mt. Vernon. Washington many English operas of Washing High School has been marked by an , type, heart breakers of no small
“Sturdy Stud"
came
into
control
of
it
through
the
ability
and
athletes."
In
the
last
.
,.
, . . ., x
! over and back in a punt, reporting a
lately.
ton's time his favorite was “The absence of ostentation , but has!
death
of
his
brother
Lawrence,
and
day
afternoon,
which
that
same
wonder{ul
time
named
division
Ednah
Howard
stood
....
98c
Poor Soldier."
achieved results of which every par
night were all split and salted. June j Green grass growing all around when he first resided there both the
The six dances then popular were ent, student, and friend of the school out.among the girls, while Flanagan,
Petit Manan
7 Mr. Mathie went on 16 days' leave w;th the thermometer racing up and mansion and the estate were incon
feel proud. Other members of Dick Knowlton, "Norm” Connon,
James H. Freeman, first assistant, cf absence to his home in Dennysville, down. The station's rock gardens are siderable. The embellishments of the minuet, gavotte, country dance, should
the faculty are: Anna E. Coughlin, j John LaCrosse and N. Mazzeo could
cotillion,
hornpipe
and
reel.
The
has returned to the station after a his wife driving to Rockland to meet planted, and no one has to cart in house and grounds were due to his
man.”
13 Plate Bonded Battery
essay was then illustrated by Mr. Ramona Leadbetter, Elda Lermond, be classed as “whatta
• • • •
few days' leave with his family in bimrocks to make them either. They creative hand. The first extensive Booth’s second group of selections, Reta C. Robinson, Raymond D j
$5.50
Jonesboro.
There are several large pulp are nature’s best—but how can seeds improvements made by him were in which consisted of “Two Minuets” Bowden. Ivy M. Hart. Charlotte Jack-^ The class roster follows;
Mr and Mrs. George Fletcher of steamers now running by the light grow? That's the question,
Annie. Arleen Anderson, Marion
1758, when he put Mt. Vernon in and “Country Gardens.”
son, Esther Rogers, Alpheus L. Whit
Lubec were weekend guests of Mr. leaded with wood. Capt. Bennett of
order to receive his bride.
temore. John Durrell, Lucille Goding. Gilley Anderson, Doris Louise Black
• • « •
and Mrs. Roscoe L. Fletcher.
Some years later when the man
Heron Neck had the misfortune to
Mary M. Pike. Ruth Spear. Mary C. man, Horace Richard Booth, Free
Little River
Mrs. Gracie Fagonde spent the lose the rabbit he captured in his
Episode No. 10
sion proved too small to properly en
Carrillo, Dorothy E. Parker, Mina j man Fletcher Brown, Jr., Catherine
weekend in Beals with her mother henhouse some time ago and now his
Schools are closing and soon all tertain the many notables and other
(As told by Fletcher Brown)
Tower, Ruth H. Whittemore, Ethel I Anna Burke, Ralph Howard Chaples.
689 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Mrs. Calista D. Beal.
Jr., Madeline Crockett Coffey, Flora
time evenings is equally divided the children will be at home once guests who came to nay him honor,
Under the subject “Familiar Faces” Keane, Durward Heal.
61-tf
A 33-foot fish beat with two men, locking for cutworms, rabbit and lain more.
Hahn Colson, Norman W. Connon,
The
class
of
1932
has
been
well
offi

the essayist told of portrait represen
Buster Rice ar.d Mr. Wedge of Cran to water Ins garden. Well, it's 12
May 28 was children's night at the
cered, as seen by this list: President,' Wilbur C. Connon, Mary Helen i
tations of George Washington. The
berry Island was towed into the Pool o’clock and my watch in bed.”
Grange. The Corbett children were
here with a good catch of fish late
there and took part in the program,
• * • «
artists of that period used famous
Wednesday of last week by a lobster
after which ice cream and cake were
men and women as their subjects.
The Cuckolds
fisherman, Kenneth V. Beal. The
served. A good time was reported.
Charles Wilson Pcale has the honor
Jack Elliot is visiting his parents
boat was disabled by the engine
There was a baccalaureate sermon
of having painted the first picture of
breaking down. The men were taken Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Elliot. Since for the grammar school graduates
Washington as a man. Washington
in by Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe It. Fletcher graduation from Bowdoin he has May 29 at tne M. E Church, and the
posed 14 times for him, and his best
and kept over night and were towed ,
* ,
"
graduation
was ......
held at the church
Friday morning to Cranberry Island b"en emPloyed by the First National the following Friday evening. A
picture shows the General at Valley
by the coast guard crew of thalt ! Bank in Boston and the Burroughs class of five was graduated, Neil Cor
Forge in Revolutionary uniform.
place They spent part of the eve- ' Adding Machine Cp. in Winchester, N. bett being one of them. Ruth Corbett
Rembrant Peale and John Trumbull
ning with Keeper and Mrs. Fagonde, ! H. He will enter Union Theological was marshal on both occasions.
are credited with fine representations
as the keeper was well acquainted School. N. Y. in September,
of him.
Ida and Nina Ward were guests at
with their fathers and was shipmate i Keeper and Mrs. Elliot and Jack the light last Wednesday.
We owe our best known portrait to
with Mr. Wedge's father in the fish- i Elliot attended the baccalaureate Mrs. Corbett and daughter FlorGilbert Stuart, the outstanding
ing vessel Nickerson at the timp she service Sunday at the Congregational ■ ence Wgre calling on friends in Cutler
artist of that time. It is called the
was dismasted off Moose Peak Light. Church, Boothbay Harbor. The ser- ;astgunday
"Athenaeum Head.” This painting,
he
enlarged
the
dwelling
to
about
, . , „
mon was delivered by Rev. Elton K.
showing the left face, was intention
The Margery Austin from Palsboro,
Bassett. Both the sermon and the N S., iumber laden, was in the har three times its original size. It has ally left unfinished by the artist; to
been
restored
in
comparatively
re

Two Bush Island
1 singing by the vested choir was much bor Monday.
cent years to appear as nearly as pos day it is used on dollar bills, stamps.
Tender Ilex landed water at this : enjoyed by a large audience,
The fog is here at present, but al' sible as it did a century ago.
station May 26, having some difficulty
hope it is not going to stay long.
During Washington's residence at
due to rough sea.
The keeper has his garden planted Mt. Vernon his inheritance of 2700
Tenant's Harbor
Keeper Leland Mann returned
and
is
still
busy
about
the
station.
Keeper Dudley and Everett Watts
acres was increased to approximate
June 1 after four days’ leave. Mr.
The boys are getting ready to do a ly 8000 acres with a consequent di
and Mrs. D. L. Mann and daughter attended the ball game Wednesday little trawl fishing.
versity of activities. Today the
June also spent the holidays ashore. of last week, St. George playing the j
whole estate is preserved as a na
Three young men from Rockland Vinalhaven team, and some game— I
MISS GREGORY S PUPILS
tional shrine, visited annually by
were visitors here Memorial Day and
for
St.
George.
1
-------thousands. It has been described as
Mr. PenDell was pleased to show
Wednesday
evening
of
last
week
PUuw
Students
Present
a
Program
"a bustling village with multifarious
them about the station. In leaving
Ivy
Falla,
Irene
Underwood.
Philip
Very
Gratifying
To
the
Audience
emuloyments and products.”
the slip the rudder was broken from
-------* * * •
their outboard motor so that they had Murphy and Olaf Johnson were call- '
to use an oar for steering. It is hoped ing on June Watts here at the light. : Miss Edna Gregory presented her
Episode
No. 8
The new Aladdin lamp is quite an Piano pupils in a recital of gratifying
they had no further difficulty in
(As
told
by
Marion
Rackliffe)
improvement
i success Monday evening at the BPW
leaching home.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Sabins and Club rooms, in the bresence of a
"Brocade and Lace,” selected as
Hollis Duswald has returned to
Waldoboro after visiting relatives Mr. and Mrs. Stevens were visitors large number of interested and ap Miss Rackliffe's subject led the audi and as decorations for the Wash
at the light Monday, returning home preciative parents and friends. The ence to expect a feminine diversion ington bicentennial. One of the
here.
first half of the program was devoted
Mr. and Mrs. Blanchard of Rock to Saugus, Mass. Tuesday.
prized possessions in the White!
Keeper Dudley and Everett Watts to representatives from the piano
House is one of Stuart's portraits of
land were weekend guests of Mr. and
classes
which
Miss
Gregory
has
so
were in Rockland Monday on busi
Mrs. D. L. Mann.
Washington, cne of the few articles
successfully
conducted
in
Rockport
ness.
saved by Dolly Madison when the
this
year.
The
teacher
is
a
graduate
The cistern here has only a few
British burned the Capital in the
Eagle
inches of water in it. A heavy rain i of the Faelten Pianoforte School of
t ,
War of 1812. Another familiar me
The past month was an unusually would be welcomed but Wednesday . Boston and brings to her work sound
morial of Washington is the statue
busy one for this station due to the morning, when this was written, felt j training and painstaking care and
made by Jean Houdo.i, a Frerchman i
repairs being made and the construc more like snow.
understanding. The program:
who came to America with Franklin
• ♦ • •
tion of a bell tower, which is now
fr ■
PART I
in order to make it. It is the only I
Pupils from Rockport piano classes
completed except for being put in
original from life and has been
Duet—Cashmere Song
Fort Point
operation. During these activities
■t
j
Doris and Arler.e Tomlnskl
chosen as the official bicentennial
C. ■.
The vegetable and flower gaidens Solo -Jlng-a-rlng
the lighthouse tender Hibiscus came
■ > •*.
portrait.
Rae Paige
several times, the last time bringing are growing fine but need rain. The
• • • •
r
a
<•
Duet
—
The
Sun
Is
Sinking
cistern
here
is
dry
but
there
are
two
C. E. Sherman, superintendent of
Lewis and Pauline Tatham
Episode No. 11
lighthouses and H. D. King, deputy wells on the reservation which turn
Scale demonstrations
(As told by Saxon Lurvey)
Solo- -London Bridge is Falling Down
commissioner from Washington, D. C. | ish water.
Gertrude Erickson
“Winged Words” was the poetic
The workmen left June 3, L. B
Etta Marie Mitchell closed her Duet
Beal and Howard Colberth going to school in Searsport last Friday after
Arlene Tomlnskl. Gertrude Erickson
title selected by the valedictorian for
Swan's Island and Thomas Webster a successful year's teaching. She and Reading—The Story of Patsy ................... in the program, nor was it disap the conclusion of the Washington
pointed. George Washington en
.............................
Kate
Douglas
Wiggin
A telephone in the house
and L. L. Beal to Pumpkin Island. her pupils enjoyed a picnic at Belfast
Miss Ruth Oregory
joyed very much being in love—not episodes.
The latter were taken to their sta City Park the last day.
(Assisting artist)
in
the
common
evervdav
wav.
but
in
hese
The essay is prefaced with a ref
PART II
a necessity, more so
tion by E. C. Howard, accompanied
Wednesday evening the graduation
love as you read it in the books.
Private pupils
by Mrs. Howard and Keeper and Mrs. exercise of Stockton High School will Duet—The Clock
Man ................
Blake Mary Phillipse, a New York belle re erence to Washington's farewell ad
Bracey, who visited the light and had be held in the Universalist Church,
today than ever. When there
Eleanor Porter Miss Gregory
dress—whose influence has been sec
are times when men
a pleasant call with Keeper and Mrs. and dancing Will follow at the new Solos—French Folk Tune ........... Quallle jected him because “his nose is im
Rock-a-bye ............................ BUbro possible.”
Rumerv.
is work for you to do it brings the
Hillside Pavilion.
Five major scales
Washington met Martha Custis
who do not have
Glenn Bracey returned from Bath
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Costello and
The Circus Comes ............. Cramm soon afterwards, fell in love at first
recently accompanied by a friend, i family entertained a party of New
Virginia Taylor Glldden (age 6)
word at once. It may put you back
steady work need every job they
Cock-a-doodle-doo ............. Diller sight, and proposed. After many re
Donald Fleming who will remain for Canaan, Conn., friends over the Solos—Lavender
’s Blue ................. Quallle fusals he was accepted, and for 40
an indefinite visit
| weekend and holiday at their cottage
By the Sea ............................ Quallle
on a regular payroll.
can get. They cannot afford to miss
Shirley Bracey returned Saturday on Fort pojnt.
Coo-coo ..................................... Doust years they lived happily together.
She was the pride and very soul of
Nancy Howard
from Deer Isle after completing the , jjr. and Mrs. Alden P. Webster Duet—Southern
Jubilee ......... Ferguson Washington’s life, always in his
A single extra day’s work will pay
a single opportunity. Those who
school year there.
| spent last weekend at their summer
Sumner and Robert Waldron
Sunday afternoon a brief visit was i;Ome here.
Solo—Swinging ...................... MacGregor mind. After outgrowing his desire to
propose to every pretty girl he made
Eleanor Porter
for your telephone for a month or
have telephones iin their homes are
enjoyed from Keeper Morrison and
Fdgar Mitchell of Bangor. Mrs.
Hot Cross Buns
an ideal husband.
son of Goose Rock Light and Mr. GPorge Kellev and daughter Gladys Duet—Old
Time Fiddler .................. Blake
He never outgrew his desire to
Haskell of North Haven.
longer. Don’t delay. It may mean a
Nancy Howard. Sumner Waldron
likely to get the most work because
1 and Mrs. Millard Griffin of MillFrank Bracey Jr. left June 6 for bridge were supper guests at the Solos—Study .......................... Burgmuller dar.ee, but gave it up almost wholly
At
the
Fair
...............
............
Scott
as
“
it
puts
a
damper
on
the
young
Bath where he has employment. He lighthouse Sunday.
____
job.Comein or call our Business
they can be reached immedi
Carleton Gregory
was taken to North Haven by E. L. | SS. Maisol arrived Saturday with Duet—Country Gardens .......... Williams folks.” Besides dancing Washington
used
to
play
cards.
He
played
for
Ruth
Gregory.
Carleton
Gregory
Carver, where he took the noon plane cargo of pulp wood for the Eastern
Office about u telephone today.
ately when they are needed.
Each participant played exceed money, though the stakes were small,
to Rockland.
Also accompanying Manufacturing Co.
them to North Haven were Keeper
gch. Bertha V. anchored in Fort ingly well and reflected intelli luckily for him, as he was nearly ond only to that of two other im
Bracey and F C. Quinn. M’ Quinn Point cove Tuesday. She Is loaded gent teaching. Attractive flowers, always a loser. All in all George mortal documents, the Declaration
through the courtesy of Mrs. H. W. Washington was what might be of Independence and the Constitu
consulted a doctor and found that he j with pulp wood and due in Bangor,
was injured to the extent of three
There are three Norwegian steam- Frohock and Edwin H. Crie Co., called today a very young and sporty tion. The chief aim of the President
old gentleman.
was the success of federal governbroken ribs, as the result of being ships making weekly trips to Bucks- graced the rooms.
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